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Abstract 

Melissa Ann Metzger 

Functional Analysis of Polished-edge Discoidal Knives of the British Isles 

Keywords: Polished-edge Discoidal Knives, Experimental Lithic Technology, 

Microscopy, Microwear Analysis, Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age, Archaeology, 

Flint Tools  

Polished-edge discoidal knives are part of the lithic material culture from the 

British Isles with an approximate Late Neolithic date. These artefacts are 

manufactured in three basic shapes: circular to D-shaped, triangular, and broad 

leaf to lozenge (Clark 1929).  

The aim of this project was to explore the function of polished-edge discoidal 

knives. To achieve this aim, the following objectives were completed: Objective 

1: Develop a broad understanding of the literature surrounding polished-edge 

discoidal knives; Objective 2: Develop a database containing all the available 

information regarding the known knives for study in this project and as a tool to 

help further research and select archaeological samples for study based on type, 

condition, find location, and current location; Objective 3: Understand how these 

tools were used; and Objective 4: Review all data and produce a narrative about 

polished-edge discoidal knives’ function in Late British Neolithic Society.  

This project has revealed that these knives were possibility used for activities 

involving birch bark, clay, or other wood types. This research has also produced 

a database of knives, a modern distribution map, a revised typology, an 

archaeological date and possible contexts, and an object itinerary. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This thesis is a compilation of works carried out by the author to gain a deeper 

understanding of polished-edge discoidal knives as artefacts. This includes using 

the scientific method to examine their function, their deposition, their 

classification, their archaeological context, and their typology. Polished-edge 

discoidal knives are stone tools produced by flaked tool technology with polished 

edges produced by ground stone technology.  

There have been a limited number of studies using the scientific method to further 

the understanding of polished-edge discoidal knives. This project aimed to 

expand upon the current knowledge base by:  

• Assessing the theoretical hypotheses present in the background literature 

• Credibly recreating and using experimental tools for appropriate activities 

• Comparing the data from experimental tools and archaeological samples 

• Compiling the archaeological context data of recorded polished-edge 

discoidal knives into a detailed database 

• Assessing the current typology 

In this work, these knives are referred to as polished-edge discoidal knives. 
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Figure 1.1: British Museum Display Plaque – Display discussing polished[-edge] discoidal knives. Taken 
by author. 

 

1.1 Introduction to Background  

Polished-edge discoidal knives are rare stone implements from the late British 

Neolithic (Clay 1928; Burkitt 1931; Fell 1970; Savory 1975; Hack 1984; Pickin 

1997). These knives display characteristics consistent with either having been 

made from flakes (Clark 1929; Burkitt 1931; Watson 1950; Carpenter 1957; 

Savory 1975; O'Kelly et al. 1983; Wickham-Jones 1987; Durden 1995) or made 

from core tools (Graf and Pirie 1986; Durden 1995). In appearance, they have 

polished or ground edges (Clark 1929; Carpenter 1957; Woodman et al. 2006). 

The act of polishing leaves the flint surface with a relatively shiny and smooth 

appearance. This act gives the polished-edge discoidal knives a shiny, smooth, 

and lustrous look; the grinding and polishing also removes the ridges of the flake 

scars and the pressure flakes from the edges. Pressure flaking is the method of 

trimming the edge of a flint tool by applying static force to remove a small flake 

(Turner 2003). The archaeological recovery for polished-edge discoidal knives 

varies across the British Isles from possible associations with archaeological 
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monuments, burials, and some domestic setting (Harvey et al. 1967; Manby 

1974; Lewis 2005). A significant number of recovered polished-edge discoidal 

knives can now be found in museums collections with several being on display 

for public viewing. Figure 1.1 exhibits how polished-edge discoidal knives are 

displayed to the wider non-archaeological community.  

1.2 Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this project is to explore the function of polished-edge discoidal knives 

and the multiple avenues that lead from exploring the function. To achieve this 

aim, the following objectives were developed:  

Objective 1: Develop a broad understanding of the literature surrounding 

polished-edge discoidal knives. 

Objective 2: Develop a database that contained all the available information 

regarding the known knives for study in this project and as a tool to help further 

research. 

-2a: research publications, museum records, and online repositories (such as 

Archaeological Data Services and Portable Antiquities Scheme) to gather 

information about published polished-edge discoidal knives. 

-2b: select archaeological samples for study based on type, condition, find 

location, and current location.  

Objective 3: Understand how these tools were used 

-3a: use ethnographic works to help inform experiments about polished-edge 

discoidal knives.  

-3b: assemble and create an experimental collection of used polished-edge 

discoidal knives. 
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-3c: analyse microwear traces from experimental tools.  

-3d: identify the function of these polished-edge tools through microwear analysis 

by comparing the microwear traces from experimental tools to archaeological 

samples. 

-3e: interpret those wear traces. 

Objective 4: Review all data and produce a narrative about polished-edge 

discoidal knives’ function. 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

This thesis has been organised across seven chapters with supplementary 

information as appendices (I - VII). 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the introduction of the research topic. The aims of this 

research are presented here as well as the objectives needed to complete those 

aims. 

Chapter 2 Background Literature 

This chapter comprises of the background information for this project. It goes into 

the published works surrounding polished-edge discoidal knives and breaks 

down the main concepts in the literature. This chapter also briefly discusses the 

history of lithic analysis, ground stone analysis, and edge replication. Also 

included is a cursory investigation using existing ethnographic research to 

explore the relationship between polished stone tools and polished-edge 

discoidal knives. 

Chapter 3 Methods 
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This chapter details the methods used to achieve the aims. The methods consist 

of experimental research, desk-based compilation of archaeological data of 

recorded polished-edge discoidal knives, preparing experimental and 

archaeological tools for use-wear analysis, and explanation of the equipment 

used to complete the analysis of experimental tools and archaeological samples. 

Chapter 4 Results 

This chapter presents the results of the microwear analysis of experimental tools 

and archaeological samples. Microwear analysis examines the microscopic 

patterns left on the tool’s surface by various activities. This chapter also includes 

the details of the collection of archaeological context data and dimensional data 

of recorded polished-edge discoidal knives. A by-product of this compilation of 

data is the creation of a detailed database and a geographical distribution map of 

recorded find locations of polished-edge discoidal knives across the British Isles. 

The database and distribution map were unexpected results of this project. 

Chapter 5 Discussion 

This chapter discusses the main aspects of the results in further detail and how 

it ties back to the British Late Neolithic. The polished-edge discoidal knives 

database and associated distribution map bring modern data gathering 

techniques to the forefront of our ability to understand these tools in the context 

of the Late British Neolithic. The microwear traces on the experimental tools and 

archaeological samples are compared and discussed to examine these 

implements and their potential uses as suggested by use-wear comparisons. A 

discussion about the polished-edge discoidal knives is important due to the 

database giving an insight into their distribution. An important topic of gender and 

tool use; that is brushed over in the literature, is brought forward for a discussion 
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with a modern take. Also, in this chapter, an object itinerary is constructed for 

polished-edge discoidal knives and the benefits of object itineraries are 

discussed. 

Chapter 6 Conclusion 

This chapter provides an ending to this research and a reflection on what has 

been accomplished. 

Chapter 7 Further Research 

This chapter investigates further avenues of research that could be pursued 

concerning polished-edge discoidal knives. These avenues include higher 

resolution use-wear analysis using laser scanning microscopy and using 

metrology for statistical analysis of use-wear patterns. 

The Appendices  

• The database created for this research (I, II) 

• Experimental tool sketch maps (III) 

• Archaeological tool sketch maps (IV) 

• The Experimental Pilot study and Results (V) 

• Cambridge Research Visit (VI) 

• Published paper for Lithic Studies Society (VII) 

• Current Metrology Data (VIII) 
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Chapter 2 Background Literature 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the literature related to polished-edge discoidal knives. The 

review investigates aspects of the literature relating to the background of these 

tools, which period these tools date from archaeologically, Clark’s initial research 

in the 1920s and the current issues revolving around the topic of polished-edge 

discoidal knives’ purpose. The next part of the review examines the physical 

description of polished-edge discoidal knives, explores the manufacturing 

technique used to create these tools and discusses the interpretations the 

previous authors had about the function of polished-edge discoidal knives. The 

review then goes into the geographical distribution based on previous research 

as well as other artefacts that polished-edge discoidal knives are reportedly 

associated with. Leading from that, characteristics of polished-edge discoidal 

knives’ archaeological contexts are discussed; this breaks down the literature and 

separates out the contexts into archaeological monuments, burials, and domestic 

settings. This research has also reviewed lithic analysis background literature to 

comprehend the differing techniques associated with lithic use-wear analysis. A 

review of ethnographic literature was included as it was deemed advantageous 

to recognise how other cultures produced and used polished tools from across 

the world. 

Polished-edge discoidal knives were flintknapped into four shapes or types then, 

as part of their manufacture, polished using an abrasive material available at the 

time. Evidence so far dates polished-edge discoidal knives to the Late British 

Neolithic (~2,900 – 2,300 BC) (Clark 1929; Davies 1961; Cotton 1984; Lewis 

2005; Castleden 2014; Loveday 2016). The background literature provides some 
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tenuous dates and associations for polished-edge discoidal knives. However, as 

discussed below, later literature provides a more secure, reliable date for 

polished-edge discoidal knives.  

2.1.1 Archaeological Date 

The archaeological date of polished-edge discoidal knives’ is an extensively 

debated topic in the literature. The suggested tenuous dates are: Late Neolithic 

(Davies 1961; Cotton 1984; Lewis 2005), Early Bronze Age (Clay 1928; Burkitt 

1931), or Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age. (Clark 1929; Gardiner 1984).  

However, the only securely dated context is from an archaeological site in 

Doulting, East Mendip referred to as Abbey Quarry has evidence to support a 

Late Neolithic date in a feature labelled pit 703 (Lewis 2005). This pit was 

discovered during an archaeological excavation that occurred before Abbey 

Quarry was extended. This feature was of multiple features found during this 

excavation (Hollinrake and Hollinrake 2001; Lewis 2005).  Pit 703 was an oval 

shaped pit in plan with irregular sloping sides and bottom in profile; the soil was 

a red sandy clay with frequent charcoal inclusions and small stones (Figure 

2.1,(Lewis 2005).  
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Figure 2.1: Plan and Profile of Pit 703 at Abbey Quarry (From Hollinrake & Hollinrake 2001 and Lewis 
2005), 

Within this pit, a Type I polished-edge discoidal knife (Figure 2.2) with other 

worked lithics was found alongside Grooved Ware pottery sherds that represent 

two different vessels , and a variety of animal  bones (Lewis 2005). A radiocarbon 

date was obtained from one of the bones found in pit 703 and the results shows 

a date of 2700-2250 cal. BCE, which relates to the Late Neolithic period (Lewis 

2005; Pollard 2008). This is currently the only securely dated polished-edge 

discoidal knife that has been excavated to date. 

 

Figure 2.2: Type I from Pit 703, Abbey Quarry (Hollinrake & Hollinrake 2001 and Lewis 2005). 
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Without direct evidence Clark (1929) ascribed the polished-edge discoidal knives 

to the Beaker Culture (~2500-1500BC) (Davies 1961: 161) on the basis of the 

similar distribution pattern between Beaker pottery and polished-edge discoidal 

knives. This association was critiqued by Dolby (1964: 121) who noted that 

Clark’s suggestions of a Beaker date was based upon ‘the association of only 

one polished-edge discoidal knife with Beaker sherds’. Dolby (1964) also noted 

that the one association given by Clark (1929) between a Type I knife and a flint 

dagger found at Arbor Low was not reliable because the two artefacts had been 

found two years apart (Dolby 1964: 121-122). Nonetheless, as Arbor Low’s stone 

circle is considered to have a Neolithic date and the tumulus an Early Bronze Age 

one (Gray 1903), it is possible that the polished-edge discoidal knives and 

daggers had been deposited at the same time even though these artefacts date 

to different time periods (albeit discovered at two different points in time).  

However, the more secure date needs to be more relied on as tenuous dates can 

be misleading. 

Clark (1929) also discussed a triangular, Type II, knife from Ely found with Beaker 

pottery and this pottery was described as domestic by Fox (Fox 1923; Clark 

1929).  This knife is considered to have an association with ‘a sherd of Beaker 

pottery decorated by toothed stamp impression, a sherd decorated by irregular 

geometric patterns crudely made by a blunt instrument and a polished flint knife 

of sub-triangular form’ (Clark 1938: 265). This should be looked upon with caution 

because these artefacts are associated with the transitional period between the 

Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age (Clark 1938). A Type II was found in the 

same field as a flint dagger from Kempston (Evans 1897; Clark 1929; Graf and 

Pirie 1986). During the 1963 excavation of a ring-ditch in Lawford, Essex, an 

unstratified broken Type II polished-edge discoidal knife was found; during the 
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same excavation other Late Neolithic worked flint was found along with Grooved 

Ware pottery (Wainwright and Longworth 1971; Shennan et al. 1985).  

A Type I knife was found associated with a charcoal area inside Chamber 1 of 

Tooth Cave. Other artefacts found are a faunal bone needle, a bone bead, a 

faunal spatula, and a human skull (Harvey et al. 1967). However, flint cannot 

provide an accurate date for this archaeological site. The second Neolithic/ Early 

Bronze Age date put forth for the knife and cave use is based on the observation 

that the bone needle hole was not made by a technique used in the Early Bronze 

Age and the other flint discovered, a sub-triangular knife, correlates with ones 

found with Beaker burials (Harvey et al. 1967).  
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Figure 2.3: Stonehenge Landscape- Modified from Clark 1985 with coloured ovals indicating the King 
Barrows (white oval) and Wilsford Down (blue circle). 
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There was a Type I found between the east end of the Stonehenge Cursus and 

King Barrows (Clay 1928; Field et al. 2012). During excavation of pits found near 

King Barrow Ridge at the Stonehenge Cursus (Figure 2.3, white oval), domestic 

material was discovered; vast lithic scatters from the ploughsoil, and pottery and 

animal bone from sealed layers provide evidence to support domestic 

settlements (Richards 1990). The flint objects found were scrapers, chisel and 

oblique arrowheads, ground axes, and other struck flint (Field et al. 2012). 

During a fieldwalking session at Wilsford Down (Figure 2.3, blue circle), part of 

the Stonehenge landscape, in 1981/82, a significant number of flints were 

recorded including a polished-edge discoidal knife (Richards 1990: 159). Later 

excavation recovered Peterborough Ware, Beaker pottery, fabric impressed 

grog-tempered pottery, and a collared urn (Richards 1990: 170; Exon et al. 2000: 

36, 70). Peterborough Ware was around being created in 2700BC, Beaker pottery 

creation around began in 2500BC, and Collared Urns were started being around 

2200/2100BC (Gibson and Woods 1997; Laing 2003; Percival 2016); these dates 

show that Wilsford Down was in use throughout the Late Neolithic (3200-2000BC; 

Castleden 2014).  

Based on the evidence here, there is no well-stratified Early Bronze Age date for 

polished-edge discoidal knives. Therefore, the evidence supports that these 

artefacts date to the Mid to Late Neolithic, based on the C14 date from Abbey 

Quarry (as described above).    
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2.1.2 Clark’s Typology 

For this project, Clark’s (1929) typology of polished [edge] discoidal flint knives 

was used as a base line for studying these artefacts as it was the first 

comprehensive study completed about these artefacts. There are four basic 

shapes: 1) circular to d-shaped or horseshoe (Type I: top left of Figure 2.4); 2) 

triangular (Type II: top right of Figure 2.4); 3) lozenge to broad leaf (Type III: 

bottom left of Figure 2.4); and 4) rectangular (Type IV: bottom right of Figure 2.4). 

According to Clark (1929), the Type I are generally seen to have the same plan 

as a circular scraper form. Type II is a triangular form with an unaltered base, 

ideally isosceles; this form could be more acute or obtuse. The third form is 

distinguished as a lozenge form but varies between a broad leaf and a rhomboidal 

form; the sides are ideally symmetrical. The Type IV is a rectangular shape, but 

has no precursor suggestion for how this shape came to be (Clark 1929). 
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Figure 2.4: Clark's Typology of discoidal knives – Modified from Clark 1929: 42: Figure 2 and 3, 43: figure 
6 and 7.   
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2.1.3 Current Issues 

Since antiquarian times, these pieces have been found and recorded. However, 

they have not received adequate scientific research and conjecture about their 

function accompanies them through history. Through this research, it has 

become clear that distinctive interpretations of tool identification and function 

have developed.  It has become evident from the literature that there are differing 

opinions on typology, function, and classification names. These differences made 

gathering all known publications on these knives more difficult.  

Researchers have imposed modern terms to describe archaeological finds and 

the term ‘knife’ carries strong connotations for function and appearance. With the 

utilisation of the term ‘knife’, those implications seemed to have influenced 

researchers in assuming these artefacts’ function and purpose inside Neolithic 

society. Differing opinions regarding their function emanate from the literature; 

some discuss these being used in animal hide processing (Evans 1897; Grimes 

1938; Smith and Wymer 1964; Varndell 2004). However, some consider that 

these artefacts might have been prestige items (Cotton 1984; Graf and Pirie 

1986; Pickin 1997).  

Not only is their function ambiguous, but their archaeological date and what 

context they are found in is not definite. Most finds are surface finds with no 

archaeological context, however ones discovered with potentially reliable 

archaeological context were found in association with archaeological 

monuments, burials, and domestic settings. ‘Clark unhesitatingly ascribed them 

[polished-edge discoidal knives] to the Beaker Culture’ (Davies 1961: 161), but 

lacked direct evidence (Davies 1961). 
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In a private communication with Professor Stuart Piggott, Davies quotes him 

stating:  

‘the safest thing is to call them Late Neolithic and to leave it open as to whether 
they were used by people who made Beakers or other kinds of pots. There are 
practically no satisfactory associations and in terms of concise archaeology, I 
suppose they may lie anywhere between 2000BC and 1500BC’ 
(Davies 1961: 161)  
 
and he adds ‘nothing further can be added until such time as they can be found 

in an archaeologically sealed layer’ to Piggott’s statement (1961: 161). In 2005, 

one knife was found sealed in a Late Neolithic pit (Lewis 2005), which was 

discussed in section 2.1.1.  

While examining the literature, there was no consistent classification apparent. 

With no clear classification, the names and descriptions varied. This caused 

confusion as a few different artefact types have similar characteristics. The older 

references had diverse descriptions and no sketch or image to accompany those 

descriptions. Clark (1929) classifies these tools as discoidal polished flint knives 

and polished discoidal flint knives; he uses them interchangeably. From the 

1970s onward, there is more correlation in the identification of these artefacts. 

These identifications still vary and they range from discoidal knife (Savory 1960; 

Mackey 1979; Durden 1995; Gardiner 2007) to polished edge discoidal knife 

(Savory 1975) to discoidal flint knife (Fell 1970; Cotton 1980; Wickham-Jones 

1987) to polished flint knives (Pickin 1997).  

As well as there being minimal scientific research, there is a lack of published 

ethnographic research to lend support to the published literature. Since these 

tools are not found outside of the British Isles, relevant ethnographic research 

can be difficult to locate and apply to this research.  
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2.2 Physical Description of Polished-edge Discoidal Knives 

The section examines the archaeological literature for descriptions of the physical 

aspects of polished-edge discoidal knives, speculation regarding the different 

methods of manufacture of polished-edge discoidal knives, and the different 

hypotheses regarding the function of these artefacts.    

2.2.1 Manufacture of Polished-edge Discoidal Knives 

At this moment in time, there is a debate as to whether polished-edge discoidal 

knives were made from a flake from a flint nodule (Savory 1975) or if they were 

originally tortoise cores that were recycled into polished-edge discoidal knives 

(Durden 1995). Nonetheless, Burton (1980: 139) specified that there are three 

different types of flint manufacturing performed at production centres and mines: 

‘core and flake, [polished-edge] discoidal knives and other similar tools, and axe 

production’. For manufacturing of polished-edge discoidal knives, it is generally 

assumed that a particular set of flintknapping skills would be required (Durden 

1995); the debitage produced would ‘possess the hallmarks of a more specialised 

industry’ (Durden 1995: 431), which is ‘a significant decrease in the presence of 

knapping errors and indications of a technology involving a considerable 

investment of time and skill to remove flakes of a predetermined shape and size’ 

(Durden 1995: 431).  

2.2.1.1 Flake Tool Technology 

Analysing the ongoing discussion surrounding the creation of a polished-edge 

discoidal knives; whether starting with a large flake from a flint nodule extracted 

from a flint mine, or from tortoise cores recycled into polished-edge discoidal 

knives. The hypothesis of creation from a flake will be examined first.  
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This theory was formulated from analysing knives found with sections of the 

original  cortex still located on one of the faces (Savory 1975) along with the 

presence of a striking platform, a bulb of percussion, ripples extending away from 

the bulb, and flake scars; all of which are features associated to flintknapping a 

flake from a core (Whittaker 1994); seen in Figure 2.5. This Figure shows an 

example of cortex and a bulb of percussion left over after knapping on a polished-

edge discoidal knife. This knife is curated at the Museum of Archaeology and 

Anthropology in Cambridge.    

 
Figure 2.5: Example of a flake being a polished-edge discoidal knife – Museum of Archaeology and 
Anthropology Museum reference number 1930.1561.  

 

There are several examples supporting this hypothesis. For example, the 

polished-edge discoidal knife of indeterminate shape found during an excavation 

of a pit in an Anglo-Saxon monastery in Lyminge, Kent. The author of this thesis 

has determined it had clearly been made from a flake due to the curvature of the 

artefact and the presence of a platform at the proximal end (Mudd 2016). Another 
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example is a Type I knife curated at the Museum of Archaeology and 

Anthropology in Cambridge (possible museum number: Z32159), described as 

having ‘one of the edges as roughly trimmed, the other has been polished both 

above and below to form a sharp convex working edge’ (Burkitt 1931: 57). This 

example had also been made from a flake as a ‘bulb of percussion and an 

unfaceted striking platform and sections of cortex on both sides’ are visible. The 

platform on this flake was small but exhibited signs of being knapped from a core 

(Burkitt 1931: 57). Another Type I currently curated at the from the Museum of 

Archaeology and Anthropology in Cambridge (Museum number: 1930.1561, 

seen in Figure 2.5) was found in Altarnun (Cornwall). In this case, the knife also 

showed a section of cortex on the exterior surface, a bulb of percussion at the 

proximal end, and another section of cortex at the distal end which was 

incorporated with the polished edge. A second artefact of an indeterminate shape 

and displaying flake technology was found in Barton Hill, Suffolk and is also 

curated at the Museum of Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology in 

Cambridge (Museum number: Z 32282.6). At its proximal end, there is evidence 

of a striking platform and, at the back, there is a bulb of percussion, along with 

ripples that run down away from the bulb. A final example is the sub-triangular 

Type II knife from Lakenheath, Suffolk that also resides in the Museum of 

Archaeology and Anthropology in Cambridge (Museum number: 1925.94/Record 

1). This knife has a small piece of cortex left on the back. From the knapping 

evidence, it looks like the knapper tried to remove it but failed as there is a step 

fracture just left and bottom of the cortex. The Cambridge data on the artefacts is 

outlined in Appendix VII.  

The flint used to create polished-edge discoidal knives likely came from mines at 

Grime’s Graves (Clark 1929), and possibly from Aberdeenshire (Atkinson 1962; 
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Wickham-Jones 1987) and Antrim (Evans 1939/1940; Woodman et al. 2006). 

However, in some instances, it is possible that flint procured from collection sites 

not defined as mines such the Yorkshire Wolds (Durden 1995). Flint mines and 

other sites for raw material collection are discussed in more detail in section 

5.8.1.1.  

2.2.1.2 Core Tool Technology 

The second hypothesis regarding the technique used to create polished-edge 

discoidal knives was put forward by Durden (1995: 430) who proposed that they 

were made from large flakes and by Healy (1980) and Saville (1981) who had 

previously suggested they were possibly made from recycled tortoise cores 

(Durden 1995: 430).  

Durden’s (1995: 410) hypothesis was derived from the analysis of the knapping 

debris found in the Yorkshire Wolds, which she noticed to be different from that 

from debris found at the coastal site. That knapping debris seemed to indicate 

that the final stages of artefact production and the use of specialised ‘tortoise’ 

core technology was present on these sites in the Wolds. The author of this work 

argued that ‘if these knives really were made on flakes, they [polished-edge 

discoidal knives] would have been quite thin’. Further adding that ‘it would be 

inefficient to flake the ventral surface which would already be smooth if it was 

then going to be polished’ (Durden 1995: 430), as it would have been difficult to 

not fracture the edge during polishing.   

Varndell (2012) endorsed both theories, but argued that to create the rough-out, 

the bulb of percussion and the striking platform need to be removed during the 

knapping process, ‘it might be difficult to distinguish between [polished-edge] 

discoidal knife rough-outs and some types of cores’.   
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2.2.1.3 Polishing Evidence 

In archaeology, polished edges and faces on flint tools are evidenced by a shiny, 

glossy surface. These characteristics are achieved by grinding the flint surface 

with an abrasive material such as sandstone (fine-grained (Taylor 2016), quartz-

rich (Harding 1987)) or pumice stone. But beyond this glossy finish, this grinding 

and polishing process also leaves evidence of macroscopic striations on the 

surface of the artefact. These striations show evidence that sandstone might have 

been used as an agent to sharpen these tools.  

The reasoning behind the different theories regarding why artefacts were ground 

and polished differs between sources. For example, Evans (1897) suggested that 

the sharp edges might have been purposely ground to blunt them for hand 

holding as a sharp edge would have made the knife uncomfortable and difficult 

to grip. In contrast, Loveday (2011) suggested that ‘polish may have enhanced 

the resilience or precision of the knife’s edge’. This sharpening by polishing could 

have been used to re-sharpen the edge after use. Thus, it is possible that rubbing 

down of the surface could have been used to reduce the sharpness of the flake’s 

scar ridges or to provide a lustre that would make the polished-edge discoidal 

knife of a high status (Cotton 1984). 

Watson (1950) suggested polished-edge discoidal knives were knapped and the 

edges sharpened by polishing and Evans (1897) discussed a polished-edge 

discoidal knife indicating that ‘what remains of the original edge has been 

carefully sharpened, and the angles between some of the facets on the convex 

face have also been removed by grinding’.  

Interestingly, the removal of all the flake scars on the faces from  the rectangular 

Clark’s Type IV can have no functional basis, because the evidence of polish to 
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the entire surface of this implement would not have rendered any useful 

advantage (Loveday 2009; Loveday 2011: 237). These so-called knives had 

already been described as a poor cutting tools or even right away dismissed as 

a useful tool (Clark 1929; Malone 2001).  

2.2.2 Function 

As no scientific analysis has been undertaken to investigate the function or 

functions of these artefacts, the theories regarding that aspect of polished-edge 

discoidal knives remains hypothetical. Nonetheless, there are two major theories: 

some authors consider the knives to be utilitarian (Evans 1897; Cotton 1984; 

Varndell 2004) while others consider them to have a non-utilitarian use (Graf and 

Pirie 1986; Woodman et al. 2006). It is worth noting that the term ‘knife’, which 

might have influenced the functional theory of these implements, was probably 

used due to the sharp appearance of the edge (Evans 1872; Evans 1897; Smith 

and Read 1911).  

Early authors investigating this question did not suggest a possible function other 

than suggesting that ‘the grinding of edges might have been the what made the 

tools a tool rather than the fashioning of the tool itself’ (Harvey et al. 1967: 281). 

This is an important statement, because these early authors clearly believed that 

the grinding of the edge was fundamental for polished-edge discoidal 

knives(Evans 1872; Evans 1897; Smith and Read 1911). 

2.2.2.1 Utilitarian Use Theory 

Each source describes the usage of these tools slightly differently. The main 

argument relating to the function of polished-edge discoidal knives is that they 

were used to flay skins and were used in the process of preparing skins (Evans 

1897; Clark 1929; Smith and Wymer 1964; Cotton 1984; Varndell 2004). This 
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idea emphasises that polished-edge discoidal knives could be a type of 

specialised ‘scraper’ used to scrape the hides during processing (Curwen 1939; 

Bruce et al. 1947; Fell 1970) in this case the term ‘scraper’ would refer to  a use 

and not to a specific form or technology.  

This ‘scraper’ theory is plausible because polished-edge discoidal knives could 

have evolved from the Neolithic end scraper tool type, which microwear evidence 

and analysis has shown to be primarily used for scraping hides (Clark 1929; 

Savory 1975; Van Gijn and Niekus 2001) at the beginning of the process of 

cleaning the hide after butchering. This process  leaves a very distinctive 

microwear on the flint surface consisting of a diffuse band of greasy looking polish 

located where the flint and hide contacted on the edge (Van Gijn 2010). 

The suggestion that polished-edge discoidal knives might have been used as 

skinning and flaying knives and therefore that they might somehow be like the 

Inuit ulu. This theory was first developed by Evans (1872; 1897) and 

subsequently promoted by Clark (1929) (Cotton 1984).   

Associated to the proposed skin processing function, three secondary theories 

about their usage have been developed. The first theory argues  that polished-

edge discoidal knives were used to soften hides after they had become 

weathered due to exposure (Curwen 1939). Curwen (1939) argued that the high 

gloss present on polished-edge discoidal knives could be from the friction of skin 

or leather contacting the edge of the tool. The second theory developed by Smith 

and Wymer (1964) suggests that polished-edge discoidal knives may have  had 

‘prolonged friction with some substance containing organic silica’ meaning that 

they might have been used as a harvesting implement (Savory 1961; Fullagar 

1991). Harvesting tools such as sickles have a gloss covering the surface of their 

working edge known as ‘’sickle gloss’’ (Fullagar 1991; Kaminska-Szymczak 
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2002). This gloss forms when the tool is used on plant material, particularly on 

grasses or cereal (Kaminska-Szymczak 2002). The third theory also suggested 

by Curwen (1939), suggests that polished-edge discoidal knives were used to 

repeatedly rub wet clay that contained siliceous particles. The contact between a 

flint tool edge and the siliceous particles in the clay would then create the polish 

seen on polished-edge discoidal knives (Curwen 1939).   

2.2.2.2 Non-Utilitarian Use Theory 

An exploration into the function of polished-edge discoidal knives has shown that 

a significant ‘time and effort had been spent in manufacturing and grinding then 

thus suggesting that they might have prized objects used for one or a variety of 

tasks (Cotton 1984: 228). Graf and Pirie (1986: 84) offered a new idea on 

polished-edge discoidal knives’ possible function suggesting that they may never 

in fact have been used and their associations and context may indicate that they 

were objects of social and ritual importance. The potential relation between 

unused and ritual importance suggests the value of these polished tool-like 

objects; they have been labelled as Britain’s finest and most elaborate flint 

artefacts (Bradley and Edmonds 1993: 181-182). It is possible that the manner in 

which these pieces were manufactured provides evidence to support them as 

prestige items as these artefacts were created with precision by specialist 

craftsman who dedicated a substantial amount of time to produce them (Evans 

1897; Watson 1950; Varndell 2004). Pierpoint (1980) also suggested that 

‘polished knives may have had a special social function in Yorkshire ‘Neolithic’ 

society’ because of the time and effort put into their [polished-edge discoidal 

knives] manufacture (Varndell 2004).  

The acknowledgement that these knives indicate high levels of workmanship 

leads to the inference that polished-edge discoidal knives were associated with 
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other high status objects; that status and association might be demonstrated in 

their overall distribution (Gardiner 2008: 236). However, Loveday (2011: 239) 

pointed out the limited distribution of the ‘polished rectangular flint knives along 

Northern Sea coast from the Fens to the Borders with very few examples found 

beyond those limits might suggest that these artefacts were northern prestige 

artefacts, produced in isolation and circulated across a limited territory.  

The classification of polished-edge discoidal knives as part of a prestige range of 

artefacts is supported by the finding of a few Type II knives as part of stone tool 

hoards (Varndell 2004). Currently, there are two confirmed and one possible 

hoards where polished axes have been found in association with Type II polished-

edge discoidal knives (Varndell 2004). In the confirmed but disturbed Banham 

Hoard ‘two polished flint axes, a polished-edge discoidal knife in perfect condition, 

a weathered greenstone axe and an igneous rock mace-head were found’ 

(Gurney 1990). The other confirmed hoard is that of Great Baddow  and consists 

of five polished flint axes, one igneous rock axe, and a polished-edge discoidal 

knife (Varndell 2004). In the possible hoard found near Burrows Cross (Peaslake) 

was a Type II was found in the same field where a re-chipped polished axe and  

three other slightly polished axes were found in Surrey (Varndell 2004).  

2.3 Geographical Distribution of Polished-edge Discoidal Knives 

Historical distribution maps helped show how research had developed since the 

late 1920s. These maps allow research to find any correlations between artefacts 

and find locations. They have also allowed polished-edge discoidal knives’ 

distribution to be compared to other Late Neolithic artefacts. 

At the beginning of Clark’s (1929) article, a distribution map, UK Distribution map 

circa 1929- Clark’s map from 1929 (Clark 1929)., of the known discoidal knives 
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including rough-outs (not just polished-edge discoidal knives) at the time of 

publishing (Gardiner 2008) was a ‘considerable enquiry [of] no more than 133 

records, but which the exact provenance of only 119 can be indicated on the map’ 

(Clark 1929). This map shows clusters of discoidal knives along the borders 

between Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire; along the Thames River; mid 

Eastbourne; near Bridlington; mid Derbyshire; and along the River Maine in 

County Antrim, Northern Ireland; with an absence of knives in the West Midlands; 

between River Nene and River Aire/ Humber in the East Midlands; County 

Durham, Cumbria, and Northumberland; and western parts of Scotland. A main 

detail about this map is that it shows discoidal knives seem to cluster around the 

coasts and along rivers and their floodplains. This clustering suggests two 

hypotheses: 1) societies used waterways to transport goods, people, and ideas 

to different regions, or 2) societies saw water as a way to deposit things as totems 

(e.g. the bog bodies and treasures (Kelly 2006), and Star Carr (Blinkhorn and 

Little 2018)). Either hypotheses show the importance of those rivers and flood 

plains to Late Neolithic society. 
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Figure 2.6: UK Distribution map circa 1929- Clark’s map from 1929 (Clark 1929). 
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2.3.1 Northern England 

Regional distribution maps have provided more detail about find locations and 

increased the number of recorded artefacts. Manby (1974) showed the 

distribution between discoidal series and flake type polished knives found on 

Grooved Ware sites in northern England, seen in Figure 2.7. The blue circle 

represents the discoidal knives. The number of knives in this map has increased 

since Clark’s map was drawn. There are groupings around Bridlington and mid 

Derbyshire with a distinct lack of finds north of Yorkshire and Lancashire. 

 
Figure 2.7: Northern England Distribution Map- Modified from (Manby 1974). 
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2.3.2  Southern England 

An overall distribution map for southern England (Figure 2.8) shows an increased 

number of knives compared to Clark’s initial evaluation (Gardiner 2008).     

 
Figure 2.8: Southern England Distribution Map- Source: Gardiner 2008. 

 

From this map (Figure 2.8), there seems to be a connection between chalk 

bedrock and find locations (Clark 1929; Gardiner 1984; Gardiner 2008), with a 

distinct lack of finds in Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Gloucestershire, and Kent.  

Other regional maps show a breakdown for a few counties: Surrey, Dorset, 

Hampshire, and Sussex. 

The map for Surrey (Figure 2.9) shows a preliminary analysis on their distribution 

for this county, along with a publication of three knives found in the 1960s and 

information regarding unrecorded finds in Surrey (Cotton 1984). It shows all the 

knives known to that year; there are approximately thirty-four: the hollowed circles 

represent unconfirmed implements and the boxed symbols are ones lacking find 

spots (Cotton 1984). From the map, most knives were located near a river or near 

the chalk bedrock.  
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Figure 2.9: Surrey Distribution Map- Reproduced with permission. (Cotton 1984: 228, Figure 2). 

 

Distribution maps for Dorset (Figure 2.10), Hampshire (Figure 2.11), and Sussex 

(Figure 2.12) show polished-edge discoidal knives but also other lithic artefacts 

such as plano-convex knives, daggers, late Stone axes, and shafthole 

implements (Gardiner 1984). The polished-edge discoidal knives are represented 

by orange squares in Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11.  
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Figure 2.10: Dorset Distribution Map- Modified from Gardiner (1984: 33, Figure 3.10). 

 

 
Figure 2.11: Hampshire Distribution Map- Modified from Gardiner (1984: 35, Figure 3.12). 
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These maps help show the relationship artefacts and the landscape in which they 

are found, which can help provide contextual information. There seems to be a 

connection between elaborate stone tools and the Dorset Cursus and other 

monuments from that area (Gardiner 1984). The other cluster of artefacts near 

modern day Christchurch has shown evidence of several occupation sites which 

can explain the clusters of elaborate flint tools and flint working areas (Gardiner 

1984).   

There has been a vast amount of flint found in Hampshire. With the number of 

flint finds recorded in Hampshire, it is quite surprising there is a lack of ‘prestige’ 

flint tools found here (Gardiner 1984) as seen above in Figure 2.11. This number 

of artefacts is low compared to the surrounding counties.   

 
Figure 2.12: Sussex Distribution Map - Modified from Gardiner (1984:34, Figure 3.11) 

 

Polished-edge discoidal knives are represented in Figure 2.12 by orange 

triangles. The two main clusters for Sussex (Figure 2.12) are around modern-day 

Brighton and Eastbourne. These areas contained important Beaker settlement 

sites, which could explain the concentration of elaborate stone tools (Gardiner 

1984). Gardiner (1984) discusses overlaying these maps with ones that show 
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Late Neolithic sites and Beaker flint industries and in doing so one can see a  

correlation between artefact distribution and Late Neolithic sites. 

2.3.3  Recent Distribution 

Since 1929, no other national distribution map had been constructed for polished-

edge discoidal knives. Several regional maps have been made by other authors 

when new finds were recovered. Once the author felt confident in the number of 

artefacts present in the database, the modern distribution map was generated. 

The online digital map service called Digimap operated by EDINA was used to 

create the distribution map of the United Kingdom, excluding Northern Ireland as 

only the rights for the mainland United Kingdom and Isle of Man are covered; the 

Ordnance Survey collection was used to plot the find locations of the map. 

Figures in section 4.3 (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2) show the distribution in map 

form, which was created as a result of additional research findings, the method 

for production of which can be found in section 4.2. To create this distribution 

map, the author individually inputted each knife using the find locations or national 

grid reference number. A marker of corresponding shape to the shape of the 

artefact was placed on the map. On the maps in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, Type 

I, Type II, Type III, and unknown shapes are represented. The Type IV distribution 

map can be seen in Figure 4.3 in section 4.3.2; they have their own maps for 

reasons explained in Chapter 5. Google maps was used to create the Ireland 

distribution map. The input for Google Maps was the same as Digimap; input the 

find location and place a correctly coloured marker to represent the find location.  

These distribution maps allow for patterns to emerge (e.g. Type I (blue circles) 

are more spread across the map than Type II and Type III). The map also points 

out where polished-edge discoidal knives are not found (e.g. Severn: Cheshire, 

Staffordshire, Shropshire, Hereford and Worcestershire; and North: Cumbria, 
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Northumberland, Durham, Newcastle, and Teesside). There are groups of 

polished-edge discoidal knives noted on the map as well (e.g. around Grime’s 

Graves, London Thames, Peak District, and near Bridlington). These distribution 

patterns will be compared to other artefacts’ distribution maps to find 

commonalities between them. These commonalities can potentially provide more 

information about specific artefacts. Current theories about distribution patterns 

are discussed in Chapter 5.  

2.4  Characteristics of the Archaeological Contexts 

Archaeological context is important when reviewing artefacts because 

‘archaeological context helps us understand whether items were found where 

they were used or stored by the prehistoric occupants, whether they were 

discarded as trash, or whether they were left in a ritualistic fashion’ (Adams 2002: 

43). The archaeological context that corresponds with polished-edge discoidal 

knives in the literature shows some irregularities. The suggestions of where 

polished-edge discoidal knives are and are not found varies; ‘[Polished-edge] 

Discoidal knives do not feature at the great henge sites, or indeed at other 

[archaeological monuments], in any useful way’ (Varndell 2004: 120) and ‘they 

are not found in burials’ (Varndell 2004: 120), but this section will provide 

evidence to support the contrary. Even though most finds tend to be surface finds 

with no archaeological context (Burkitt 1931; Carpenter 1957; Fell 1970), the 

ones with an identifiable or specific archaeological context have been found in 

association with archaeological monuments, burials, and in a domestic setting 

(Harvey et al 1967; Manby 1974; Lewis 2005). 
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2.4.1  Archaeological Monuments 

Table 2-1: Archaeological monuments associated with polished-edge discoidal knives. 

 

In the early 1900s, two circular knives were found apparently in association with 

Arbor Low, however those records have since been lost (Gray 1903). Manby 

(1974) does reference these two knives found at Arbor Low being located at the 

British Museum (Clark 1929: 49 No. 37; Manby 1974: 111), along with five others 

discovered at the same location (Manby 1974: 111). After the author conferred 

with the British Museum, it was established that these pieces are in their 

possession along with the documentation (Varndell 2015).  

During the excavation of a double horned cairn in Carnanbane, Ireland, two 

broken circular polished-edge discoidal knives were found; one was associated 

with a hearth (usually associated with a settlement or domestic area) and the 

other was located near or under the cairn (Evans 1939/1940; Corcoran 1960).  

Archaeological 
sites 

Type Date Location # 
knives 
found 

Clark’s 
Typology 

Source 

Arbor Low Henge 
monument 

Late Neolithic Derbyshire 7 Type I Gray 1903; Manby 
1974 

Carnanbane Cairn Possibly 
‘Neolithic’ 

Ballybriest, 
County 
Londonderry, 
Ireland 

2 
(broken) 

N/A Evans 1939/1940; 
Corcoran 1960 

Lissue Rath 
monument 

N/A Antrim, Ireland 1 N/A Bersu 1947; 
Harper 1973/1974 

Navan Rath Rath 
monument 

Neolithic/Bronze 
Age 

Armagh, 
Ireland 

1 N/A Flanagan et al. 
1959 

Stonehenge 
Cursus 

Cursus 
monument 

Late Neolithic/ 
Early Bronze 
Age 

Wiltshire 1 Type I Clay 1928; Field et 
al. 2012 

Wilsford Down Barrow 
group 

Late Neolithic/ 
Early Bronze 
Age 

Wiltshire 1 N/A Richards 1990 

Tye Field Ring-Ditch 
monument 

Late Neolithic/ 
Early Bronze 
Age 

Essex 1 Type II Shennan et al. 
1985 
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An example from Ireland was a polished-edge discoidal knife found during the 

excavation of a rath in Lissue, Antrim (Bersu 1947; Harper 1973/1974). A rath in 

Ireland is a strong circular earthen wall forming an enclosure which serves as a 

fort. The Lissue knife was made of a greenish coloured flint, whereas the other 

worked flints found were a greyish colour (Bersu 1947). Bersu (1947) suggests 

that this knife was found elsewhere and brought the knife back to the rath due its 

different colour compared to the colour of the local flint. However, this piece does 

not suggest a Late Neolithic or Early Bronze Age date as more modern artefacts 

were discovered during excavation (i.e. a leather shoe, a ring hair pin, glass, a 

churn (Bersu 1947)). Another polished-edge discoidal knife was possibly found 

in association with a rath at Navan Rath in Armagh (Flanagan et al. 1959). 

Unfortunately, Flanagan et al. (1959) has cautioned that this site has produced 

finds from multiple periods.   

Unstratified finds have also been discovered such as an oval knife (Clark’s Type 

I) was found near the eastern end of the Stonehenge Cursus, just north of King 

Barrows (Clay 1928; Field et al. 2012). From a map of the Stonehenge area, the 

find location is in close proximity to a group of round barrows of the north side at 

the southern end of the Cursus (Figure 2.3 white oval) (Clarke 1985). Another 

polished-edge discoidal knife was located during fieldwalking near Wilsford Down 

near the Winterbourne Stroke Group (Figure 2.3, blue circle) (Clarke 1985; 

Richards 1990). 

The excavation of a ring-ditch monument at Tye Field yielded a Type II (Shennan 

et al. 1985). This Type II was associated with the ditch; it also produced Grooved 

Ware pottery and plain Neolithic bowl sherds along with worked flints (including 

scrapers), a petit tranchet arrowhead, and other knives (Shennan et al. 1985).   
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These unstratified finds provide a tenuous date for polished-edge discoidal knives 

as a more secure date of Late Neolithic was presented as part of this research 

(section 2.1.1). However, the author of this thesis does not believe the unstratified 

finds and their associations are a creditable source to obtain a secure contextual 

date from the Late Neolithic. With that, unstratified finds do provide data to help 

build a bigger picture of for polished-edge discoidal knives as part of their object 

itinerary (section 5.8) as these artefacts are not usually found during 

archaeological excavations or with a secure archaeological context.  

2.4.2 Burials 

Table 2-2 summarises the cases where polished-edge discoidal knives have 

been found in association with burial contexts. Originally, Clark (1929: 53) had 

stated that these knives were not buried with warriors. However, Pierpoint (1980: 

183) later noted that while polished knives are virtually absent from settlements, 

they could also be found associated with burial contexts. Pierpoint suggested that 

this was because these knives are rare (requiring a lot of energy to manufacture) 

and have a limited distribution, but are associated with important burials or barrow 

sites (Pierpoint 1980: 183) 

Table 2-2: Polished-edge discoidal knives associated to burial sites. 

Archaeological 
site 

Location Date Burial type # knives 
found 

Clark’s 
typology  

Association
s 

Source 

Gop Cave Flintshire, 
Wales 

Late 
Neolithic/ 
Early 
Bronze Age 

Rock 
shelter/ cist 

1 Type I 14 
inhumations, 
Peterborough 
Ware pottery, 
quartz 
pebbles and 
jet belt sliders 

Grimes 
1960; 
Barnatt 
and 
Edmonds 
2002 

One Ash 
Shelter 

Derbyshire Late 
Neolithic/ 
Early 
Bronze Age 

Rock 
shelter 

1 Type III Leaf shaped 
arrowhead 
and possible 
human 
remains 

Green 
1980; 
Historic 
England 
2015 

Tooth Cave Gower, 
Wales 

Late 
Neolithic/ 
Early 
Bronze Age 

Rock 
shelter/ 
cave 

1 Type I Charcoal, 
bone needle, 
bone bead, 
spatula, and 
human 
remains 

Harvey et 
al. 1967; 
Green 
1989 
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A rock shelter known as Gop Cave in mid Wales, located below Gop Cairn the 

largest man-made cairn in Wales (Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust; Wrexham 

Council 2008) had fourteen inhumations placed in a dry stone walled cist inside 

the cave (Barnatt and Edmonds 2002). Associated with these inhumations was a 

Type I polished-edge discoidal knife, Peterborough Ware pottery, some white 

quartz pebbles, and jet belt sliders (Grimes 1960; Barnatt and Edmonds 2002). 

This polished-edge discoidal knife may not have been directly associated with the 

skeletons recovered from the cist, but it could have been seen as a status symbol 

to be buried alongside the two jet belt sliders and white quartz pebbles (Barnatt 

and Edmonds 2002).  

A polished-edge discoidal knife was found in association with a leaf-shaped 

arrowhead and possible human remains in a rock shelter in Derbyshire known as 

One Ash Shelter (Green 1980; Historic England 2015). Within the Peak District, 

Beaker barrow interments are often associated with flint implements, but polished 

flint associations are rare; the one recorded example is the polished flint axe from 

Elton Moor (Dolby 1964: 123).  

At an archaeological cave site known as Tooth Cave, a Type I was found in 

association within the charcoal area inside Chamber 1 (Harvey et al. 1967); other 

artefacts discovered in this charcoal area were a faunal bone needle, a bone 

bead, a faunal spatula, and human skulls (Harvey et al. 1967). The human 

remains were found across the excavation area; some of the larger pieces were 

arranged in defined piles but there is evidence to suggest that even though the 

eight inhumations were now disturbed, the individuals would have been originally 

been deposited as the correct anatomical connections had been preserved 

(Harvey et al. 1967; Green 1989). 
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2.4.3 Domestic Setting 

Varndell (2004: 120) suggested that the fact that polished-edge discoidal knives 

were not being found at henge sites or in burials could indicate that these knives 

were used for domestic tasks. Table 2-3 summarises the domestic setting 

locations found from the published literature.  

 

Table 2-3: Polished-edge discoidal knives associated with domestic settings. 

 

During an excavation of a Neolithic house in Ronaldsway, Isle of Man multiple 

features and artefacts were discovered; the features included post holes, a 

hearth, and possibly a shallow pit (Bruce et al. 1947). Almost all of the artefacts 

found during this excavation were located on the floor of the house (Bruce et al. 

1947) which includes animal bones, stone axe heads, flint adzes, flint axes, flint 

chisels, polished flint knives, flint arrowheads, serrated flint blades, flint awls, flint 

scrapers, flint cores, flakes, schist plaques, hammer stones, spherical stones, 

grindstones and polishers, disc-shaped granite pieces, and possible 

Glencrutchery pottery (Bruce et al. 1947). The polished flint knives found here 

are consistent with polished-edge discoidal knives; one is broken but could be a 

Archaeological 
site 

Location Date Type # 
knives 
found 

Clark’s 
typology 

Source 

Ronaldsway Ronaldsway, Isle 
of Man 

Late Neolithic House site 2 Type I 
and IV 

Bruce et al. 
1947; Burrow 
1999 

Tooth Cave Gower, Wales Late Neolithic/ 
Early Bronze 
Age 

Dumping site/ 
cave 

1 Type I Harvey et al. 
1967; Green 
1989 

Carnaby Top 
Site 12 

Yorkshire Late Neolithic Occupation: 
pits 

1 Type I or 
IV 

Manby 1974; 
Harding 2006 

Abbey Quarry Doutling, 
Somerset 

2700-2250 cal 
BCE 

pits 1 Type I Lewis 2005 

Soldier’s Hole Cheddar Gorge, 
Somerset 

Multi-period Cave site 2 Type I Lewis 2005 

Honington Honington, 
Suffolk 

Multi-period Occupation 
site 

1 Type IV Fell 1951 
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circular shape and the second is a sub-rectangular shape (Bruce et al. 1947). 

The presence of the serrated blades, arrowheads, polished discoidal knives, and 

the scrapers provide a Late Neolithic date due to the flint working on the Isle of 

Man (Burrow 1999).  

Tooth Cave (Gower) might have been used as a domestic waste disposal site 

before the eight inhumations were placed there (Green 1989). The evidence to 

support a domestic disposal site is the charcoal area; there is no indication of 

burnt soil or burnt stone in situ (Harvey et al. 1967; Green 1989). It is difficult to 

determine if the artefacts found were meant to be grave goods or discarded 

artefacts (Green 1989).     

Manby (1974) discusses a polished-edge discoidal knife found in a storage pit 

from Carnaby Top Site 12, found in direct association with Grooved Ware (1974: 

30). Upon later investigation, these pits were shown to be evidence of occupation 

in the area (Harding 2006). Harding (2006) supports the occupation theory by 

stating that the features on Rudston Wold ‘were generally rapidly backfilled’ with 

occupation debris in order to inscribe memories and meanings across a 

landscape. 

A discussion on the archaeological excavation of an extension of Abbey Quarry 

in Doulting in 2000-2001 describes the excavation of a pit (703) (Figure 2.1) that 

was uncovered; this pit ‘was oval in shape [in] plan, measuring 1.3m E/W by 1.2m 

N/S and up to 0.45m deep’ (Lewis 2005: 108). There were charcoal inclusions 

with small stones in the red sandy clay fill (Fill 702), with the finds including flint, 

pottery, animal bone, and burnt local and non-local stone (Lewis 2005). The 

animal bones discovered in this pit were cattle, sheep, pig, and red deer; part of 

a cattle rib bone was radiocarbon dated to 2700-2250 cal. BCE (Lewis 2005). A 

Type I (Figure 2.2) with edges and faces polished was found discovered in this 
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pit (Lewis 2005: 110). However, ‘[polished-edge] discoidal knives are rare finds 

in Somerset and those that have been found are not polished like the Abbey 

Quarry example’ (Lewis 2005: 108).  

The worked lithic assemblage resembles the assemblage from Soldier’s Hole, 

Cheddar Gorge; at Soldier’s Hole a partially polished flint axe, Grooved Ware 

pottery, two Type I polished-edge discoidal knives, a large knife, a curved knife, 

a large scraper, and a saw were found (Lewis 2005: 112).  

An excavation of a Late Bronze Age urnfield inside a gravel pit revealed several 

levels of occupation; ranging from Peterborough (Neolithic B), ‘Grooved Ware’ 

(Neolithic I level), Second Occupation (Neolithic II), Late Bronze Age II, and 

Romano-British and Anglo-Saxon (Fell 1951). The first excavator at this site, Mr 

Leaf, discovered hearths, huts, post-holes, cremations, cooking holes, and dark 

patches of soil (Fell 1951: 33). Most of the artefacts from the occupation level 

named ‘Grooved Ware’ (Neolithic I level) were found in and near the cooking hole 

near the huts G, H, and J. These artefacts included serrated flakes, borers or 

awls, fabricator or chisel, a polished flint axe, part of a Type IV polished flint knife, 

hammer stones, a leaf-shaped arrowhead, scrapers, and a petit-tranchet 

derivative arrowhead (Fell 1951). The ‘Grooved Ware’ pottery sherds that were 

associated with huts G, H, and J are described as decorated and plain (Fell 

1951). Fell (1951) states that there are other sites that confirm that Grooved Ware 

and petit-tranchet derivative arrowheads are associated with polished-edge 

discoidal knives (Fell 1951: 42).   
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Figure 2.13 Polished-edge Discoidal Knives’ Deposition Breakdown 

 

Figure 2.13 shows that most polished-edge discoidal knives have an unknown 

find location or are surface finds. The implication of this information is that the 

distribution cannot be seen from the find locations alone; and that there is no 

consistent pattern to deposition. These factors are discussed in Chapter 5.  

2.5 Lithic Analysis Background Literature 

This section explores a brief history of lithic microwear and ground stone analysis. 

These types of analysis have been used in this research as polished-edge 

discoidal knives are part flaked technology and part ground stone technology as 

the edges were ground using fine-grained sandstone (Taylor 2016) or possibly 

quartz-rich sandstone (Harding 1987). Also, included in this chapter is an 

examination of different replication techniques used in archaeology and the 

terminology used for analysis in this project. Some of the terminology has been 

adapted and changed to fit in and describe the use-wear on the tool’s surface.   
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2.5.1 Traditional Microwear Analysis 

Microwear analysis is commonly used to comprehend stone tool functions, which 

allows analysts to determine behavioural patterns through microscopic traces left 

on the surfaces of lithics (Evans et al. 2014a). These behavioural patterns include 

the choice of raw materials, the techniques used to develop those materials; as 

well as how they were manufactured, used, modified, and discarded in their life 

cycle (Evans and Macdonald 2011). 

Traditional microwear analysis has developed a variety of terms such as polish, 

striations, edge damage and edge rounding, to help the reader understand and 

visualise what the researcher was seeing during the analysis phase (Hayden and 

Kamminga 1979; Van Gijn 2010). 

Evans (1872) might have been the first person who observed microwear traces 

(Tringham et al. 1974) and classified artefacts into typologies (e.g. celts, 

scrapers, knives, hammerstone, etc.) and discussed each typology according to 

artefact details such as macroscopic observations, manufacture, function, and 

find location. However traditional practice of microwear analysis was first 

developed by Semenov in 1934 (Semenov 1964; Evans et al. 2014a; Stemp et 

al. 2015); his work was not translated to English until 1964 (Van Gijn 2010).  

Microwear analysis has continued to develop through many other researchers 

over the years (e.g. (Evans 1872; Curwen 1939; Tringham et al. 1974; Keeley 

1980; Evans and Donahue 2008; Van Gijn 2010). Notable works are those by 

Curwen (1939), Semenov (1964), Tringham (1974) and Keeley (1977). Curwen’s 

work demonstrated the existence different types of use polish, his research was 

revolutionary because he was using a low-power magnification (Curwen 1939; 

Tringham et al. 1974).  
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Semenov’s research systemically tested worked material and specific actions to 

understand how the damage to the edge of bone and flint tools had occurred. 

The analysis consisted of experimental work and high-power magnification 

(Semenov 1964; Tringham et al. 1974). Tringham’s research utilised 

stereomicroscopes to study edge damage on flint flakes stemmed from 

Semenov’s work and aimed to continue growing the experimental project to 

include more variables and duplicates (Tringham et al. 1974).  

Keeley’s research into microwear analysis with high-power magnification was 

very successful with a binocular incident-light lab microscope because he 

succeeded in observing differences in polish and striations in microwear traces 

(Keeley 1977; Keeley and Newcomer 1977; Keeley 1980).  

The difference between these two approaches are what can be observed and 

how long the analysis takes; low-power magnification is a quicker process than 

high-power magnification, but most polishes and microwear traces are visibly only 

at the higher-power magnification. In this sense, for example, stereomicroscopes 

are suitable to use at low-power magnification (5x to 100x) to observe edge 

damage, but high-power magnification (100x-400x) are used to examine polish 

(Keeley and Newcomer 1977; Keeley 1980).  

2.5.1.1 Optical Light Microscopy 

The most common technique for use-wear and residue analysis is optical light 

microscopy (OLM) also known as reflected light microscopy (Olle et al. 2016; 

Pedergnana et al. 2016) and is usually performed with a metallurgical microscope 

(Bienenfield 1995; Evans and Donahue 2008). Metallurgical microscopes can 

have low power magnification starting at 50x increasing to high-power 

magnifications of up to 600x (Joosten et al. 2006). 
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OLM allows the observer to see in real time the surface of an object and any 

associated features as direct observation, this is possible because the beam of 

light is visible on the artefact surface (Borel et al. 2014) and it can be the first 

stage of analysis to identify potential wear patterns or residue to be analysed 

using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) or a confocal microscope (Van Gijn 

1989; Bienenfield 1995; Evans and Donahue 2008; Pedergnana et al. 2016).  

2.5.2 Ground Stone Analysis 

A ground stone tool is broadly defined as any stone object manufactured by 

abrasion, polish, or impaction or used to grind, abrade, polish, or impact other 

tools. Therefore this type of analysis mainly focuses on tools such as abraders, 

grinding stones, axes and maños (Adams 2013). The surface of a ground tool is 

therefore flattened by either manufacture or use. In this case, ‘flattened’ means 

that the microtopography of the surface has been reduced so the entire surface 

is on the same plane and thus it is noticeably smoother than the areas unground 

(Odell 2004). Figure 2.14 describes the steps required to identify and research 

ground tools starting with their raw material. 

Ground stone analysis investigates the tool’s kinematics, understood as the 

analysis of human motions and the physical and chemical interactions related to 

tool operation and represented by the directional striations. Thus to understand 

use-wear on ground stone tools the four wear mechanisms involved in the 

creation of damage patterns need to be investigated; these are: adhesive, 

abrasive, fatigue and tribochemical wear (Adams 2013).  

Grinding eliminates surface ridges, producing rounded contours and eventually 

removing all steps and surface cracks created during the flacking process (Pitts 

1996: 315). But grinding also leaves macrostriations on the surface of the flint 
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(Madsen 1984) which can be seen on polished flint axes. It seems the axes are 

ground on fixed grindstones (Knowles 1983). Different grinding elements, 

conditions or materials have been found to be useful to polish specific raw 

materials; for example sand and water are more effective to polish harder 

materials (e.g. flint and green serpentinite) and dry conditions are better to polish 

softer materials (e.g. black serpentine and sandstone)  (Lewis et al. 2009; Lewis 

et al. 2011: 2250) however dry grinding produces a glass-like polish (Pitts 1996: 

315).  
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Figure 2.14: Ground Stone Analysis Flow-Chart - Source: Odell 2004. 
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The purpose of grinding can be explored once the characteristics of the damage 

patterns have been observed; the purposes usually are manufacture, use, or a 

combination of both (Odell 2004). Manufacturing-grinding is used to produce a 

tool of particular shape while use-grinding is produced as a result of  processing 

other materials or ‘these kinds of tools subsume this functionality and emphasize 

processing surface over tool shape’ (Odell 2004: 81).  

2.5.3 Replication  

Polyvinylsiloxane (PVS) is a silicone-based impression material creating a 

‘negative’ mould of the original. A combination of different agents will help to give 

the silicon a series of qualities such as curing times, viscosity and elasticity that 

will affect the amount of detail produce by the PVS and the amount of shrinkage 

it will suffer (Mandikos 1998). For the replication technique for this research, 

please see section 3.4.2. 

The creation of a ‘negative’ mould using PVS is developing inside microwear 

analysis but it has also been used to study teeth (Kieser et al. 2001; Guatelli-

Steinberg and Mitchell 2003), bones (Smith and Brickley 2004), shale (Davis and 

Townsend 2009), bedrock (Fullagar and Wallis 2012), and flint (Hayes et al. 

2017). The ‘negative’ mould is usually filled with an epoxy resin to create a 

‘positive’ cast (Smith and Brickley 2004; Davis and Townsend 2009). This positive 

cast is used to perform experiments, such as SEM, that would not have been 

possible to perform onto the original specimen due to its value, rarity or fragility 

(Pickering et al. 2004). This technique can help analyse artefacts too large or too 

small to be examined on the microscope stage (Evans et al. 2001), study of 

material that cannot be taken for research to the appropriate laboratory and to 

study an artefact whose surface is too reflective and would cause abnormalities 

while scanning (Evans et al. 2001). However, using PVS for a negative mould 
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might leave a stain where the PVS was placed on the surface (Monge and Mann 

2005; Fullagar and Wallis 2012). (Beynon 1987). In archaeology, the negative 

mould and the positive cast can be used to study tool edges (Galbany et al. 2006; 

Kanjou et al. 2015). The negative mould can also be examined using a 

microscope (Greenfield 1999; Smith and Brickley 2004; Kanjou et al. 2015). 

Interestingly, it has been shown that microwear can be better observed on the 

cast than on the original artefact itself, especially if the artefact has acquired a 

patina (Banks and Kay 2003) thus the use of casts to study use-wear has become 

a widely accepted approach (Bienenfield 1995). 

A ‘positive’ cast of a ‘negative’ mould was analysed under a microscope for this 

research. An epoxy resin is usually used to create this positive cast. Please see 

section 3.4.3 for more information about the epoxy resin used for this research.  

2.5.4 Terminology for Analysis 

For the functional analysis of this research, key words and phrasing has been 

redefined by the author. This was necessary because some of the traditional 

terminology regarding microwear analysis was not suitable to be used for the 

non-numerical observational analysis of polished-edge discoidal knives.  

The surface of the archaeological samples and the experimental tools will be 

referred as ‘topographic micro-landscape of the artefact’s edge’ or shortened to 

‘artefact surface topography’. The features found in the topographic micro-

landscape will be described as pits, pit edges, canyons, ripples, etc.  

Edge damage features such as edge removal or rounding, polish and striations 

are described as follows: ‘edge removal’ is the loss of material through flaking or 

micro-flaking on the edge from the use-wear process. ‘Edge rounding’ is to be 

understood as the consequence of any contact material that rounds the working 
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edge of a tool (Van Gijn 1989). ‘Polishing’ or ‘polish’ refers to the polished surface 

of the artefacts and ‘manufacturing polish’ is the product of the polishing and 

grinding of the tool’s edge and faces during the manufacturing process which will 

affect the outcome of the microwear. Striations are scratches that vary in shape, 

length, and depth and are assumed to be a result of abrasive particles between 

the tool and contact material (Van Gijn 1989). Finally, ‘mound-like build-up’ or 

‘eroding effect’ refers to how the microwear interacts with the surface topography 

of the tool; mound like build-up and an erosion effect are similar in visual 

attributes.  

2.6  Ethnographic Background 

Ethnographic studies into cultures that produce and use polished tools can help 

to inform the interpretation of how polished-edge discoidal knives might have 

been used in Neolithic society in the British Isles. Many different cultures across 

the globe still use polished stone tools for a variety of tasks. There are several 

reoccurring themes when researching stone tools, but the one that is most 

important to this research is the occurrence of polished stone tools. For example, 

the Western Apache used them to prepare hides (Buskirk 1986), the Ute band 

for making pottery (Smith 1974), the Maori for making weaponry (Best 1924) and 

the Kapauku Papuan use is as a machete-like tool (Pospisil 1963). Interestingly, 

while to an archaeologist the appearance and use of polished stones is 

considered a technological advance (Hurcombe 2000: 92), from an ethnographic 

perspective, the action of ‘polishing’ is sometimes viewed as a monotonous task 

devoid of any skill (Stout 2002: 698). 
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Group Geographical 
Location 

Tool Type/  
Shape 

Polishing Function Source 

Wola New Guinea: 
Highland 

Axes No Gardening Sillitoe and Hardy 2003 

Langda 
village 

Western New 
Guinea 

Adzes Yes Land clearing 
and  
wood working 

Stout 2002; Toth et al. 1992 

Kapauka 
Papau 

Western New 
Guinea 

Axes,  
machetes 

Yes Land clearing 
and  
cut undergrowth 

Pospisil 1965; Pospisil 1960 

Maori New Zealand  Yes Wood working Smith 1892; Best 1924; 
Teviotdale 1939; Merrill 1954 

Inuit North America: 
Artic 

Ulu  
(semi-
circular) 

No Flensing and  
butchering skins 

Evans 1897; Turnbaugh 1977; 
Ruth 2013; Reilly 2015;  
Kambic 2015 

Tlingit North America:  
Pacific Northwest 

Chisel No Hide preparation 
and  
wood working 

Emmons 1991; De Laguna 
1972; Maschner 2015 

Utes North America: 
Southwest 

Oval-shaped  
tool 

No Pottery 
production 

Barber 1876; Smith 1974; 
Simmons 2001 

Table 2-4: Groups chosen from HRAF who have used polished stone tools. 

 

In the Human Relations Area Files (HRAF), many cultural groups were studied 

and their use of polished stone tools, grinding methods, and uses closely 

examined. This was referenced to gain a better understanding of how polished 

stone tools were used in different groups to help inform the experimental work for 

this research. Table 2-4 offers a summary of the main cultures studied in the 

HRAF, with details on what kind of tools they manufactured and what functions 

they were used for. Table 2-4 displays the number of cultures on the HRAF who 

use polished tools is limited and the following examples were the most detailed 

accounts discovered. 

In the following sections, each culture is discussed within its geographical area 

and is reviewed using the following criteria: tool type/shape, function(s), 

deposition, and polishing process. It is worth nothing that some of these 

geographical areas have no modern ethnographic research completed. While 

direct analogies between communities studied ethnographically and people of the 
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Neolithic cannot be made, the research around functions of these tools have 

informed the selection of materials used in the experimental examples in 3.2. 

2.6.1  Polynesia and Melanesia 

Located in the South Pacific, Polynesia and Melanesia are two sub-regions of 

Oceania and consist of thousands of islands. In this area, there is evidence 

supporting the production and use of polished axes across the Highlands of 

Papua New Guinea (Bulmer 1964) and New Zealand. 

2.6.1.1  The Wola 

In their 1988 case study, Sillitoe observed the Wola, a group of horticulturists in 

Papua New Guinea (Sillitoe and Hardy 2003; Shott and Sillitoe 2005). The Wola 

polished axes were used for gardening purposes before the introduction of steel 

tools in the early 1980s. Nonetheless it is still common for some people living in 

the Highlands of Papua New Guinea to find hoards of polished axes when 

clearing out gardens and houses.  

It does not seem that the Wola gave status to stone working and possibly only 

viewed flakes in relation to their use, which allows stone tools to be expedient 

tools. However, polished axes could be considered ‘curated’ tools, as the Wola 

used, retouched and transported them before they are discarded in the hoards 

(Shott and Sillitoe 2005).   

2.6.1.2 Langda Village 

The small village of Langda in Western (Papua) New Guinea (formerly Irian Jaya) 

was the subject of a recent ethnographic case study (Stout 2002). The people 

from Langda Village produce adzes from metamorphosed basalt, 

basalt/andesite, and metabasalt/andesite (Stout 2002). Adzes were customarily 

used for clearing land and to work wood, along with other activities. Adze markers 
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created pre-forms or blanks (ya-las) of the tool from the basalt-based stone, 

which they then shaped using flaking techniques to produce roughouts (ya-

temen) from a river base camp. Those roughouts were continually shaped and 

reduced into a kil-ya, which were ready for grinding and hafting. To achieve a fully 

ground surface, a special sandstone (ya-yok) was utilised along with water 

coming from a stream or collected in depressions in the sandstone surface and 

used as a lubricant (Figure 2.14). The finished ground product is known as a kil-

ya-ba (Stout 2002). 

 
Figure 2.15: Polishing Tools from the Langda Culture- Representation of how the Langda culture polish 
their kil-ya to form the kil-ya-ba. Source: Modified into colour from Toth et al. (1992:91). 
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The Langda culture transitioned from everyday stone tools to metal tools around 

the late 1980s (Toth et al. 1992; Stout 2005); however stone axes are still 

considered a vital part of their culture as they play a part in bride-wealth payments 

and remain part of the Langda people’s local identity (Stout 2005). The transition 

in the function of the adzes from a utilitarian tool to a symbol of identity is a clear 

example of how the status of a tool can change within a culture when a new factor 

(in this case the arrival of metal tools) is introduced. 

2.6.1.3 The Kapauku Papuans 

The Kapauku Papuan from Western (Papua) New Guinea (formerly Irian Jaya) 

used stone tools before European contact. Some of the artefacts were made of 

the highest quality dark green serpentinite found in the Highlands (Pospisil 1965). 

They manufactured different polished stone tools such as: stone machetes or 

Jabo used to cut the undergrowth; stone axes or Maumi used to clear patches of 

land for crops; and stone knives or Ipa (Pospisil 1965).  

The Kapauku Papuan polished the faces and edges of these tools by sharpening 

them on a large boulder or with a small grinding stone. For the horticulturalist 

Kapauku Papuans, the polishing of the edge of the tools had a functional purpose 

as this would reduce the force applied to the edge during use, allowing it to stay 

more intact during heavy uses such as when felling trees, clearing undergrowth 

and tilling the soil for crops (Pospisil 1960). Thus, for these people, polished tools 

were part of their farming lifestyle and viewed as necessary items to have a 

thriving society. The removal of undergrowth also helped influence the wood 

working experiments for this project.   
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2.6.1.4 The Maori 

An ethnographic study around 1840 into the Maori communities from New 

Zealand revealed that modern Maori tool technology is based on the ancient 

Maori polished stone cutting tool technology (Merrill 1954). The Maori produced 

two main types of polished tools, spear points and axes mainly for wood working. 

The manufacturers would rub sandstone on spear points to strengthen the edge, 

then rub the spear points with a hard surface or against the trunk of a fern tree to 

polish them (Best 1924). 

During archaeological excavations, highly polished axes, some with still cutting 

edged, were found in the Chatham Islands, an archipelago east of the South 

Island of New Zealand (Smith 1892). Smith suggested that the owners of these 

polished axes would have placed a high economic value to the tools because of 

the length of time required to create one and the intensive nature of the polishing 

process required to complete it (Smith 1892). At Pilots Beach, Tariaroa Head on 

the south-eastern coast of the South Island of New Zealand, polished greenstone 

tools along with evidence of sandstone and schist polishers were found at a 

settlement site (Teviotdale 1939).  

Across Maori culture, polished tools are not only a part but actually a big 

component in their economy and tool industry (Smith 1892; Merrill 1954; 

Shawcross 1964). The importance of the polished tool industry in Maori culture 

shows how versatile polished tools can be in one culture.  

The specific evidence and detailed research on the polishing technique using 

sandstone characteristic of the Maori culture has informed and influenced the 

manufacturing and polishing of the experimental tools prepared in this project 

(Section 3.2.2). Another influence the Maori has had on this project is their 
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handheld ground and polished chisel or adze like tool used for carving and other 

wood working activities (Firth 1925) (Section 3.2.3.4).         

2.6.2  North American 

2.6.2.1  The Inuit People 

The Inuit people are indigenous from the North American Arctic (Turnbaugh 

1977).  

The Inuit use the ulu, a ground slate crescent shaped tool with a handle, but the 

shape and length of the tool and material used to make it vary across regions and 

cultures (Rainey 2000). For example, depending on the available material, the 

haft can be made from antler, wood, horn, walrus ivory or rawhide; and the blade, 

which can vary in length but usually measures around 6 inches (15 cm), can be 

made from polished slate or chipped stone (Rainey 2000). Ulus are used for a 

multitude of tasks: when sharp, they can be used for flensing and butchering 

seals and preparing skins (repeatedly scraping the hides to soften them) or even 

for chopping food; whereas a blunted ulus can be used to scrape the blubber, 

fatty tissues, and connective tissues off the hides of seal or caribou (Rainey 

2000). Ethnographic evidence shows that historically, women prepared hides 

with a variety of tools (Ruth 2013; Reilly 2015), but Clark stated that ‘the Inuit 

employ similar knives [to polished-edge discoidal knives] for flensing whale 

blubber’ (1929: 44) as it was deemed women’s work (Frink et al. 2003) (Figure 

2.16).  

Evans (1897) noted that if the Type I and Type III polished-edge discoidal knives 

had a wooden handle mounted on one of the circular edges, it could have been 

exactly like an ulu (Evans 1897). While a shape correlation might have been 
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observable, there is a lack of archaeological evidence to support similarities or 

differences in functions between polished-edge discoidal knives and the ulu.  

 

 
Figure 2.16: Sketch of an Ulu in use – Inuit women using an ulu prepare a skin. Right: different types of 
Uus. Source: Ruth (2013). 

 

The uses of the ulu have influenced the hide preparing experiments of this project 

(section 3.2.3.3 and 4.4.3.4).  

2.6.2.2  Tlingit 

The Tlingit people live on the Pacific Northwest Coast of North America 

(Maschner 2015). De Laguna (1960; 1972) discussed how the Tlingit ground and 

polished slate and greenstone tools to be used in hide preparation and 

woodworking but Emmons (1991) noted that they used stone chisels for finer 

woodwork. Some of the tool types used by these people, such as adzes, saws, 

knives, etc. were similar to tools used by neighbouring peoples (Emmons 1991). 

The most impressive similar tool utilised by the Tlingit was a katu, a tool used as 
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a weapon of war or in ceremonial events, such as potlatch ceremonies. Katu were 

made of jade or greenstone and were considered family possessions or 

heirlooms (Emmons 1991). Similarly, polished greenstone chisels have been the 

most prevalent artefact found, and these chisels from the Tlingit have been 

compared to greenstone chisels used by both the Maori and the Mississippians 

(Wilson 2001).  

The polished tools in Tlingit culture show how similar tools can have different 

functions. It also shows how other tribes/ people can affect tool use.  

The evidence from the Tlingit people influenced the hide and wood experiments 

(section 3.2.3.3 and 3.2.3.4). The view of special tools being family possessions 

could help explain the lack of context for polished-edge discoidal knives if 

Neolithic people had a similar concept.   

2.6.2.3 The Utes 

The Utes currently live in the South-West of the United States of America in an 

area encompassing Utah, Colorado, and the northern New Mexico. (Simmons 

2001). Traditionally Utes were hunter-gatherers and later developed a more 

mixed economy based on agriculture and hunting (Simmons 2001). Interestingly, 

it was not until after the relocation that the different tribes of Utes started 

producing pottery known as Ute Indian brownware or Uncompahgre Brown ware 

(Simmons 2001; Greubel 2002) and used an oval-shaped polished stone to join 

layers of wet pottery together and to smooth out the inside of the vessel (Barber 

1876; Smith 1974: 84). 

The way the Utes use polished stone to create and shape pottery shows the 

creative ways people adapt and change to their surroundings. Since pottery was 
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not created until the relocation, it shows that the people had to produce a tool that 

accomplished the end result- a smooth inside of a vessel.  

The evidence obtained from investigating the Utes’ techniques of pottery working 

with polished tools have influences the clay working experiments designed in this 

project (section 3.2.3.2).   

2.6.3  Gender Stereotyping of Polished Tools in Archaeological Literature 

According to Evans (1872; 1897) and Clark (1929), polished-edge discoidal 

knives were women’s implements, so to understand how gender fits into their 

object itinerary, gender and stone tools were examined through the chosen 

cultures. 

It is important to understand that archaeological theories are a product of their 

time therefore the main narrative that men were the tool-makers and hunters 

while women were the gatherers (Radcliffe-Brown 1930; Service 1962; Williams 

1968; Steward 1972) was a reflection of the social structure from the early 1900s 

(Gero and Conkey 1991). This narrative also shows how antiquarians viewed 

gender and their roles, often devaluing the women’s role in prehistoric societies. 

Furthermore, also as a reflection of the antiquarian’s social structure, hunter-

gatherer societies were argued to be patriarchal (Radcliffe-Brown 1930; Service 

1962; Williams 1968), an assumption that has been demonstrated to not always 

be true in prehistoric societies (Ember 1978).  

As the role of women in society changed as the 20th century advanced, this  

perception was challenged in the 1990s (Gero 1991). Nowadays we know that 

‘women’s roles’ included (but were not limited to): pottery production, food 

gathering, basketry and textile production, fetching water, raising children, and 

preparing food (Hurcombe 2000). Hurcombe (2000) argued that polishing tools 
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might have been a task under the women’s daily remit as polishing could have 

been seen as tedious and unskilled (Gero and Conkey 1991; Hurcombe 2000). 

These topics are discussed further in the Section 5.7. 

2.7  Summary of Chapter 

This chapter has covered topics relating to the background literature of polished-

edge discoidal knives as artefacts, a brief history of lithic use-wear analysis, and 

ethnographic literature. 

A review of the published literature about polished-edge discoidal knives is 

important because it explores the major themes related to these knives, which 

has informed the experimental side of this research. These themes were used to 

inform hypotheses and those hypotheses were tested through four experiments 

that are discussed in more detail in 3.2. The distribution maps could help reveal 

a spatial correlation between other artefacts and polished-edge discoidal knives, 

most of which are considered surface finds and have no context. A pattern could 

suggest archaeological context and even an archaeological date if one can 

correlate polished-edge discoidal knives distribution patterns with other 

associated artefacts.  

According to the literature, polished-edge discoidal knives were either used as 

tools in the processing of hides or were prestige items not fit for everyday uses. 

The archaeological context for polished-edge discoidal knives varies in the 

literature as there is evidence to support polished-edge discoidal knives being 

found at monuments, being associated with burials, and found in domestic 

settings. To create these artefacts, one must be an expert flintknapper. However, 

there are two possible technological techniques that could be used to 

manufacture these tools: flake tool technology and core tool technology. Part of 
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the fascination of these tools is the polished edges and sometimes the polished 

faces. The polishing leaves a glossy lustre on the surface and requires a 

significant amount of time to create. Since there is not a consistent archaeological 

date and context for polished-edge discoidal knives, distribution maps might help 

reveal any correlations between shape and find locations as well as any relation 

with other artefacts; which could help determine a more accurate date. With the 

differing terminology and opinions on function, it is clear to see how some 

artefacts are overlooked in research. However, the terminology and opinions 

were not the only contributing factors to discovering how problematic the literature 

for these knives is.  

Through the background literature, a partial picture emerges for these artefacts. 

That picture reveals a possible function, a possible time-period in which they are 

associated with, and possible archaeological contexts.  

Lithic microwear analysis has improved as the technology available to study 

artefacts in detail has advanced. The importance of polished-edge discoidal 

knives is that they are formed by both flaked technology and ground stone 

technology; and both modes were applied for this research. Lithic use-wear 

analysis properly began with Semenov in 1934 (Semenov 1964), but Evans 

(1872) could have been the first to observe wear traces. From there, low power 

magnification developed into optical light microscopy in the 1970s and 1980s.  

Ground stone analysis investigates how a ground stone tool has been shaped by 

either manufacture or use by looking at adhesive wear, abrasive wear, fatigue 

wear, and tribochemical wear (Adams 2013). Since polished-edge discoidal 

knives have the surface ridges and flake scars rounded and flattened leaving a 

lustre, ground stone analysis is useful to provide a better understanding of how 

that lustre effect was achieved. As the museum pieces (stated in 3.3.1) could not 
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be removed from the museum premises tool edges were replicated using casting 

materials so that the casts could be studied in the university labs. Some of the 

traditional terminology for microwear analysis was suitable, however due to the 

more detailed imaging data new terminology had to be added to the established 

vocabulary, thus new definitions and at times new phrases were conceived to 

interpret those observations made by the author.  

Understanding how lithic microwear analysis started and has advanced with 

technology provided the latest techniques for this project. This project offers a 

new insight into how microwear can develop on a manufactured ground and 

polished surface by studying the use-wear through extended observation 

throughout experimental usage.    

Across the globe, cultures used polished stone tools for a variety of activities 

comparable to wood working, hide processing, food processing, gardening, etc. 

The groups of people studied in this chapter were, the Wola, the people of the 

Langda village, the Kapauka Papuan, the Maori, the Utes, the Inuit people, and 

the Tlingit. These groups were identified using the HRAF and further researched 

to help support the claims of the background literature that polished-edge 

discoidal knives potentially had four main functions. The aim was to have a more 

complete understanding of polished-edge discoidal knife function from studying 

other cultures. Due to the lack of modern research into a few of these groups, the 

older research was used to study their tools and those tools’ functions.  

This ethnographic research was considered to further the investigation into 

polished-edge discoidal knives’ potential function(s). From the Kapauku 

Papuans, and the Maori the wood working experiments were adapted. The Utes 

influenced the clay working experiments as polished tools were found associated 

with pottery. The Inuit people and Tlingit influenced the hide working experiments 
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as they use polished tools to process animal hides. The polishing process was 

taken from the Langda culture, the Kapauku Papuans, and the Maori as an 

influence as there is direct evidence to support sandstone during the 

manufacturing process.   

This ethnographic research shows how important polished tools are across 

different societies even without direct analogies; even though each tool in those 

societies had a different function it shows how versatile polished tools are and 

how they can develop independently without other sources of influence. 

After the reviewing the background literature of the topics, decisions were made 

about the methodology for this research, which is discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the methodology used in this project. It forms a 

combination of quantitative research; observational and descriptive research. 

The chapter is composed of the following sections: 

• Experimental research method 

• Experimental material tested 

• Database of known tools 

• Selection of archaeological polished-edge discoidal knives 

• Preparation of experimental tools and archaeological samples for analysis 

• Explanation of equipment used for analysis. 

Experiments were designed to test hypotheses on how these artefacts might 

have been used and their contextual meaning. The hypotheses relating to hide 

and clay working were derived from the literature and translated into experiments. 

The wood working hypotheses were based on ethnographic research, which is 

discussed in Chapter 2. These experiments combined with the database 

(Appendix I) (discussed in section 3.3, 4.2, and 5.1) and the distribution maps 

(discussed in 2.3, 4.2, and 5.2) allowed several aspects of these artefacts to be 

explored simultaneously.   

This research has combined aspects of microwear and ground stone analyses to 

study these knives. These knives can be considered flaked tools with ground 

edges; the primary modification is the knapping process to create the tool’s 

shape, the secondary is the pressure flaking of the edge (Odell 2004). For this 
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research, the experimental tools will add two more modifications. The third 

modification was the act of grinding and polishing completed by the flintknapper. 

The fourth modification was added by the author; this modification was completed 

to add parallel manufacturing striations to the surface of the edge, so the use-

wear microwear patterns could run perpendicular due to the directionality of use. 

This directionality could help identify the difference between manufacturing 

striations and use-wear striations. Figure 3.1 was created this to help understand 

how these tools were created and how to modify them if needed. It also helped 

with the object itinerary, which is in section 5.8.   

 
Figure 3.1: Creation of Experimental Polished-edge Discoidal Knives. 
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Polishing also enhances features of the flint, like colour patterns, the touch 

sensation, and the visual aspects (Van Gijn 2010). The outlined approached 

allowed for these knives to be studied with multiple suggestions of function.  

Terminology from microwear and ground stone analysis have been adapted for 

this research. However, the author had to identify which terms would have caused 

issues with other analysis (e.g. polish); to solve this problem, manufacture polish 

describes the polish that gives these knives their lustre, which is discussed in 

section 3.2.2. Nevertheless, today’s analyses are still deprived of a universal 

standardization of terminology and practice, and have an insufficient framework 

for understanding wear processes (Evans et al. 2014a). 

The Olympus BX41M with Olympus DP70 microscope digital camera was used 

to analyse the experimental tools and the archaeological sample casts.  

Researching the microwear and ground stone analysis proved to be difficult as 

there are few artefacts which share the same similarities as these knives (i.e. a 

pre-polished edge surface to aid in function). The idea was to study microwear 

analysis on non-polished tools and understand the patterns and to study 

microwear analysis on polished flint axes to understand how the microwear 

patterns interact with the manufactured polish surface. The pilot study for the 

research (Appendix V) shows how microwear can interact with a manufactured 

polished surface. While performing the analysis for that study, the observed use-

wear showed use-wear characteristics typically found on a wood scraping tool 

(non-manufactured polished surface) but did not accumulate under the similar 

circumstances of a non-manufactured polished surface. It seemed to take longer 

for the standard and expected microwear patterns to appear on the manufactured 

polished surface. With a non-manufactured polished surface, the edge would 
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have been brittle and should have flaked during experiments due to the force 

applied; however, this is not always the case with a polished surface as the 

polishing process removes weak points that cause the flint to flake during usage. 

This allowed the use-wear patterns to accumulate differently along the edge’s 

surface. The observations of how use-wear accumulates on a polished surface 

provide an insight into the process of how use-wear is created on a tool’s edge. 

The understanding of how use-wear amasses on a manufactured polished 

surface may help the study of other polished artefacts, which is discussed further 

in Chapter 5. 

3.2 Experimental Research Method 

Experimental work allows researchers to have a better understanding of how 

humans interact with a tool and how use-wear patterns are created (Adams 

2013). Through the experimental work, a ‘reconstruction of past behaviour’ 

(Schiffer 1979: 22) that ‘represents the end-product of complex cultural and non-

cultural formation processes’ (Schiffer 1979: 22) can be achieved. The 

experimental work for this project allowed part of objective 3 (understand how 

these tools were used) and objective 3B (assemble and create an experimental 

collection of used polished-edge discoidal knives) to be completed. This 

collection of experimental tools allows microwear analysts to study use-wear on 

top of a manufactured polished surface. The interactions between the polished 

surface and the use-wear are atypical from normal use-wear traces; see 4.4 and 

5.3.  

The main experimental hypothesis regarding polished-edge discoidal knife 

function; as identified from the literature, refers to their use in hide working (see 

section 3.2.3.3). Three other hypotheses from the literature, which have also 
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been tested through this experimental program, are birch bark removal, clay 

working, and wood working (all discussed in section 3.2.3); Table 3-1: The 

materials for the experimental work. shows the materials used in each 

experiment.  

There were four experiments and each experiment incorporated three separate 

tools (see 3.2.3 and Table 3-3 for details). Each tool was used for two hours on 

each task; this time length was to ensure a significant build-up of use-wear on 

the manufactured polished surface. Three tools per task were used to control for 

random variations. These experimental tools were created specifically for this 

project as no other collections of experimental polished-edge discoidal knives 

existed. The used experimental tools have helped determine the function of 

polished-edge discoidal knives. The casting of experimental tools prior to use, 

and the control tools allowed for a base line of comparison to show how 

microwear interacts with a flaked, then ground and polished edge and surface. 

The microwear data collected from the experimental tools has been compared to 

the microwear data collected from archaeological edge casts taken from museum 

collections. This data allowed for a detailed account of the edge to be recorded 

and have measurable aspects of microwear. Since edge casts were taken from 

the archaeological samples, edge casts were also taken of the experimental tools 

for a cast to cast comparison. This was done to avoid any inconsistencies 

between tool to cast comparisons. 

Table 3-1: The materials for the experimental work. 

  

Material Quantity Needed 

Experimental Flint Tool 12 

Birch Bark 15 pieces 

Clay 2 kilograms 

Hide 2 (full) 

Wood (Oak) 7 pieces 
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3.2.1  Experimental Flint Replica collection 

 

For this research, twelve experimental tools were needed to complete four 

experiments; three tools were required for each experiment. The author of this 

work had two unused discoidal knives left over from previous research, which 

were utilised as the control tools for this project. The author and a research 

colleague had flintknapped and polished these two implements. Mike Trevarthen, 

an experienced flintknapper, was commissioned to produce the twelve tools 

needed for this research. The Type II were the most difficult to create (Trevarthen 

2015). The flintknapper created and polished these experimental tools, however 

when the author received the tools a second polishing round was initiated to have 

the manufacturing polishing striations appear parallel to the edge, so that the use-

wear patterns would be perpendicular to the polishing striations, to facilitate 

easier analysis of the use-wear striations. However, some archaeological tools 

exhibit macro-striations that appear parallel, which could be from manufacture. 

The archaeological tools sampled that exhibit these striations are: BELUM A273-

1911, A-23813, A133, R3384/3, SBYWM:1928.2, SBYWM:1996R.736, 

Task Number of tools Shape 
Duration of 
task 

Removal of Birch Bark 3 
Rectangular, 
Triangular, Oval 

2 Hours 

Clay Working 3 
Circular, Broad leaf, 
Oval 

2 Hours 

Hide Working 3 
Circular, Broad Leaf, 
Rectangular 

2 Hours 

Wood Working 3 
Triangular, Broad 
Leaf, Oval 

2 Hours 

Controls 2   

Table 3-2: Breakdown of the number of tools used, the shape of the tool used, and duration of task. 
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TA159715, TA156713, TA160714, and TA07/17 (see Table 8 on page 115 for 

details). Archaeological tools observed in Museum of Archaeology and 

Anthropology display similar striations; they are 1922.587C, 1927.2147, 

1971.50B, 1908.31, 1883.96, and 1951.868 (see Appendix VII). These striations 

appear across all four types. Each experimental tool was given a representative 

label; please see Table 3-3 for experimental tool labels. Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, 

Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.5show the experimental tools used in the experiments. 

Experiment Type Label 
Birch Bark Removal Type IV EB1-01 

Birch Bark Removal Type II EB1-02 

Birch Bark Removal Type I EB1-03 

Clay Working Type III EC1-01 

Clay Working Type I EC1-02 

Clay Working Type I EC1-03 

Hide Working Type I EH1-01 

Hide Working Type III EH1-02 

Hide Working Type IV EH1-03 

Wood Working Type II EW1-01 

Wood Working Type III EW1-02 

Wood Working Type I EW1-03 

Table 3-3: Representative label for experimental tools. 

 

During the second polishing stage, the author noticed that parts of the faces were 

being polished during the edge polishing process. The parts of the faces that 

were polished depended on angle at which the edge was being polished; at a 

steep angle less of the face touched the sandstone, therefore less of the face 

was polished.  
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Figure 3.2: Experimental tools for birch bark removal experiment. Photo taken by author. 

 
 

 
Figure 3.3: Experimental tools for clay working experiment. Photo taken by author. 
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Figure 3.4: Experimental tools for hide working experiment. Photo taken by author. 

 

 
Figure 3.5: Experimental tools for wood working experiment. Photo taken by author. 

 
These twelve tools have helped to identify potential uses of polished-edge 

discoidal knives. Each archaeological piece is slightly different in colour of flint, 

shape, size, and amount of polishing; each experimental tool was a 

representation of the archaeological variability of these features listed.  

Using three tools per experiment helped show and control the number of 

variables (i.e. human variability (author completed the experiments), applied 

force, and unforeseen edge breakage) for each experiment. The first shape 

designated for each experiment was based on the author’s judgement of how that 
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shape would perform during that experiment. The second had to be a different 

shape from the first and the third had to be a different shape from the first two. 

This selection process was altered in the case of the clay working experiment, 

this is explained in the Clay Working experiment section 3.2.3.2.   

3.2.2  Polishing Process 

The edges of polished-edge discoidal knives are ground and polished as part of 

the manufacturing process as the final step. The evidence of grinding and 

polishing being the last step is shown in the discoloured marks depicted in Figure 

3.6: Macroscopic polishing and grinding evidence. Archaeological tool from 

Brighton Museum and Art Gallery; R3384/3. Photo taken by author.. These marks 

can be seen macroscopically on the archaeological samples as well, which is 

discussed in the previous section. 

 
Figure 3.6: Macroscopic polishing and grinding evidence. Archaeological tool from Brighton Museum and 
Art Gallery; R3384/3. Photo taken by author.  
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To achieve the desired lustre and polish, sandstone was used to remove the 

evidence of flake scars along the edge and produce the polish seen. Sandstone 

is a natural abrasive and was the most likely candidate to polish these artefacts, 

as discussed in section 2.2 and 3.2.2. However, the polishing process could take 

a minimum of five hours by hand. Five hours does remove a substantial amount 

of the flake scars, but more time was needed to have the experimental tools at 

the same level of polish as the archaeological tools. To distinguish between 

manufacturing polish striations and use-wear striations, the manufacturing 

polishing and grinding was done parallel to the edge on all experimental tools.  

3.2.3  Experimental Material Tested 

This section details the materials used in each experiment and gives specifics 

about each experiment. Table 3-3 provides a breakdown of experiment, tool type, 

and experimental tool label.  

The process of removing the bark from birch logs was the first experimental task 

in this project. Clay working was performed as the second experiment for this 

research. The process of hide working, and stretching was the third experiment 

performed as part of this project. Wood working involving oak logs was tempted 

as the fourth experiment in this research. Each of the twelve tools were used for 

two hours on the contact material specified for each experiment.  

Part of the experimental work was the documentation of how wear accumulated 

on the edge after each use. To establish and document this, each experimental 

tool went through the same process: after polishing experimental tools were 

gently chemically cleaned, then had the edge moulded; each experimental tool 

was used for one hour for a specific task, then cleaned and moulded again; a 

second hour of use was performed, then underwent the same cleaning and 
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moulding process again. Each negative mould was transformed into a positive 

cast by the resin casting process (see section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3). This entire 

process which includes use, cleaning, moulding, and casting will be called the 

wear documentation process for the rest of the thesis.  

3.2.3.1 Birch Bark Removal 

 
Figure 3.7: Experimental tools for birch bark removal. From left to right: EB1-01: rectangular, EB1-02: 
triangular, and EB1-03: d-shaped/oval.  Photo taken by author. 

 
This experiment will be referred to as EB1; tools shown in Figure 3.7. The removal 

of birch bark consisted of peeling the bark off the wood with the help of an 

experimental tool. Those tools were used in all aspects of the removal process. 

The edges of the knives were also used to scrape off the residue of the bark that 

remained once the bark was removed. After the residue was scraped off, the 

birch log was smooth and had a macroscopic sheen, seen below in Figure 3.8. 

The wear documentation process was completed at each stage (the hour time 

limit) of the experiment. 

Birch bark is useful for a variety of tasks (e.g. evidence from Greece shows birch 

bark was made into tar (Urem-Kotsou et al. 2002), and used in pottery decoration 
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(Vogt 1949)). The birch wood logs for this experiment was obtained from a 

Welshpool mill and The Cannock Chase forestry service. 

The experimental tools used for this experiment are EB1-01 (Type IV), EB1-02 

(Type II), and EB1-03 (Type I). The ground and polished edge made an ideal 

edge to remove the bark, because it would not puncture the bark during removal. 

The points of the triangular shape and the elongated, curved nature of the 

rectangular shape were expected to perform the best at this experiment. The 

removing of the residue left a sheen on the bare wood, seen in Figure 28.  

The rectangular shape of EB1-01 was thought to act as a wedge, however it 

proved rather difficult to use. The shape did not allow for a decent holding 

position. It did perform better than EB1-03 but not as well as EB1-02. EB1-02 was 

the easiest to use in this experiment, but it was hard to retain a good hand posture 

during the experiment. The tool was usually held with the point in the palm of the 

hand; this caused a straining of the fingers during the experiment. With EB1-03, 

the circular edge had to be wedged in between the bark and the log. It was a 

challenging task as this edge did not provide leverage, so the edge scraped 

against the outside of the bark during the experiment.  
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Figure 3.8: Birch wood after experimental work. Photo taken by author. 

 

3.2.3.2 Clay Working 

 
Figure 3.9: Experimental tools for clay working experiment. From left to right, EC1-01: broad leaf, EC1-02: 
oval, and EC1-03: oval. Photo taken by author. 

 
This experiment is known as EC1; tools are shown in Figure 3.9. For this 

experiment, the artist, Kate Johnson, working on a Fragmented Heritage project 
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creating a statue, provided clay and was willing to offer advice and assistance 

while working clay. The clay used in this experiment is a grey clay called 

Stoneware V9A mined in Shropshire and South Staffordshire. This experiment 

was influenced by Curwen’s (1939) theory that the polished edge was created by 

repeatedly being rubbed on clay with siliceous particles present.   

Two experimental tools (EC1-01: broad leaf and EC1-02: circular) were used to 

mould a mound of clay with a repeated motion of pulling the tools towards the 

author in one motion. EC1-01 and EC1-02 went through the wear documentation 

process, seen in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11. These tools were scraped across 

the clay systemically.  

 
Figure 3.10: How the clay working was performed. The clay indirectly built-up on tool side not direct in 
contact with the clay. Photo taken by author. 
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Figure 3.11: Clay working being completed. The edge was in direct contact with the clay. Photo taken by 
author. 

 

The third experimental tool (EC1-03; Type I) was given to Johnson to help smooth 

out the clay of the statue she was working on and she used the tool as she saw 

fit (Figure 3.12). Time in use was difficult to record as the tool was not in use all 

the time, so a four-week period was used. At the end of each work week, the tool 

was collected for cleaning and moulding then returned on Monday morning. This 

allowed the time variable to be controlled and the use-wear to be monitored 

through the wear documentation process. Johnson’s personal feeling was that 

the edges of the knives would be beneficial in ceramic burnishing because the 

edges allow for a smooth working edge against the clay.  
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Figure 3.12: Kate Johnson, artist, and clay sculpture on which EC1-03 was used on. Photo taken by 
author. 

 
For this experiment, a Type 1 (EC1-03) was chosen as the shape was suspected 

to be easier to handle than other shapes. Since the author was not present during 

the use time of this experimental tool, it appeared logical to choose the Type I as 

it was the easiest shape to handle. The circular shape also suggested more 

manoeuvrability for shaping the clay sculpture. 
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3.2.3.3 Hide Working/ Processing 

 
Figure 3.13: Experimental tools for hide working experiment. From left to right, EH1-01: oval, EH1-02: 
broad leaf, and EH1-03: rectangular. Photo taken by author. 

 
This experiment will be known as EH1; tools shown in Figure 3.13. While these 

knives are not sharp enough to scrape the fatty tissue from the skin after 

butchering, they are blunt enough to aid in the stretching and softening. The 

experimental knives were used on the skin after it had been soaked and placed 

on a wooden rack to aid in stretching. The bluntness of the edge and corners 

stopped the knife from tearing through the hide while it was being worked. Fallow 

deer skins were ideal for this experiment, as deer would have been a main 

resource during the British Neolithic (Malone 2001).  

In this experiment, fallow deer hides were acquired from a deer butchery in 

Halifax. The hide was strung up on a rectangular custom built braced wooden 

rack to make scrapping and stretching easier; seen in Figure 3.14. This basic 

rack idea came from other hide experiments and recreations of how ancient 

people might have cleaned and stretched hides (Ruth 2013).   
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Two hides were used for this experiment; the first hour of the experiment focused 

on the first hide and the second hour of the experiment on the second hide. The 

tools used for this experiment were EH1-01 (Type 1), EH1-02 (Type III) and EH1-

03 (Type IV). 

 
Figure 3.14: Shows the hide on the frame built for this experiment. Photo taken by author 

 
Some fatty tissue was still left on the hide from the butchery, which came off when 

force was applied. Each tool was used to scrape off the remaining tissue (Figure 

3.15). While the tissue was being removed, the hide began to stretch and the ties 

mounting the hide to the rack had to be tightened every 20 minutes to ensure the 
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hide remained under tension. Water was used to rinse the tool if it became too 

greasy. The greasier the tool became, the harder it was to hold and perform the 

experiment. After each hour of usage, the tools were cleaned and moulded.  

 
Figure 3.15: Tools during use on hide. 
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3.2.3.3.1 Hide Stretching 

After the hide working experiment was finished, a short opportunistic experiment 

was undertaken. This experiment was to stretch the freshly scraped hide with an 

edge of a polished-edge discoidal knife. The aim was to record the effectiveness 

of the tool’s edge for stretching and discover if the microwear for hide scraping 

and hide stretching were noticeably different. It was also to find out if hide 

stretching would have been a viable experiment for future research. The smaller 

end of EH1-03 (seen below in Figure 3.16) was used for this as there was no 

other tool available. This experiment began with thirty minutes of use, then 

cleaning and moulding.  

 
Figure 3.16: EH1-03 was used for an experiment of opportunity. 
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3.2.3.4 Wood Working 

 
Figure 3.17: Experimental tools for wood working experiment. From left to right. EW1-01: triangular, EW1-
02: oval, and EW1-03: d-shaped. Photo taken by author. 

 
This experiment will be known as EW1; tools shown in Figure 3.17. Wood was 

used in a variety of ways in the Late Neolithic (e.g. housing (Hurcombe 2007: 

119), weapons (Hurcombe 2007: 119), charcoal (Hurcombe 2007: 126), 

containers (Earwood 1993)). The wood working experiment involved using the 

experimental knives to remove the bark then to try and carve the pieces of wood. 

The idea behind this experiment was to see if it is possible to use these knives to 

carve items out of wood due to the strengthened edge from grinding. For this 

experiment oak was used; as oak was prevalent in the Late Neolithic (Malone 

2001). The oak pieces used in this experiment were supplied by Hywel Lewis.  

For this experiment, the tools were used to remove the bark from the oak logs. 

EW1-01 (Type II) was used like a wedge to pry the bark away from the wood. It 

generally worked but some force had to be applied. The bark removal was difficult 

with EW1-02 (Type III) and EW1-03 (Type I), as the edges could not penetrate 

between the fibrous part of the bark and the wood itself to peel off the bark. The 

oak bark seems to have two parts to it: the outer thin shell, known as bark, and a 

thick fibrous layer, known as phloem, attached to the wood. Unlike the birch bark, 

the oak bark had to be removed perpendicularly to the wood. It was easier to 
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detach the bark this way. The bark residue was then scraped off using the edge 

of the knife (Figure 3.18). An attempt was made to try and carve into the wood, 

but it was not successful. These tools went through the wear documentation 

process.  

 
Figure 3.18: Oak log during the experiment. Photo taken by author. 
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3.3  Database of Known Tools 

The archaeological knives chosen to be studied were sampled from the database 

(Appendix I) created for this research by the author. Several factors were 

considered in descending order of importance when considering the knives to be 

sampled; seen in Figure 3.19. The first factor was the knife’s condition (i.e. 

broken, complete, missing edges); the second was the knife’s defined 

type/shape; the third was the archaeological find location; the fourth was the 

current location in a museum or a private collection. For this research, a 

statistically stratified non-random sample was used to select samples. This style 

of sampling was used to cover all factors and ensure each shape was 

represented. 

 
Figure 3.19: The system utilised to choose the archaeological samples for study. 

 
At least three artefacts were chosen of each of the four types of polished-edge 

discoidal knives as identified by Clark (1929). The archaeological samples to be 

studied were to be chosen from across the British Isles; at least one was chosen 

from the different representative countries (England, Ireland including Northern 

Ireland, Wales, and Scotland). The number of knives present in the database for 

each type is shown in Figure 3.20, which is further expanded into four other 
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categories: number of complete tools, number of broken tools, number of 

unknown, and the number of each type sampled for this project. The 

representation of the number of knives in the database, compared by type, is 

shown in the pie chart below (Chart 3-1). This shows that Type I and Unknown 

more common than the other types.  

 
Figure 3.20 The ratio of Types from the database 

 

 
Chart 3-1: The numbers from the database compared by type 
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3.3.1  Selection of Archaeological Polished-edge Discoidal Knives 

The selected archaeological samples were chosen from a variety of museums 

and collections: Brighton Museum and Art Gallery, Museum of London, 

Powysland (Welshpool) Museum, Salisbury Museum, Tullie House Museum and 

Art Gallery, and Ulster Museum. Martin Green’s private collection was studied as 

well as a knife from the University of Reading. There is at least one sample from 

each part of the British Isles. 

Brighton Museum and Art Gallery has five polished-edge discoidal knives in its 

collection. All five were studied for this research; one Type I (R2602/14), one 

Type II (R3384/3), and three Type III (R2719/55; R3616/17; and R2628/24). 

 The Museum of London has two polished-edge discoidal knives. These two are 

Type I (A-23813 and 49.107/14) on display in the museum; both were cleaned 

and moulded at the museum. 

Powysland Museum (also known as Welshpool Museum) located in central 

Wales, has one Type I (A-133) in its collection. 

Salisbury Museum has five artefacts labelled as polished-edge discoidal knives; 

three are on display in the Wessex Gallery. It has two Type II (SBYWM:1928.2 

and SBYWM:1996R.730), two Type IV (SBYWM:1996R.736 and SBYWMR.664), 

and one Type I (SBYWM:1996R.670). The Type IV (SBYWM:1996R.664) from 

Chilmark was deemed not a polished-edge discoidal knife; this artefact looks 

more like a flint dagger and has no polishing. This piece was not photographed, 

cleaned, nor moulded, due to not being a polished-edge discoidal knife. During 

the visit, the author of this work concluded that the Type I (SBYWM:1996R.670) 

was a Type III, based on shape and measurements. These four artefacts were 

cleaned and moulded at the museum.   
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Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery in Carlisle has a Type III (87.1947-1) in 

their collection.  

The Ulster Museum in Belfast, Northern Ireland has one Type I (BELUM 

273.1911) on display in their museum. 

The private collector, Martin Green based in the Cranborne Chase area, 

graciously allowed the author to research the polished-edge discoidal knives in 

his collection. There are numerous artefacts in the collection, but only five were 

chosen. Only five artefacts were chosen due to their condition and shape. Several 

artefacts’ shapes were unknown due to being broken. One Type I (ST 99841319), 

and four Type IV (TA 159715, TA 156713, TA160714, and TA 07/14) were 

cleaned and moulded. He allowed the cleaning process and moulding stage of 

the replication process to take place on his farm.  

The University of Reading has an unknown shape polished-edge discoidal knife 

that does not fit into the current classification system (Figure 3.39) (3207 SF0510) 

in their collection from an archaeological excavation in Kent (See section 

3.3.2.5.1). 
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Table 3-4: The archaeological tools chosen for study. 

 

  

Museum/         
Priv. Collection/ 

University 
Museum Number 

Clark's 
classification/ 

shape 
Condition Find Location 

Level of Edge 
Polish 

Sampled 

Brighton Museum 
and Art Gallery 

R2606/14 Type I/ circular Broken in half 
Portslade, 

Sussex 
Edges 

polished 
Y 

Museum of 
London 

A-23813 Type I/ D-shaped Complete 
Thames, 
London 

Edges 
polished 

Y 

Museum of 
London 

49.107/14 
Type I/ 

circular/oval 
Complete 

Thames, 
Lockeweir 

Edges 
polished 

Y 

Martin Green 
private collection 

ST 99841319 Type I/ oval 3/4 complete 
Gussage 

Down, Dorset 
Edges 

polished 
Y 

Ulster Museum BEUM.A273-1911 Type I/ oval 
Mostly 

complete 
Ireland 

Edges 
polished 

Y 

Powysland 
Museum 

A133 Type I/ circular Complete 
Trefeglwys, 

Wales 
Slight edge 

polish 
Y 

Brighton Museum 
and Art Gallery 

R3384/3 
Type II/ 

triangular 
Complete 

Balcombe 
Forest, Sussex 

2 edges 
polished 

Y 

Salisbury Museum SBYWM:1996R.730 
Type II/ 

triangular 
Complete 

Kempston, 
Bedfordshire 

2 edges 
polished 

Y 

Salisbury Museum SBYWM:1928.2 
Type II/ 

triangular 
Complete 

Gussage 
Down, Dorset 

2 edges 
polished 

Y 

Brighton Museum 
and Art Gallery 

R2719/55 
Type III/ broad 

leaf 
Complete 

(missing tips) 
Devil's Dyke, 

Sussex 
Edges 

polished 
Y 

Brighton Museum 
and Art Gallery 

R3616/17 
Type III/ broad 

leaf 
Broken in half 

Devil’s Dyke, 
Sussex 

Slight edge 
polish 

Y 

Brighton Museum 
and Art Gallery 

R2628/24 
Type III/ broad 

lead 
Broken in half 

Devil’s Dyke, 
Sussex 

Slight edge 
polish 

Y 

Carlisle Museum 
Tullie House, 

87.1947-1 
Type III/ broad 

leaf 
Complete 

Dumfriesshire, 
Scotland 

Edge 
polished 

Y 

Salisbury Museum 
SBYWM: 

1996R.670 
Type III/ broad 

leaf 
Complete 

Hamptworth, 
Wiltshire 

Edge 
polished 

Y 

Martin Green 
private collection 

TA 159715 
Type IV/ 

rectangular 
Complete 

Northdale, 
East Riding 

Completely Y 

Martin Green 
private collection 

TA 15713 
Type IV/ 

rectangular 
Complete 

Northdale, 
East Riding 

Completely Y 

Martin Green 
private collection 

TA 160714 
Type IV/ 

rectangular 
Broken 

Northdale, 
East Riding 

Edge 
polished 

Y 

Martin Green 
private collection 

TA 07/14 
Type IV/ 

rectangular 
Broken in half Unknown Completely Y 

Salisbury Museum SBYWM:1996R.738 
Type IV/ 

rectangular 
Complete 

Overton, 
Hampshire 

Complete Y 

Salisbury Museum SBYWM:1996R.664 
Type IV/ 

rectangular 
Complete 

Chilmark, 
Wiltshire 

None N 

University of 
Reading 

SF0510 Unknown 
Fragment/ 

flake 
Lyminge, Kent 

Edge 
polished 

Y 
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3.3.2  Samples Studied  

These sections introduce the archaeological tools chosen for this research and 

introduce the samples studied in type order. 

A replication method was utilised as the museum samples were not allowed to 

be analysed at the University of Bradford’s laboratory.  

3.3.2.1  Type I 

These are the Type I chosen for this research. There are six in total that were 

sampled and studied: 

• BELUM A273-1911 is curated at Ulster Museum in Belfast. 

• ST99841319 is curated by Martin Green in his own private collection. 

• R2604/14 is curated at the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. 

• 49.107/14 is curated at the Museum of London. 

• A-23813 is also curated at the Museum of London. 

• A-133 is curated at Powysland Museum. 
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3.3.2.1.1 BELUM A273-1911  

 
Figure 3.21: BELUM A-273.1911, Archaeological sample from Ulster Museum. Photo taken by author. 
Produced with permission. 

 
In the exhibit, Early Peoples (Prehistoric Ireland) in the Ulster Museum, a Type I 

(Figure 3.21) is on display with other flint artefacts. This Type I was discovered in 

County Antrim by the collector George Benn, which was given to the museum 

and labelled as BELUM A-273.1911. This knife measures 76.8mm long, 66.5mm 

wide, and 15.4mm thick. It was made from grey flint with white patches. The 

edges and faces are polished, but there is some post-depositional damage to 

parts of the edge. Diagonal striations can be seen in the edge polishing. There 

were three moulds taken from various parts of the edge.  
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3.3.2.1.2 ST99841319 

 
Figure 3.22: ST99841319, Archaeological sample from Martin Green's private collection. Photo taken by 
author. Produced with permission. 

 
The Type I (ST99841319) (Figure 3.22) was found on Gussage Down, Dorset by 

private collector Martin Green. The bottom part is missing. This piece was made 

from a white flint with grey flecks. There is some cortex left on parts of the faces. 

It measures around 80mm in diameter. The left edge of the tool was moulded in 

between the post-depositional damage along the edge.   
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3.3.2.1.3 R2602/14  

 
Figure 3.23: R2602/14, Archaeological sample from Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. Photo taken by 
author. Produced with permission. 

 
The Type I (R2602/14) (Figure 3.23) was found north of Cockroost Hill which is 

north of Portslade, Sussex, in which the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery is now 

in possession of. This knife is 51mm long, 58mm wide, and 11mm thick. This 

incomplete knife was made from white flint with black and grey flecks throughout. 

The moulds were taken from the right side of the polished edge to the top of the 

chip on the left side. 
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3.3.2.1.4 49.107/14 

 
Figure 3.24: 49.107/14, Archaeological sample from Museum of London. Photo taken by author. Produced 
with permission. 

 
A Type I (49.107/14) (Figure 3.24) was found on the Thames at Richmond Lock 

and Weir. It is on display in ‘London before London’: ‘The Great River. River Wall: 

Golden Age of Thames Finds’ in the Museum of London and is part of the Lloyd 

collection. This Type I is made of a dark brown flint with light brown and tan flecks. 

The polish on the edge was light brown in certain areas. Only one edge is 

polished and measures 78mm long by 64mm wide. The polished edge was 

moulded.   
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3.3.2.1.5 A-23813  

 
Figure 3.25: A-23813, Archaeological sample from Museum of London. Photo taken by author. Produced 
with permission. 

 
A Type I (A-23813) (Figure 3.25) was found along the Thames in Barn Elms. At 

the time of writing, it is on display in the ‘London before London’: ‘Carving out a 

home: Living off the land’ collection in the Museum of London. This complete 

knife is made from dark (blackish blue) flint modelled with tan flecks and spots. 

A-23813 is more of a D-shape than an oval but according to Clark (1929) it still 

fits in the Type I category. The tool measures 95mm in diameter and is 15mm 

thick. Most of the edge is polished with one retouched edge.  There is evidence 

of parallel macro-striations in the polished surface. The moulds were taken from 

a corner, the polished edge, and part of the retouched edge.   
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3.3.2.1.6 A-133  

 
Figure 3.26: A-133, Archaeological sample from Wales. Photo taken by author. Produced with permission. 

 
Powysland Museum (also known as Welshpool Museum), located in central 

Wales, has one Type I on display (Figure 3.26). This knife was found in the roots 

of a decayed oak tree in a field called Dolty Coch in Trefeglwys, Wales (Anon 

1873). It measures 70.3mm across, 69.1mm wide, and 8mm thick. It was made 

from a dark grey flint with black mottles. There is evidence of macro-striations on 

the polished edge. Most of the edge is polished but broken up by damage or 

retouching.   
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3.3.2.2 Type II 

These are the Type II chosen for this research. There are three in total that were 

sampled and studied: 

• R3384/3 is curated at the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. 

• SBYWM:1928.2 is curated at the Salisbury Museum. 

• SBYWM:1996R.730 is also curated at the Salisbury Museum. 

Only three were studied as there are limited numbers as seen in3.3.  
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3.3.2.2.1 R3384/3 

 
Figure 3.27: R3384/3, Archaeological sample from Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. Photo taken by 
author. Produced with permission. 

 
This Type II (R3384/3) (Figure 3.27) was found near High Street in Balcombe 

Forest in 1886 and is now part of the artefact collection at the Brighton Museum 

and Art Gallery. This complete knife has two polished edges and one neatly 

retouched side with parts of the faces having traces of polishing. This tool is made 

from flint with a base colour of a dark brown with black and tan marbling 

throughout. There are parallel striations around the polished edges of this tool. It 

measures 72mm by 73mm and is 9.5mm thick.  
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3.3.2.2.2 SBYWM:1928.2  

 
Figure 3.28: SBYWM:1928.2, Archaeological sample from Salisbury Museum. Photo taken author. 
Produced with permission. 

 
A Type II (SBYWM:1928.2) (Figure 3.28) was found on Gussage Down, Dorset 

by Arthur Thorne in 1910 and possibly acquired by Salisbury in 1928. This Type 

II has three points with 2 polished edges and a retouched edge. There is some 

post-depositional damage and patina along the edges but still deemed 

mouldable. The piece was made of a light brown flint with dark flecks. There are 

polish traces on the faces; it has formed on the high points of the flake scar ridges. 

There is evidence of macro-striations on the polished surface of this tool. This 

knife measures 75.1mm long, 81.6m wide (measured below the label), and 

9.7mm thick.  
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3.3.2.2.3 SBYWM:1996R.730 

 
Figure 3.29: SBYWM:1996R.730, Archaeological sample from Salisbury Museum. Photo taken by author. 
Produced with permission. 

 
A Type II (SBYWM:1996R.730) (Figure 3.29) was found in Kempston, 

Bedfordshire. This knife was originally in the Blackmore Museum, until Salisbury 

Museum acquired it. This tool has one rounded tip with two polished edges and 

one retouched edge; it fits the sub-triangular version of Type II that Clark (1929) 

refers to. It also displays polishing traces on the faces. This piece was made from 

a tan and black marbled flint. This knife measures 60mm long, 84.2mm wide at 

the retouched edge, and is 10mm thick.  
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3.3.2.3 Type III 

These are the Type III chosen for this research. There are five in total that were 

sampled and studied: 

• R2719/55 is curated at the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery.  

• SBYWM:1996R.670 is curated at the Salisbury Museum.  

• 87.1947-1 is curated at Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery.  

• R3616/17 is curated at the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. 

• R2628/24 is also curated at the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. 

There were only five Type III chosen to be studied for this project. There are only 

seventeen in total the author could find in the literature. 
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3.3.2.3.1 R2719/55 

 
Figure 3.30: R2719/55, Archaeological sample from Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. Photo taken by 
author. Produced with permission. 

 
This Type III (R 2719/55) (Figure 3.30) was found on Devil’s Dyke, 

Saddlescombe, Sussex and is now in an artefact collection at the Brighton 

Museum and Art Gallery. This almost complete (missing one tip) knife has one 

polished edge with a retouched edge. There is possible post-depositional 

damage on the edge on the left side of the image along with possible patina on 

the surface. Parts of the faces display polishing traces. This knife was made with 

a white base coloured flint with small dark blueish flecks throughout. It measures 

92mm in length and 57mm wide (the thickness was not available) 

.  
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3.3.2.3.2 SBYWM:1996R.670 

 
Figure 3.31: SBYWM:1996R.670, Archaeological sample from Salisbury Museum. Photo taken by author. 
Produced with permission. 

 
This knife was found in Hamptworth, Redlynch Wiltshire. It has been classified 

by the author as a Type III (SBYWM:1996R.670) (Figure 3.31). However, it has 

the means to be a mix of a Type III and a Type I; the nature of the two tips and 

one polished edge allowed for a Type III classification. This tool has one polished 

edge and one retouched edge matching other Type III. The piece was made from 

a dark brown flint with light tan spots. There are little traces of polishing on the 

faces. The Type III measures 80.7mm long, 65.6mm wide, and 11.6mm thick. 
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3.3.2.3.3 87.1947-1 

 
Figure 3.32: 87.1947-1, Archaeological sample from Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery. Photo taken by 
author. Produced with permission. 

 
On display at Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery is a Type III (87.1947-1) 

(Figure 3.32). It was found by ploughing in a field on the north bank of River 

Tarras on a site called Tarras Water and Tarras Tile Works in Langholm, Scotland 

(Fell 1970). This knife measures 97.3mm in length, 69.6mm in width, and is 

11.7mm thick. This piece is not a typical Type III, but the measurements fit Type 

III more than Type I. It is made of a light brown flint with white inclusions with dark 

brown and grey bands running throughout. There appears to be post-depositional 

damage to the polished edge on one side. Parts of the faces are polished but, in 

typical Type III fashion only one edge is polished.   
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3.3.2.3.4 R3616/17  

 
Figure 3.33: R361617, Archaeological sample from Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. Photo taken by 
author. Produced with permission. 

  
This Type III (R3616/17) (Figure 3.33) was found near ‘Poor Man’s Wall’ at Devil’s 

Dyke in 1905 and is part of the collection at Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. 

This knife is broken but has some parts of the edge that look polished. The base 

colour of the flint is a tan with dark spots throughout. This piece still has cortex 

on parts of the faces. It measures 89mm long, 61mm wide, and 11mm thick. 
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3.3.2.3.5 R2628/24 

 
Figure 3.34: R2628/24, Archaeological sample from Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. Photo taken by 
author. Produced with permission. 

  
This Type III (R2628/24) (Figure 3.34) was also found near Devil’s Dyke and was 

acquired by the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. This knife appears to have 

been broken during manufacture. There is cortex on both faces and only slight 

polishing on parts of the edge. The flint is a blueish white with medium grey spots. 

Only one part of the edge was deemed viable to mould due to the flint’s porous 

nature. It measures 74mm in length, 71mm wide, and 14mm thick.   
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3.3.2.4 Type IV 

These are the Type IV chosen for this project. There are five in total that were 

sampled and studied: 

• SBYWM:1996R.736 is curated at the Salisbury Museum.  

• TA159715, is curated by Martin Green in his own private collection. 

• TA156713, is also curated by Martin Green in his own private collection. 

• TA160714, is also curated by Martin Green in his own private collection. 

• TA07/17 is also curated by Martin Green in his own private collection. 
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3.3.2.4.1 SBYWM:1996R.736 

 
Figure 3.35: SBYWM:199R.736, Archaeological sample from Salisbury Museum. Photo taken by author. 
Produced with permission. 

  
A Type IV (SBYWM:1996R.736) (Figure 3.35) was found at Pick Ridge Farm in 

Overton, Wiltshire in association with a large barbed arrowhead or javelin-head 

(Evans 1897). This knife is part of a collection at the Salisbury Museum. This 

knife was made form a grey coloured flint with dark blue mottles throughout. Both 

faces are also polished as well as the edges; there are also macro-striations in 

the polished surfaces. It measures 89.1mm long, 54.3mm wide, and 9.3mm thick.  
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3.3.2.4.2 TA 159715; TA 156713 

 
Figure 3.36: TA159715 (left), TA156713 (right), Archaeological samples from Martin Green's private 
collection. Photo taken by author. Produced with permission. 

  
The first Type IV (TA159715) (Figure 3.36; left) was found in North Dale, 

Yorkshire by Martin Green. This irregularly large knife measures 106.2mm long, 

67.6mm wide, and 3.8mm thick and is completely polished all over. There are no 

visible flake scars; there is possibly post-depositional damage to a corner of the 

knife. The polishing evidence on the faces looks rough and has striations visible 

to the naked eye. Four moulds were taken (non-broken edge, middle section 

across the face, a long edge, and the broken edge).  

The second Type IV (TA156713) (Figure 3.36; right) was also found in North 

Dale, Yorkshire, also by Martin Green. This knife is made with base dark flint that 
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has tan mottles and few visible flake scars on the faces. The edges and the faces 

are completely polished, but the polishing evidence on the faces looks rough and 

there are striations visible to the naked eye. It measures 76mm long by 50.2mm 

wide and is 6.6mm thick. The left edge and bottom edge were moulded. 

3.3.2.4.3 TA160714 

 
Figure 3.37: TA160714, Archaeological sample from Martin Green's private collection. Photo taken by 
author. Produced with permission. 

  
This Type IV (TA160714) (Figure 3.37) was also found in North Dale, Yorkshire 

by Martin Green. it is broken in half and seems to have been potlidded from 

extreme heat exposure. The flint has a dark base colour with light brown spots. 

There are macro-striations that appear on the surface. It measures 37.2mm long 

and 58.6mm wide at the broken section. One mould was taken from the edge and 

corner.   
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3.3.2.4.4 TA07/17  

 
Figure 3.38: TA07/17, Archaeological sample from Martin Green's private collection. Photo taken by 
author. Produced with permission. 

  
This knife (TA07/17) (Figure 3.38) was also recovered in North Dale, Yorkshire 

by Martin Green. It is also broken and shows signs of heat exposure. It measures 

48.2mm long and 58.3mm wide. There is evidence of the faces having been 

polished as well as the edges; macro-striations are present on the surface. One 

mould of the edge was taken. 
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3.3.2.5 Unknown 

3.3.2.5.1 3207 SF0510 

 
Figure 3.39: 3207 SF0510, Archaeological sample from Lyminge, Kent. Photo taken by author. Produced 
with permission. 

 
David Mudd, a researcher from the University of Reading, has graciously offered 

a polished-edge discoidal knife to this research (Figure 3.39). This knife was 

found during excavation of an Anglo-Saxon monastery in Lyminge, Kent. The 

shape is unknown, but it was clearly made from a flake. This piece is made from 

a grey coloured flint with light and dark mottling throughout. It measures 87mm 

long, 60mm wide, and 6mm thick. The polished edge is smaller in size and 

thickness compared to the others sampled (the polished edge is the one closest 

to the scale). 
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3.4  Procedure for Sample Preparation Replication 

The following sections discuss how the archaeological tools and experimental 

tools were prepared for analysis. 

3.4.1  Chemical Cleaning 

Over the life of the artefacts, many contaminates collect on the surface. These 

contaminates include fingerprint residue, trace amounts of soil from the find 

location, dust, fibres, museum display modification, etc. The contaminations not 

only occur macroscopically, but also microscopically. Microscopic contamination 

can be seen during microwear analysis and can lead to incorrect results 

(Pedergnana et al. 2016)  

Keeley (1980) outlines Semenov’s more intense cleaning process: wipe the 

implement with white spirit to remove finger grease. If any deposits still linger, 

then soak in the solution for a few minutes. The solution consists of first 

immersing the piece in warm hydrochloric acid (HCL) (10% solution) and then 

rinsing. Once rinsed thoroughly, immerse in sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (10% 

solution) and rinse. The HCL removes mineral and lime deposits and the NaOH 

removes organic deposits. Next immerse the piece in an ultrasonic cleaning tank 

in a beaker with the detergent solution (something similar to NutraTek and clean 

water); rinse when complete (Keeley 1980: 10-11).  

The ideal cleaning process used for this project is a mild chemical one where the 

artefacts are cleaned with warm water and a mild detergent (NutraTek or washing 

up liquid) while being lightly brushed with a soft toothbrush, which removes dirt 

deposits (Donahue and Evans 2005). The artefact’s edge is soaked in 10% HCL 

for 10 minutes; this removes mineral deposits (Evans et al. 2014b). Lastly, the 
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artefacts are bathed in clean water to remove any traces of the chemicals 

(Donahue and Evans 2005; Evans et al. 2014; Evans and MacDonald 2014). This 

cleaning process is important because contaminates and residues will affect the 

microwear analysis process by allowing contaminates to merge with the mould 

and obstruct the microwear traces on the cast (Macdonald et al. 2018). 

3.4.2  Polyvinylsiloxane replication 

There are several different polyvinylsiloxanes (PVS) that have been used by 

previous researchers: Coltene President Light Body, Elastosil M4503 and M3501, 

RepliSet F-5 and RepliSet T-3, Dow Corning Silastic 9161 and Cutter Perfourm 

Light Vinyl Polysiloxane Impression Material, Accutrans, Microset 101 RF, and 

Speedex (Greenfield 1999; Guatelli-Steinberg and Mitchell 2003; Pickering et al. 

2004; Smith and Brickley 2004; Galbany et al. 2006; Davis and Townsend 2009; 

Goodall et al. 2015).  

A recently published article by Macdonald et al. (2018) compares four replicating 

compounds (Coltene Affinis® Light Body, Coltene Affinis® Heavy Body, Heraeus 

Kulzer Provil® novo Light body, and Heraeus Kulzer Provil® novo Heavy body) 

on their ability to reproduce the original surface of an object. The preliminary 

results showed that that most of the casts were rougher in surface roughness 

(Sq) measurements than the original surface; see the article for a full review of 

their methods and results (Macdonald et al. 2018).   

While the method for each material is the same, there are several different 

moulding materials to choose from. In a scientific report by Goodall published in 

2015, the authors compare several PVS. The point of the comparison was to 

figure out the best PVS based on accuracy and precision of the medium itself. 

Seven media were tested: Speedex, President Jet light body, MM913, Accutrans, 
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President Jet regular body, Microset 101 RF, and MM240TV. The media were 

separated into three categories: low viscosity, mid viscosity, and high viscosity; 

low viscosity had Speedex, President Jet light body, MM913, and Accutrans; mid 

viscosity had President Jet regular body; and high viscosity had Microset 101 RF 

and MM240TV. Their results showed that ‘President Jet regular body produced 

the most accurate and precise surface replicas’ (Goodall et al. 2015).  

The PVS materials selected for consideration for edge moulding were chosen 

following scrutiny related to material conservation needs, due to museums and 

private collections being sampled. The edge moulding material cannot leave any 

residue on the artefacts. It also must have a high resolution without compromising 

the viscosity; a too low or too high viscosity PVS may damage the surface.  

Several different PVS were chosen to experiment with to determine which was 

the best to use in this situation. The PVS that were chosen for evaluation were 

those currently being used by different researchers in different disciplines: 

Accutrans (brown), President Jet light body, President Jet regular body, Provil 

Novo light CD2, Provil Novo fast CD2, Microset 101 RT Thixotropic, and Microset 

202 black. Each PVS was used on an experimental flake of flint chosen for this 

research. The PVS selection was based on whether it left any residue on the 

flakes, the resolution and precision of the mould, the working and setting time, 

shrinkage, shelf life, and availability of the product. 

The PVS chosen for this project was Microset 101 RT Thixotropic black (which 

will be called Microset for the rest of this work). This is because Microset 101 RT 

Thixotropic black has a resolution of 0.1µ, a shelf life of 15 months, less than 

0.1% shrinkage, a working life of 30 seconds, and a curing time of 5 minutes. The 

thixotropic nature of these compounds allows them to be applied on vertical and 
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overhead surfaces without the compound dropping or flowing away from the area 

of interest (Microset 2014). This compound allowed the polished edge to be 

replicated with accuracy without compromising the rest of the artefact. The fast 

curing time allowed time spent in the museum to be halved.  

Edge moulds were taken of archaeological tools and experimental tools which 

can be seen in Figure 3.40. Having moulds of both archaeological and 

experimental tools allowed for a controlled analysis and minimal discrepancies 

between the two tool groups. The experimental tools have had edge moulds 

taken after grinding and polishing, and after each use and cleaning session (as 

described in 3.4.1) to ensure that use-wear can be seen and compared. The 

archaeological tools were cleaned then moulded as well. 

 
Figure 3.40: Type II from Brighton Museum and Art Gallery with Microset (PVS) on the edge. Photo taken 
by author. Copyright the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. 
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3.4.3  Resin casting 

The casting material is just as important as the moulding material. The casting 

material needs to have a high resolution, low shrinkage, and ideally with a fast 

(36 hours or less) setting time to lessen time between casting and analysis, but it 

is not essential. A high resolution allows the microwear to be completely 

replicated, which is important to distinguish between different wear patterns on 

pre-polished surfaces.  

A two-part compound was used: Araldite DBF and hardener REN HY 956, which 

comes recommended by surface metrologists and precision engineers (George 

1979; Fiorenza et al. 2009; Whitehouse 2011; Macdonald et al. 2018; Sharma 

and Krishnan 2018). Microset was used in conjunction with Araldite DBF Resin 

with Araldite HY956 Hardener used to produce the ‘positive’ casts for microwear 

analysis.  

Araldite is a liquid epoxy resin that needs to be combined with a low viscosity 

hardener. The mix ratio is 100 pbw (parts by weight) of Araldite to 20 pbw of 

hardener (Vantico 2000); for this research the ratio is 16.5g of Araldite mixed with 

3.3g of hardener. The best course for curing the Araldite is in a vacuum chamber 

for several minutes so the air bubbles leave the resin. The hardener should be 

mixed with the resin at around 20ºC and mixed thoroughly, avoiding making more 

bubbles if possible; sometimes air bubbles are trapped in the mixture and using 

a vacuum oven they can be removed (Huntsman 2003). The last stage is allowing 

the cast to dry at room temperature for a minimum of 24 hours. The advantages 

of the casts are the originals are not damaged, especially from the gold coating 

for the SEM (Borel et al. 2014), use-wear features and polishes tend to show up 
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better on casts (Banks and Kay 2003), and is a way to scientifically study pieces 

that are too large for a microscope stage.   

3.5  Equipment Used for Microwear Analysis 

The next two sections discuss the equipment used for microwear analysis. A 

reflected light microscope with microscope digital camera was used to investigate 

the microwear traces on the casts and the camera was used to document those 

traces for further study and presentation. Photoshop was used to edit and adjust 

any images if necessary; there were times the images taken by the camera were 

too dark, so Photoshop was used to brighten the image.  

3.5.1  Olympus BX41M and Olympus DP70 Microscope Digital Camera 

The Olympus BX41M is a reflected light metallurgical microscope with a digital 

camera mounted for optimal imaging and a U-SIC4R2 stage plate (Olympus 

2020b). The use of this microscope meant more time was spent analysing the 

samples in detail. This microscope had six different objective lens that could be 

used for analysis; the 5x, 10x, 20x, and 50x objective lens were chosen for this 

project. This microscope made analysis easier due to the LED bulb, which made 

brighter images for further evaluation. 

The digital camera attached to the microscope is an Olympus DP70 digital 

camera system. This camera is a 12-bit per RGB 12.5 million-pixel cooled digital 

colour camera system with excellent resolution and high sensitivity (Olympus 

2020a). Images were captured at 2048x1536 high-resolution (DSP Technologies 

2020); images can be seen in Chapter 4. Due to a small portion of the image 

being in focus at one time, the author had to take multiple images of the same 

spot on the tool’s surface with different areas in focus. The images taken by the 
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camera were saved as TIF image files.  Once an area was completely imaged, 

Adobe® Photoshop was used to layer the images together, so a clear picture was 

available for further analysis and evaluation.  

3.5.2  Adobe® Photoshop CC 2015 

Photoshop was used for editing the images taken using the Olympus DP70 

microscope digital camera system. This program was used to layer/combine 

multiple images together for a clearer picture of a tool’s surface and enhance the 

brightness if required. The author decided two courses of action were needed to 

complete analysis: first in-focus images of areas of use-wear were needed on the 

tool’s edge, and a second larger image showing the overall edge was needed in 

certain areas due to how the use-wear interacted with the surface. 

3.6  Conclusion 

This chapter explored the methods used to gather the data for this project. 

The experimental method included procedures to replicate the manufacture wear 

and polish wear of archaeological samples onto experimental tools. 

The experiments were designed to test hypotheses from the literature, to 

understand how use-wear formed on a polished surface and the time needed for 

the use-wear to accrue. The four experiments were removal of birch bark, clay 

working, hide working, and wood working (removal of oak bark and carving into 

the wood). Three tools were used per experiment to avoid potential errors: human 

variability, applied force, and unforeseen edge breakage. The experiments were 

used to create a collection of experimental polished-edge discoidal knives.  

From the extensive research into known polished-edge discoidal knives a 

database was created from the archaeological context data. The archaeological 
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samples chosen for the replication process were selected from the database 

(Appendix I) based on four criteria: condition, shape, find location, and current 

location.  

The archaeological tools themselves were not able to leave museum premises, 

so a new method had to be chosen; which was the process of moulding the tool 

at the museum and having that negative mould cast into a positive cast in the 

university laboratory. Once chosen and museums’ permission obtained, the 

archaeological samples were prepared for replication by gentle cleaning. The 

PVS designated for the edge replication was Microset 101 RT Thixotropic black, 

as it stood up to the process of PVS selection. To create a positive cast, Araldite 

DBF Resin with Araldite HY956 Hardener was used due to the low shrinkage 

rate, curing time, and resistance to heat and chemical degradation. 

These archaeological samples were compared to experimental tools; more 

specifically the casts of the tools were compared to each other. Each use 

produces a specific microwear pattern and by moulding and casting, those 

patterns would be compared by using the Olympus BX41M. Due to its 

accessibility and easy to use interface, using an Olympus BX41M microscope 

and an Olympus DP70 microscope digital camera system allowed for more time 

to be spent analysing the samples taken from the archaeological samples and 

the experimental tools. 

The combination of these methods has provided the opportunity to gather 

scientific evidence for a function or functions of polished-edge discoidal knives. 
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Chapter 4 Results 

4.1 Introduction 

This project aimed to complete the following objectives: 1) develop a broad 

understanding of the literature surrounding polished-edge discoidal knives; 2) 

develop a database containing all the available information regarding the known 

polished-edge discoidal knives for this project as a tool to help further research; 

3) understand how these tools were used by the people who lived in the British 

Isles during the Late Neolithic; and 4) review all data and produce a narrative 

about polished-edge discoidal knives’ function in British Late Neolithic Society.  

This chapter will address Objective 2 and 3. The creation of the database 

(Objective 2) has aided this research by demonstrating how the distinct types are 

associated with other archaeological artefacts (discussed in Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 5), developed a clearer picture of the number of each type present 

throughout the British Isles, and helped to demonstrate how the polished-edge 

discoidal knives relate to the archaeological contexts in which they are found 

during the Late Neolithic. This database allows information about these artefacts 

to be analysed, such as artefact measurements across types, the number of 

artefacts for each type (seen in 3.3), any correlations between type and find 

locations, etc. These results help fill in the parts of the overall narrative of 

polished-edge discoidal knives. An unexpected result of this research was the 

creation of current geographical distribution maps for polished-edge discoidal 

knives. The current distribution maps were generated from the information in the 

database that was constructed for Objective 2. These maps put the find locations 

into perspective as well as the absence of artefacts in some regions of Britain. 

Gaining a clearer picture of polished-edge discoidal knives find locations also 
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could help to further the understanding of their archaeological context and their 

function(s) in British Late Neolithic Society. 

The analysis of the experimental tools and the archaeological samples is the most 

important aspect of this project. The comparison of the casts of the experimental 

tools and the archaeological samples allowed the author to evaluate how these 

tools were likely to have been used. Observing how use-wear changes the 

surface topography of a manufactured polished edge was vital to understanding 

these tools.   

4.2 Database 

The creation of a database of known knives required a desktop assessment on 

the knives described in known literature, museum collections, and private 

collections. With the aid of the Archaeological Data Service (ADS) and a search 

for further literature, additional publications about these knives were discovered. 

The complicated way the artefacts were labelled and classified made exploratory 

research difficult. In addition, it had become clear from the research that 

museums do not always carry comprehensive records of the knives they hold.  

The database includes find locations, measurements, association with other 

artefacts, condition, and current location. This database not only allowed for the 

data regarding the knives to be kept in one place but provided an improved 

understanding of their deposition. Appendix I and II contain the database 

produced as part of this research. 

The database provided a way to review polished-edge discoidal knives raw data 

as an entire classification or the opportunity to break them down by type. The 
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details about each individual artefact can be compared and similarities can be 

seen. 

The database is not complete as most of the artefacts were surface finds and 

therefore without archaeological contexts. The data did allow for a distribution 

map to be created, which is discussed in the next section and in the next chapter.   

4.3 Geographical Distribution 

This section discusses the geographical distribution of polished-edge discoidal 

knives. These maps were created by the author based on the information 

available at the time of writing and a result of having created the database of 

polished-edge discoidal knives (Appendix I). The Type IV knives have been 

separated from Clark’s original typology based on the author’s hypothesis that 

the Type IV should be their own archaeological category under the Discoidal 

Series (see 5.5 for more information; Appendix II). The implications of this 

distribution will be discussed in 5.2.  

4.3.1 Type I, Type II, Type III 

The below maps (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2) visibly represent the find locations 

for Type I, Type II, Type III, and those of an unknown type across the British Isles. 

It is worth noting that, although listed as a separate category, the ‘unknown type’ 

encompasses knives that were either broken, or not categorised at the time of 

reporting. Due to most reported knives being of Type I, the author is confident to 

assume that half of the unknown type can be counted as Type I for the purpose 

of the following analysis of the distribution.  

From the original map of 119 known knives [from Clark (1929) Figure 2.6], 169 

new knives were added. From the map, clustering of knives become apparent. 
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There is one cluster on the northeast coast of England near Bridlington, there is 

another in the Peak District, another where the borders of Norfolk, Suffolk, and 

Cambridgeshire meet, a small cluster around the Thames near London, and 

another small one on the southern coast near Brighton and Southampton. There 

is also a distinct lack of finds from Northern England, the northwest coast of 

England, down the border of England and Wales, and then across from there to 

east coast just above Norfolk. The Type I seems to dominate the clustering, but 

Type II stands out as a cluster in the uplands of the Peak District. Scotland has 

mostly Type I find locations along the edges of the uplands. Wales has majority 

Type I find locations. Most of the Irish find locations correspond with Type I. Most 

of the Type III seem to be found near the chalklands that run through southern 

England. The only significant Type II clustering is near the Peak District, but this 

type seems to be mostly scattered across the British Isles. Type I are more 

prevalent across the landscape for find locations. 
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Figure 4.1: Polished-edge Discoidal Knife Modern Distribution Map – Created using DigiMap. 
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Figure 4.2: Polished-edge Discoidal Knife Modern Distribution Map, Ireland – Created from Google Maps 

 

4.3.2 Type IV 

The map below visually represents the find locations of known Type IV at the time 

of writing. There are forty-three Type IV represented on the map in Figure 4.3. 

There are two larger clusters of Type IV: 1) around Grime’s Graves and 2) around 

Bridlington; two smaller groups are in Derbyshire (around Arbor Low) and West 

Scotland on the coast. Three of the clusters coordinate with clusters from Figure 

4.3; Grime’s Graves, Bridlington, and Derbyshire seem to have more overlap of 

all four types. There are only a few Type IV found in the rest of the British Isles 

and none have been reported to have been found in Ireland.  

  

Key 

      = Type I 
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Figure 4.3: Type IV Polished Rectangular Knives Distribution Modern Map - No Type IV have been found 
in Northern Ireland or the Republic of Ireland, so that map was not produced. 

  

Key 

      = Type IV 
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4.4 Analysis of Experimental Tools 

The analysis of the experimental collection of polished-edge discoidal knives 

included the unused tool casts, the 1hr tool casts, and the 2hr tool casts. 

Analysing the entire cast collection, the author could see how the use-wear 

developed and changed the surface topography; see section 4.4.1 for the 

evidence of wear progression. While analysing, the author decided to compare a 

2hr cast to the original tool’s surface for clarity; see section 4.4.2 for details.  

The images taken by the Olympus BX41M show the optimal amount of use-wear 

present on the edge or edge angle of the tool; all were taken using the 5x, 10x, 

20x, and 50x objective lens. The 50x objective lens was used to investigate traces 

smaller than 10µm or interesting traces. The analysis sheets for each tool are 

presented as Appendix II for experimental tools. 

Observational analysis allows for use-wear to be characterised using descriptive 

terminology. Observational analysis is based on the author’s observations of the 

approach of traditional microwear analysis of OLM (Olle et al. 2016; Pedergnana 

et al. 2016); see section 2.5.4 for terminology.  

4.4.1 Evidence of Wear Progression 

The analysis of the experimental tool cast collection investigated how use-wear 

developed and accrued on the surface. This section reviews the wear progression 

on experimental tools. This progression can manifest in different ways depending 

on the contact material. Four processes are explored here: a tribochemical 

interaction, abrasive wear, adhesive wear, and accumulation (Adams 1988; 

1993; 2002; 2013).  
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The observed surfaces have been modified as part of the original tool production 

process. The unused surface portrays features such as parallel striations, surface 

pits, a ‘bright’ polish that looks to be on top of the surface topography instead of 

conforming to it, as seen in Figure 4.4.  

 
Figure 4.4: EC1-01, Unused. 

 
Figure 4.4shows an unused polished surface of experimental tool EC1-01 

corresponding to area number four on the analysis sheet in Appendix III. The 

surface topography of this tool looks similar to the control tools used for this 

research. There are surface pits present, which shows that the manufacturing 

polishing process does not get the surface microscopically smooth. These pits 

vary in size, shape, and depth. The striations oriented parallel to the edge could 

be a mechanism of an abrasive wear pattern completed during manufacture 

(Adams 2002; 2013). As previously stated in 2.5.4, abrasion wear looks like it has 

gouged out of the flint surface (23). Along the edge, shown at the bottom of  
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Figure 4.5, there is notching along the edge on the left of the image, that display 

edge rounding from abrasive wear. The surface smoothing looks patchy and has 

flattened the more exposed parts of the surface topography. Some points look 

like they have been dragged and flattened in the direction of the polishing 

process, which was completed in a parallel motion.  

 
Figure 4.5: Control Tools’ Surface – Left: CO1-01, Right: C01-02; Photos taken by author. 

  
There are flattened areas of the surface which is a result of the manufacture 

process of polishing and grinding. The similarities between the two control tools 

included a pitted surface, striations that are oriented parallel to the edge, and a 

dull appearance with a flattened surface topography. 
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Figure 4.6: EC1-01, 1hr of Use.  

 
At the one-hour mark of the experiment, the surface topography has changed 

from the unused polished surface. Those parallel striations are still present, but 

flattened surfaces have been removed through use. The larger surface pits have 

some edge rounding from use as well. The smaller surface pits, away from the 

working edge, have disappeared. Those indents on the edge have become more 

bowl-shaped, with the fourth one becoming deeper and more oblong in shape. 

The surface has become duller in appearance; looks like use has removed the 

‘polished’ surface, seen in Figure 4.6.  
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Figure 4.7: EC1-01, 2hr of Use. 

 
At the two-hour mark, only the deep in-depth striations running parallel to the 

edge are still visible, seen in Figure 4.7. The edge between the indents and the 

working edge is rough in texture compared to the unused. The indents have 

become larger than the one-hour; they are still bowl-shaped and oblong. Some 

of the original surface pits are still present but have changed shape and size. The 

surface topography is smoother than one-hour, but not as smooth as the unused 

tool surface. There are ‘bright’ but dull areas on the surface, which is from use. 

This shows an unused polished surface being affected by abrasive effect.  

Another process of wear progression is the accumulation of wear on the edge 

surface topography.  
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Figure 4.8: EH1-01, Unused.  

  
This image is from EH1-01 unused cast that corresponds with number three on 

the analysis sheet in Appendix III. This unused polished surface does not show 

the bright, flattened areas like in Figure 4.8. The surface topography is rough, but 

there are striations running parallel to the edge are present from the polishing 

process.  
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Figure 4.9: EH1-01, 1hr of Use.  

 
At the one-hour mark (Figure 4.9) in the experiment, wear has developed on the 

working edge. The surface topography has significantly changed in one hour of 

use. The edge of the flake scar in the image has edge rounding. There is also 

this greasy polish present that Keeley (1980: 50) associates with dry hide 

working. Shallow, linear running features over the edge show a transverse use 

direction; the surface topography at this one-hour is smoother than the 

topography for the unused cast, as seen in Figure 68.  There are some surface 

pits present in the topography.  
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Figure 4.10: EH1-01, 2hr of Use.  

 
At the two-hour mark (Figure 4.10), the surface has only slightly changed since 

the one-hour mark. Those shallow linear features have partly disappeared. There 

are more pits that resemble the micropotlids that Keeley (1980: 49-50) discusses. 

The surface topography looks more rounded from use than the 1hr used tool. 

There are marks to indicate use direction that run perpendicular to the edge and 

over it.  

This overall progression is interesting, because it shows how much the surface 

topography can be altered within two hours of use depending the contact 

material. 
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4.4.2 Comparing Flint Tool’s surface to Cast’s surface 

To understand about what is replicated by the moulding and casting method 

completed for this research, the author compared an experimental tool to its cast. 

To accomplish this, the author had to find the exact same location on the tool and 

then the cast. EW1-01 was the tool and cast chosen for this, see in Figure 4.11. 

 
Figure 4.11: EW1-01 Experimental Tool – This tool was chosen for tool and cast comparison. Photo taken 
by author. 

 
The location chosen corresponds with analysis sheet area number five for EW1-

01 in Appendix III. This area was chosen, because of the number of striations 

present and the colour change in the flint seen in Figure 4.12. 

This location on the cast and tool shows a significant number of surface features; 

these features include striations (parallel and perpendicular to edge) pits, flint 

colour change, casting defects, etc. There are a few things to point out in the 

Figure 4.121 such as the casting defect (air bubble), the changes in surface 
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features, and the flint colour change. The fact that the cast picked up the flint 

colour change from the original surface seemed interesting. It became a feature 

used to the line up the original surface and the cast surface together. It is mostly 

likely this colour change appeared in the cast as it as a surface texture change 

on the tool’s original surface.   

 
Figure 4.12: Original Tool to Cast Comparison of EW1-01. 
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The flint colour change can clearly be seen in the left of the image and the 

perpendicular running striations and grooves. The surface features from the tool 

and the cast surfaces retained their shape and depth. There are only a few small 

discrepancies between the two; those discrepancies affect the surface pits away 

from the working edge. Only a few differences were illustrated in the Figure 4.12. 

These discrepancies could have been caused by the moulding material or casting 

resin not having a high resolution to reproduce the surface features accurately. 

Also, if the resin mixture is not 100% air bubble free, that can cause minor bubbles 

to form in the cast (see in Figure 4.12 as a casting defect). It was concluded that 

these small and few discrepancies were minimal and analysis from a cast could 

be completed.  

4.4.3 Experimental Tools 

The analysis of the experimental tool cast samples began with the 2hr usage 

casts, then the unused casts, then 1hr usage casts. This technique allowed for 

any wear progression and surface discrepancies to be documented.  

 
Figure 4.13: Experimental Tool Label Explanation. 
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The experimental tools were given a representative label; see Figure 4.13 for 

explanation of the label. This figure breaks down the experimental labels given to 

the tools by the author. It was a necessary step to have a way to distinguish the 

tools from each other, while establishing a way to determine which tools were 

used for this research just in case another research continues this research and 

repeats experiments. 

This specific labelling system was devised to provide a base for other 

experiments with the same contact material and so that the tools and results 

could be organised without confusion. 

Table 4-1 shows the creator and the polisher of the experimental tools. This table 

also shows the label used for the experimental tools and the corresponding 

experiment contact material.  

Label of experimental 
tool 

Experiment Flintknapper Polisher 

CO1-01 Control tool Rob Harman Author 

CO1-02 Control tool Author Author 

EB1-01 Removal of Birch Bark Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EB1-02 Removal of Birch Bark Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EB1-03 Removal of Birch Bark Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EC1-01 Clay working Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EC1-02 Clay working Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EC1-03 Clay working Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EH1-01 Hide working Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EH1-02 Hide working Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EH1-03 Hide working Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EW1-01 Wood working Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EW1-02 Wood working Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

EW1-03 Wood working Mike 
Trevarthen 

Mike Trevarthen, 
Author 

Table 4-1: Creator and polisher of experimental tools. 
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The location numbers correspond of the location numbers on the analysis sheets. 

The analysis mapping sheets used to document use-wear on the casts can be 

found in Appendix III. 

4.4.3.1 CO1 (Control) 

To help understand how manufacturing polish affects a flint surface, controls were 

polished the same way as the experimental tools. The polishing process was 

explained in section 3.2.2. Two controls of differing flint were chosen to deduce if 

different flints were affected differently by the polishing. The unused casts of the 

experimental tools also served as controls. 

4.4.3.1.1 CO1-01 

The first control tool, known as CO1-01, is made from a black flint. The black flint 

was difficult to polish; the time to polish took nearly double that of CO1-02; CO1-

01 took around three extra hours to polish, six hours in total.  

 
Figure 4.14: CO1-01 – Shows locations for analysis. 
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Figure 4.15: CO1-01, Location 2.  

 

 
Figure 4.16: CO1-01, Location 2.  
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On the surface of CO1-01, seen in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, grooves can be 

seen running parallel to the working edge. The manufacturing polish has a 

brightness to it that seems to conform around the already present surface 

features-pits and knapping evidence. The view at the micro scale reveals that the 

surface is not as smooth as the view at the macro level would suggest. The 

unaltered surface in the pits and knapping evidence shows that the polishing 

process wears away the highest points by friction and creates a lustre as a result.  

4.4.3.1.2 CO1-02 

The second control tool, CO1-02, is made from a grey flint. After roughly two 

hours of polishing, the flake scars were faded, and a faint lustre appeared.   

 
Figure 4.17: CO1-02 – Shows locations for analysis. 
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Figure 4.18: CO1-02, Location 2. 

 

 
Figure 4.19: CO1-02, Location 1.  
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The surface of CO1-02, seen in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19, has less striations 

than CO1-01. The bright areas are that lustre created by the polishing process; 

but the surface appears rough at this magnification. The striations running parallel 

to the edge appear. The surface features show edge rounding as well as a 

flattening of the more exposed topography. Figure 4.19 has some blurring as the 

microscope’s camera could not focus due the amount of light being reflected from 

the surface of the cast. 

4.4.3.2  EB (Birch Bark) 

4.4.3.2.1 EB1-01 

EB1-01 was a grey flint, rectangular shaped tool. The wider end was used for the 

whole 2-hour duration to remove the birch bark from the logs and to scrape off 

the bark residue left behind. Figure 4.20 identifies the locations chosen for use-

wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.20: Plan Sketch of EB1-01 – Shows the locations for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in a plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown.  
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Figure 4.21: EB1-01, Location 7, unused. 

 
In Figure 4.21, the unused surface of EB1-01 at location 7 is shown. There are 

striations that run parallel to the edge. These striations are evidence of the 

polishing process completed during the manufacturing. The overall surface has 

been smoothened from the polishing process that was completed as part of the 

manufacture of this tool.  
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Figure 4.22: EB1-01, Location 7, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.22, Location number 7 shows striations that run parallel to the edge, 

which is from the polishing process with perpendicular striations running over the 

top of the parallel ones. These perpendicular striations could be 3rd body 

striations (a 3rd body striation is when the contact material becomes dislodged 

and gouges into the surface of the tool); seen in Figure 4.22, these 3rd body 

striations were created during use; as they are not present on the unused cast, 

Figure 4.21.  
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Figure 4.23: EB1-01, Location 5, Unused. 

 
In Figure 4.23, location 5 on the unused surface of EB1-01 shows striations that 

run parallel to the edge. There is also a flattened surface present that effects the 

more exposed surface topography. These two are evidence of the polishing 

process that was completed during the manufacture of this tool. 
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Figure 4.24: EB1-01, Location 5, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.24, Location number 5 shows the more exposed topography flattened 

from polishing with parallel running striations. There are perpendicular running 

striations over the top of the parallel ones, which shows they are from use; seen 

in Figure 4.24. The perpendicular striations at both locations show the use 

direction as perpendicular to the edge. 
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4.4.3.2.2 EB1-02 

EB1-02 was a light grey flint triangular shaped tool. This tool’s edge was used to 

remove the birch bark from the birch logs and to scrape off the bark residue for 

two hours. Figure 4.25 identifies the locations chosen for use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.25: Plan Sketch of EB1-02 – Shows the location for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown.  
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Figure 4.26: EB1-02, Location 8, Unused. 

 
In Figure 4.26, the unused surface of location 8 is shown. The more exposed 

surface topography shows striations that run parallel to the edge. These striations 

appear in the flattened areas of the topography. The deep pit on the edge (left 

side of Figure 4.26) shows to have sharp, irregular edges. The more exposed 

topography has a brighter contrast, however that could be due to the intensity of 

the microscope light. 
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Figure 4.27: EB1-02, Location 8, Unused. 

 
In Figure 4.27, the unused surface of location 8 is shown. The striations are more 

visible. The surface pits show irregularities in size, shape, and depth. Abrasion 

wear of the polishing process from manufacture has affected the more exposed 

surface topography and left the surface flattened. 
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Figure 4.28: EB1-02, Location 8, Unused. 

 
In Figure 4.28, the unused surface of location 8 was captured. The surface pits 

have an irregular shape with steep sides and irregular edges. The more exposed 

topography has the striations running parallel to the edge present. The overall 

topography has been flattened by abrasion. 
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Figure 4.29: EB1-02, Location 8, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.29, location number 8 shows a few surface features; the polish is 

bright but patchy on this edge that has been worked for two hours. Striations 

running parallel to the edge from part of the manufacturing process can be seen 

in Figure 4.29. 
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Figure 4.30: EB1-02, Location 8, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.30, there are striations that run perpendicular to the edge run across 

the tool’s edge can be seen. These striations are on the top of the manufacturing 

striations that run parallel to the edge. The polish is patchy, but bright and 

appears to have flattened the higher surface topography.  
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Figure 4.31: EB1-02, Location 8, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.31, the surface topography looks flattened. The flattening of the 

surface topography from use has created surface pits of varying sizes and 

depths. Some of these pits display pit edge rounding from use. The striations that 

run perpendicular to the edge are more visible seen in Figure 4.31. 
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4.4.3.2.3 EB1-03 

EB1-03 was a grey flint oval shaped tool. This tool’s edge was used to remove 

the bark from birch logs and to scrape off the residue left by the bark. Figure 4.32 

identifies the locations chosen for use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.32: Plan Sketch of EB1-03 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in a plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown. For EB1-03, analysing the 

exact same locations in two different casts proved to be a difficult task.  
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Figure 4.33: EB1-03, Location 1, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.33, location number 1 shows the tool’s edge shows patchy, bright 

areas just along the edge seen in Figure 4.33. Barely any striations appear on 

the surface. Experimental use of this tool has removed the manufactured polish 

surface through a tribochemical wear process, as discussed in section 4.4.1.  
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Figure 4.34: EB1-03, Location 1, 2hr of use. 

 
Those bright, flattened areas of the more exposed surface topography show 

narrow shallow striations running parallel to the edge, which are shown in Figure 

4.34. The more exposed surface topography has been domed and slightly 

flattened; these areas link up to each other and form a flatter topography. These 

areas also show use direction as the topography has the effect look of ‘melting 

snow’ (Kimball et al. 1995); this effect is moving away and down from the working 

edge. 
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Figure 4.35: EB1-03, Location 3, 2hr of use. 

 
Location 3 shows this ‘melting snow’ effect more than Location 1 seen in (Figure 

4.35). In the more exposed topography, narrow shallow striations that run parallel 

to the edge can be seen. In the flattened areas on the edge shows perpendicular 

narrow deep striations. Again, the surface looks like it has been affected by a 

tribochemical process.  
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4.4.3.3 EC (Clay) 

4.4.3.3.1 EC1-01 

EC1-01 was a grey flint broad leaf shaped tool. This tool was used to scrape clay 

for two hours. Figure 4.36 identifies the locations chosen for use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.36: Plan Sketch of EC1-01 - Shows the locations for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in a plan view with the working at the bottom 

of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown.  
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Figure 4.37: EC1-01, Location 3, Unused. 

 
In Figure 4.37, the unused surface of location 3 is shown. The edge shows 

irregular-shaped cavities present; these cavities have steep sides and sharp 

edges. There are a few striations running parallel to the edge that can be seen; 

the topography of these striations is flattened.  
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Figure 4.38: EC1-01, Location 3, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.38, location 3 shows the edge of the 2hr used cast. At this location 

the use polish can be seen between knapping scars in Figure 4.37. This area has 

been flattened by use and has a smoother texture than the unused surface. The 

use-wear looks like it conforms to the topography rather than in abrasive wear. 

The small striations that run across the polished area could be from use as they 

do not appear on the 1hr or unused cast; these striations could have been made 

from particles in the clay.  
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Figure 4.39: EC1-01, Location 4, Unused. 

 
Figure 4.39 shows the unused surface of location 4. This surface shows multiple 

striations that run parallel to the edge. The more exposed surface topography has 

been flattened due to the abrasive wear from the polishing process completed 

during manufacture. This surface looks relativity smooth with surface pits 

displayed irregular shapes with steep sides. 
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Figure 4.40: EC1-01, Location 4, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.40, location 4 shows manufacturing striations that run parallel to the 

edge that appear broad deep and broad shallow. Some of the surface pits display 

edge rounding. The edge itself looks rougher than in the 1hr or unused cast; use 

has altered some of the manufacturing abrasive wear. Interestingly, use has 

caused edge damage to the already existing features; the surface of the unused 

cast (Figure 4.39) was smoother than the 2hr cast surface. 
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4.4.3.3.2 EC1-02 

EC1-02 was a dark grey flint oval tool. This tool was used to scrape clay for two 

hours. Figure 4.41identifies the locations chosen for use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.41: Plan Sketch of EC1-02 - Shows the locations for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in a plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown. Location 1 was difficult to 

find on the unused cast of EC1-02; it is not presented in this section.  
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Figure 4.42: EC1-02, Location 1, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.42, Location 1 shows grooves that run parallel to the edge; which are 

from manufacturing polish. The highest points of the topography have been 

affected; the tops and ridges have this doming effect to them. The use-wear 

seems to conform to the already present features, similar to the adhesive wear 

process. There is a significant amount of edge removal and edge rounding. The 

doming effect affects the highest points and causes these points to be flattened 

from use, as seen in Figure 4.42. 
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Figure 4.43: EC1-02, Location 2, Unused. 

 
In Figure 4.43, the unused edge has a concave surface pit; this feature is irregular 

in shape and has a rough texture. The polishing process has left striations that 

run parallel to the edge visible on the surface. The more exposed topography 

appears to have been flattened by the polishing process as well.  
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Figure 4.44: EC1-02, Location 2, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.44, the viewing angle varies slightly from the unused cast to 2hr used 

cast as it was difficult to manually adjust the microscope mount. Location 2 shows 

significant edge rounding and smoothing from use. The concave surface pit 

present on the unused surface is visible in Figure 4.43. The edges of the concave 

pit are rounded from use. The edge is smoother and edge rounding is present in 

Figure 4.44; through use the large concave pit has grown to encompass the 

smaller features on the left side. This has caused edge rounding on the smaller 

pits as well. Use has also smoothed the surface below the feature that runs away 

from the edge. The surface shows shallow pits of varying sizes that are littered 

across the surface below the large concave pit. There is a slight doming effect 

that cascades down the edge and away from; this indicates use direction. The 

overall surface topography is smoother compared to the unused surface. 
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4.4.3.3.3 EC1-03 

EC1-03 was a light grey flint oval tool. This tool was used by Kate Johnson to 

smooth out areas on the clay sculpture she created. Figure 4.45 identifies the 

locations chosen for use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.45: Plan Sketch of EC1-03 - Shows the location for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in a plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown. With this tool, it was difficult 

to locate the same area on the unused cast as the 2hr used cast, as the surface 

changed more than the author anticipated. 
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Figure 4.46: EC1-03, Location 9, Unused. 

 
On the unused surface (Figure 4.46), there are oblique and parallel grooves 

present. The surface looks pitted with the more exposed surface topography 

looking smoothed from the polishing process completed during manufacture. The 

surface has been affected an abrasive wear process, which has left the surface 

pits with irregular shapes and steep sides. 
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Figure 4.47: EC1-03, Location 9, 2hr of use. 

 
At Location 9 (seen in Figure 4.47), there is surface pits of varying sizes, shapes, 

and depths. There are few areas with evidence of parallel striations from the 

manufacturing polish. The overall surface looks rough compared to the unused 

surface, seen in Figure 4.46. There is a bright area towards the left side of the 

image that appears to have a doming effect; this has been seen on the other two 

clay working tools, but this looks more smeared. The surface on this location is 

rougher than the unused. 
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4.4.3.4 EH (Hide) 

4.4.3.4.1 EH1-01 

EH1-01 was a light grey flint oval shaped tool. This tool was used to process 

fallow deer skins for two hours. Figure 4.48 identifies the locations chosen for 

use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.48: Plan Sketch of EH1-01 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in a plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown. The viewing angle differ 

slightly in the figures for this section. Location 5 on the unused cast was difficult 

to locate during analysis; the unused will not be presented in this section. 
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Figure 4.49: EH1-01, Location 3, Unused. 

 
Figure 4.49 shows the unused surface of location 3. This unused surface has 

some modifications to the surface topography; the more exposed parts of the 

surface have been flattened and have a smoother texture. There are only a few 

striations that run parallel to the edge of this tool.  
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Figure 4.50: EH1-01, Location 3, 2hr of use. 

 
At location 3 (seen in Figure 4.50), the surface has greasy textured (Keeley 1980) 

polish that has transformed the surface topography. In this greasy polish are 

surface pits scattered across the edge and working face; these pits show some 

edge rounding. The entire edge shows edge rounding. The greasy polish shows 

use direction as the surface topography looks smoothed rounded down the edge.  
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Figure 4.51: EH1-01, Location 3, 2hr of use. 

 
Figure 4.51 shows how use has affected the overall surface topography at 

location 3. There are narrow, shallow striations that run perpendicular to the edge. 

These indicate use direction. The overall surface topography has been flattened 

and rounded from the use against hide.  
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Figure 4.52: EH1-01, Location 5, 2hr of use. 

 
At location 5 (seen in Figure 4.52), the higher surface topography has been 

flattened by use. Those points are linking up and flattening out. Some of the 

surface pits display edge rounding. The entire edge displays edge rounding from 

use. The edge has a greasy polish on it; some areas display it more than others.  
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4.4.3.4.2 EH1-02 

EH1-02 was a dark grey flint broad leaf shaped tool. This tool was used to process 

fallow deer skins for two hours. Figure 4.53 identifies the locations chosen for 

use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.53: Plan Sketch of EH1-02 - Shows the locations for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in a plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown.  
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Figure 4.54: EH1-02, Location 1, Unused. 

 
Figure 4.54 shows the unused surface of EH1-02. A noticeable surface pit has a 

distant shape (axe-shaped) with irregular edges and steep, sloping sides. There 

are striations that run parallel to the edge that have formed on the flattened parts 

of the topography. These striations were caused of the abrasive polishing process 

completed during manufacture.  
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Figure 4.55: EH1-02, Location 1, 2hr of use. 

 
At location 1 (seen in Figure 4.55), there is an axe-shaped surface pit located on 

the edge. This pit displays rounding of the edges after 2 hours of use. This pit 

displays a more distant shape after usage. The wider end (left side) shows a 

flattening of the ridge/edge. Around this feature there is a greasy pitted polish that 

goes just under and stops at the parallel striations of the manufacturing polish. 

The surface topography above the pit (closest to the edge) looks flattened, but 

rough. The bottom edge of the pit has a more defined ridge when compared to 

the unused surface. The usage of this tool has removed some manufacturing 

abrasive wear striations on the narrower end of the pit. There appears to be more 

scattered surface pits after usage occurred. The overall surface topography is 

smoother than the unused surface topography.  
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Figure 4.56: EH1-02, Location 3, Unused. 

 
Figure 4.56 shows the unused surface of location 3. There are striations that run 

parallel to the edge. These are from the abrasive polishing process completed 

during manufacture. The surface pits are irregular in shape and have sharp 

edges. The surface is relativity pitted with the more exposed topographical points 

being flattened.  
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Figure 4.57: EH1-02, Location 3, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.57, the author wanted to capture the overall edge rounding from 2hr 

used surface in comparison to the unused surface. There is a greasy pitted polish 

across the edge; present across the edge as well are perpendicular grooves and 

striations. The more exposed parts of the surface have been roughly smoothed; 

the highest points have been rounded from use. There is no evidence of 

manufacturing polish striations; use seems to have removed them. The surface 

pits from the unused surface are smaller or do not exist on the surface anymore 

in the 2hr used surface. In the lower right corner of the image, the two hook 

looking features do not extend as far as in the unused. However, due to the 

differing angles photographed and the lighting could be impacting the feature 

illumination in Figure 4.56and Figure 4.57. 
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4.4.3.4.3 EH1-03 

EH1-03 was a light grey flint rectangular shaped tool. The wider end of the tool 

was used for this experiment. This tool was used to process fallow deer skins for 

two hours. Figure 4.58identifies the locations chosen for use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.58: Plan Sketch of EH1-03 - Shows the locations for analysis. 

 
The following image are presented in a plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown.  
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Figure 4.59: EH1-03, Location 5, Unused. 

 
In Figure 4.59, the unused surface of EH1-03 can be seen. The surface is pitted 

with irregular shaped pits with irregular edges. There are a few striations that run 

parallel to the edge.  
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Figure 4.60: EH1-03, Location 5, 2hr of use. 

 
At location 5 (seen in Figure 4.60), the surface appears dull in brightness except 

for a few areas on the edge. These are areas of a flattened surface topography. 

Some areas highlight narrow parallel striations, but most of the parallel striations 

are dull. The overall surface is pitted and rough. Compared to the unused surface 

in Figure 4.59, it is hard to tell a difference but there are more areas in 2hr (Figure 

4.60) with the more exposed topography has been rounded.  
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Figure 4.61: EH1-03, Location 5, 2hr of use. 

 
The more exposed parts of the surface have been rounded and flattened in Figure 

4.61. There are striations that run parallel to the edge present in the that 

topography. Use was completed perpendicular to the edge due to the adhesive 

wear process.  
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Figure 4.62: EH1-03, Location 3, Unused. 

 
Figure 4.62 shows the unused surface at location 3. The overall edge is irregular 

in shape. The surface is pitted and has some striations that run parallel to the 

edge.  
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Figure 4.63: EH1-03, Location 3, 2hr of use. 

 
At location 3 (seen in Figure 4.63), there are some areas of greasy polish on the 

flattened higher surface topography. The overall surface is pitted, rough, and 

slightly dull; the flattened points are brighter than their surroundings. There are 

some manufacturing polish striations still visible on the surface. The edge of the 

2hr surface (Figure 4.63) appears smoother than the unused surface (Figure 

4.62). The pits appear larger in the 2hr used surface than the unused; the overall 

surface has changed. Some pits along the edge have changed in shape, but the 

depth appears similar. 
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4.4.3.5 EW (Wood)  

4.4.3.5.0 Tool 57 

As part of these sets of experiments, the author felt it was advantageous to 

include examples of unpolished oak wood working. It was necessarily as the 

microwear traces on the polished experimental tools did not behave as they 

usually do on unpolished tools. Another PhD colleague allowed her tools to be 

examined as part of this research. Those results are presented here for later 

comparison. This colleague, Natalie Atkinson, flintknapped the flake tools herself; 

she also cleaned and used the tools as well. The cleaning method is the same 

as presented in Chapter 3. There should be minimal pre-use surface variation 

due to these factors. 

 
Figure 4.64:Dorsal of unpolished oak working tool # 57- Shows location for analysis. 
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Figure 4.65: Tool 57, 1,500 strokes. 

 
Experimental tool number 57 was examined for this research. This tool was used 

for 1,500 strokes against oak. The dorsal side of the tool was used. 

Figure 4.65shows the higher topography looking periodically smoothed. There 

are areas of the surface that are bright, and the polish seems to conform to the 

topography. The bright areas are slightly pitted as well. The flake scar looks like 

it was removed during use as the left side of the scar looks abruptly removed.  
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Figure 4.66: Tool 57 (dorsal side), 1,500 strokes. 

 
The higher topography in Figure 4.66 looks like it has been smoothed and melted 

away from the edge, which shows use direction. There is another flake scar that 

looks like it has been removed from use.  
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4.4.3.5.1 EW1-01 

EW1-01 was a dark to light grey flint triangular shaped tool. This tool was used 

to remove the bark from oak logs and was used to attempt to carve into the wood. 

Figure 4.67 identifies the locations chosen for use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.67: Plan Sketch of EW1-01 – Shows location for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in a plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown.  
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Figure 4.68: EW1-01, Location 4 (8 on sheet), 2hr of use. 

 
This tool’s edge was discussed in section 4.4.2 as part of a comparison between 

original tool’s surface and the cast’s surface; sections of that cast image will be 

discussed here for microwear. This corresponds overall with location 4 on the 

analysis sheets in Appendix III; eight different areas were stitched together to 

from Figure 4.68. The viewing angles of view are slightly different. 

In Figure 4.68, the casting defect (air bubble) away from the edge; this was 

pointed out in section 4.4.2.  
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Figure 4.69: EW1-01, Location 4 (8 on sheet), Unused. 

 
In Figure 4.69, the unused surface has many surface pits of varies sizes with 

steep sloping sides. There are striations that run parallel to the edge that are from 

the abrasive polishing process completed during manufacture. The more 

exposed surface areas have been smoothed and rounded.   
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Figure 4.70: EW1-01, Location 4 (8 on sheet), 2hr of use. 

 
Figure 4.70 shows perpendicular grooves; some are broad and deep, and some 

are narrow and shallow. The entire surface is pitted, but the highest topography 

has been flattened and smoothed. There is evidence of the manufacturing polish 

scattered around the surface.  
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Figure 4.71: EW1-01, Location 4 (8 on sheet), 2hr of use. 

 
Figure 4.71 shows the flattening and smoothing of the more exposed topography. 

The pits formed by the flattening show a smoothing of their ridges; some have 

more extensive rounding than others. The perpendicular 3rd body grooves now 

look more like pits being connected from use. It was difficult to locate the same 

locations as the surface features had changed between the unused surface and 

the 2hr used surface.  
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4.4.3.5.2 EW1-02 

EW1-02 was a dark grey flint broad leaf/oval shaped tool. This tool’s edge was 

used to remove the bark from the logs and an attempt to carve into the wood. 

Figure 4.72 identifies the locations chosen for use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.72: Plan Sketch of EW1-02 – Shows location for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in a plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown. The use-wear was difficult 

to identify on this tool’s cast. The unused surface of location 2 is not presented 

as it was difficult to accurately locate it on the unused surface as the surfaces 

were different.  
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Figure 4.73: EW1-02, Location 2, 2hr of use. 

 
In Figure 4.73, location 2 shows the higher topography flattened and smoothed. 

The overall surface is rough in comparison to the flatten peaks. There are few 

perpendicular narrow shallow striations present on the surface. Use has removed 

the manufacturing polish evidence from the surface. Figure 4.73 shows the 

working edge at a low viewing angle, so the edge is front and centre.  
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4.4.3.5.3 EW1-03 

EW1-03 was a light grey flint D-shaped tool. This tool was used to remove the 

oak bark from logs and the edge was used to try and carve into those logs. Figure 

4.74  identifies the locations chosen for use-wear analysis.  

 
Figure 4.74: Plan Sketch of EW1-03 – Shows location for analysis. 

 
The following images are presented in a plan view with the working edge at the 

bottom of the figure, regardless if the edge is shown. The unused surface 

compared the 2hr used was difficult to locate the accurate locations; the 2hr used 

tool is presented here.  
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Figure 4.75: EW1-03, Location 5, 2hr of use. 

 
At location 5, the surface topography has been flattened and smoothed by use. 

The manufacturing polish striations that run parallel are still visible. There are a 

few perpendicular narrow, deep striations that start at the edge and run up the 

working edge and face (seen in Figure 4.75). The overall surface is pitted and 

some show edge rounding. The edge of the tool itself looks rough and damaged, 

which could have been from use.  
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4.5 Analysis of Archaeological Samples 

The analysis of the archaeological samples was completed from casts of the 

original tools. The number of archaeological samples moulded and analysed 

differs as the typology changed after the museum research had been completed 

and some samples were found to not have polished edges. Also, analysing the 

unknown shape would not have benefitted this research as no links could be 

drawn between typology and use.  

The locations on the tools discussed correspond with locations on the analysis 

sheets in Appendix IV. 

The archaeological samples are broken down by the shape or type following how 

they were laid out in Chapter 2. 

4.5.1 Type I 

All the Type I that were studied for this project were given a reference number 

that was used for the analysis process.  

Reference Number for Analysis Museum Number 

AT1-01 BELUM A.273-1911 

AT1-02 ST99841319 

AT1-03 R2602/14 

AT1-04 49.107/14 

AT1-05 A-23813 

AT1-06 A-133 

Table 4-2: AT1 Series Museum Reference Numbers. 
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4.5.1.1 AT1-01 

AT1-01 is a grey coloured flint tool. Figure shows a sketch of the tool and 

locations presented here for analysis.  

 
Figure 4.76: Plan Sketch for AT1-01 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.77: AT1-01, Location 1 (cast 2). 

 
Location 1 (Figure 4.77) shows bright flattened areas on the edge. There are 

omni-directional striations present in the smoothed topography of the surface. 

The overall surface topography is rough, but the highest peaks have been 

flattened and smoothed. The multi-directional striations could be from multiple 

use directions or these could be from post-depositional factors that have affected 

the surface.  There are a few surface pits which display edge rounding. The 

smoother topography looks like a slightly greasy rough surface texture.  
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Figure 4.78: AT1-01, Location 2 (cast 1). 

Location 2 (Figure 4.78) shows a flattened, domed like topography. The highest 

peaks appear to be flattened and smoothed from use. The overall surface looks 

slightly rough. There are mutli-directional striations present on the surface. The 

flattening of the topography (shown in Figure 4.78) looks rough and greasy. The 

surface appears to have a doming smoother effect. The small surface pits in the 

smoothed areas have some edge rounding. The omni-directional striations are of 

varying sizes and depths; some are broad and deep, which others are narrow 

and shallow, and vary between the two. There is a large deep surface pit on the 

top of the image, and it appears to display some edge rounding, but that rounding 

looks rough.  
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4.5.1.2 AT1-02 

AT1-02 is a white coloured flint tool. Figure 4.79shows a sketch of the tool and 

locations presented here for analysis.  

 
Figure 4.79: Plan Sketch AT1-02 – Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image. 
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Figure 4.80: AT1-02, Location 1. 

 

At location 1 (shown in Figure 4.80), the overall surface topography is smooth. 

The surface is covered with pits of varying sizes; some display edge rounding. 

There are striations that run parallel and perpendicular to the edge are present. 

The flattened topography looks brighter than the surrounding surface.  
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Figure 4.81: AT1-02, Location 2. 

 
At location 2 (Figure 4.81), the overall surface looks smooth, but pitted. The pits 

display some edge rounding. There are striations that run perpendicular and 

parallel to the edge, which is located at the bottom of the image. There striations 

look like they were created during different strokes and not all at once. The 

smooth topography conforms to the original topography-use has altered the 

highest topography.  
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4.5.1.3 AT1-03 

AT1-03 is a white coloured flint tool. Figure 4.82 shows a sketch of the tool and 

locations presented here for analysis. 

 
Figure 4.82: Sketch Plan of AT1-03 - Shows the location for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image. Use-wear was difficult to define 

on this tool. 
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Figure 4.83: AT1-03, Location 1 (cast 1). 

 
At location 1 (Figure 4.83) shows small domed topography surrounded by a rough 

surface. There are small striations present around the flattened area. Some of 

the higher topography looks flattened, but not to the extent of the area on the 

edge.  
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Figure 4.84: AT1-03, Location 1. 

 
At the same location (Figure 4.84), the area on the edge shows extensive 

rounding. The other high areas of topography show a flattening domed effect. 

There are narrow, shallow striations present in the flattened area. There are other 

striations present in the flatten areas of the topography. 
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Figure 4.85: AT1-03, Location 1. 

 
Figure 4.85 shows smoothing of the surface, especially right on the edge of the 

tool. There are narrow, shallow striations that run parallel to the edge present in 

this area. At this magnification, the overall surface looks relatively smooth. The 

surface display edge rounding.  
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4.5.1.4 AT1-04 

AT1-04 is a brown coloured flint tool. Figure 4.86 shows a sketch of the tool and 

locations presented here for analysis. 

 
Figure 4.86: Plan Sketch of AT1-04 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.87: AT1-04, Location 2 (cast1). 

 
Location 2 (Figure 4.87) shows broad, deep grooves running perpendicular to the 

edge. There is slight evidence of cross-hatching present in this figure. The actual 

edge shows rounding. 
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Figure 4.88: AT1-04, Location 3.  

 
Location 3 (Figure 4.88) shows the broad, deep grooves along with some areas 

of the topography being smoothed and flattened. There is edge rounding on the 

edge, but none on the pits. The groove ridges look sharp (not flattened), which 

could indicate a manufacturing traces completed at the time of manufacture. 

There could be some drag marks that run parallel to the edge in the flattened 

area.  
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4.5.1.5 AT1-05 

AT1-05 is a greenish, brown coloured flint tool. Figure 4.89shows a sketch of the 

tool and locations presented here for analysis. 

 
Figure 4.89: Plan Sketch of AT1-05 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.90: AT1-05, Location 1 (cast 1). 

 
Location 1 (Figure 4.90) shows a bright narrow band of polishing that follows the 

tool’s edge. There are broad, deep grooves running perpendicular to the edge. 

The surface pits do not display edge rounding, but some of the ridges of the 

grooves do show smoothing. There is damage on the edge, which has a flattened 

surface around it. Most of the surface appears dull, except for the flattened 

topography around the damage and leading up the edge from that.  
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Figure 4.91: AT1-05, Location 2 (cast 1).  

 
Location 2 (Figure 4.91) shows those broad, deep grooves running perpendicular 

to the edge. There are also narrow, deep grooves as well. That bright narrow 

band is present here as well; it seems to dome and round around the surface 

topography on the edge. There are striations running parallel to the edge present 

across the surface. The overall surface topography is wavy due to the grooves 

that could be from manufacturing traces.  
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4.5.1.6 AT1-06 

AT1-06 is a dark grey coloured flint tool. Figure 4.92shows a sketch of the tool 

and locations presented here for analysis.  

 
Figure 4.92: Plan Sketch of AT1-06 - Shows location for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.93: AT1-06, Location 3 (cast 1).  

 
At location 3 (Figure 4.93) the topography displays a deep surface feature with a 

notch on the edge. The corners of the notch show a bright area along the edge. 

The overall surface is rough with some striations above the deep feature.  
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Figure 4.94: AT1-06, Location 3,  

 
Figure 4.94 shows the bright area along the edge shows rounding around the 

topography; the higher points look the most affected. The higher topography 

overall looks flattened and domed. The corner of the notch is brighter than the 

rest of the surface. There are patchy bright areas in the notch as well. The pits 

do not display any rounding.  
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4.5.2 Type II 

Reference Number for Analysis Museum Number 

AT2-01 R3384/3 

AT2-02 SBYWM 1928.2 

AT2-03 SBYWM 1996R.730 

Table 4-3: AT2 Series Museum Reference Numbers. 

 

4.5.2.1 AT2-01 

AT2-01 is a dark brown coloured flint tool. Figure 4.95 shows a sketch of the tool 

and locations presented here for analysis.  

 
Figure 4.95: Plan Sketch for AT2-01 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.96: AT2-01, Location 2 (cast 1), 

 
Location 2 (Figure 4.96) shows a rough surface with a rough band along the edge. 

This band is bright and looks like the highest topography has been flattened but 

not smoothed. Overall, the highest points of the topography are flattened, but not 

smoothed. The surface looks like it has a greasy texture to it. The edge itself has 

edge rounding; the surface also displays edge rounding. Some of the higher 

peaks have a doming effect.  
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Figure 4.97: AT1-03, Location 3. 

 
At location 3 (Figure 4.97) shows an overall rough surface with surface pits. 

These surface pits do not show any edge rounding. There are parallel running 

shallow striations that start at the edge and run up the working face. On top of 

the parallel striations are perpendicular running that are deeper than the parallel 

ones. There are some areas that display a flattening, doming effect that affects 

the higher surface topography and it has greasy rough texture.  
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4.5.2.2 AT2-02 

AT2-02 is a tan coloured flint tool. Figure 4.98 shows a sketch of the tool and 

locations presented here for analysis.  

 
Figure 4.98: Plan Sketch of AT2-02 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.99: AT2-02, Location 2 (cast 1).  

 
Location 2 (Figure 4.99) shows edge damage along the edge. The edge (below 

the angle change) is bright compared to the rest of the surface due to the angle 

of the light source. There looks like post-depositional edge damage on the edge; 

there is no edge rounding present. On the right side, that edge damage has edge 

rounding. There is also a smear mark that starts at the edge and goes up past 

the angle change on to the working face at an oblique angle. The surface 

topography above the edge change looks like the highest points are flattened but 

rough. There are a few perpendicular grooves (not associated with the smear) 

present on the surface.  
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Figure 4.100: AT2-02, Location 4 (cast 1). 

 
At location 4 (Figure 4.100) shows the edge with rounding. The edge is brighter 

than the rest of the surface. The band that runs along the edge has a few surface 

pits but is mostly smoothed and flattened. Above this band, there are parallel 

striations that are narrow and shallow. The highest points of the topography looks 

flattened, but rough.  
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4.5.2.3 AT2-03 

AT2-01 is a tan and black marbled coloured flint tool. Figure 4.101 shows a sketch 

of the tool and locations presented here for analysis.  

 
Figure 4.101: Plan Sketch of AT2-03 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.102: AT2-03, Location 1 

 
At location 1 (Figure 4.102) shows oblique grooves running on the surface that 

cross the edge angle change and run up to the edge. Some of the grooves are 

broad and deep or narrow and deep. There are narrow, deep perpendicular ‘drag 

marks’ that run to the edge and run over the grooves. The edge displays some 

edge damage with a few areas displaying slight edge rounding. Some of the 

groove ridges display slight rounding.  
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Figure 4.103: AT2-03, Location 4 

 
At location 4 (Figure 4.103) the overall surface shows oblique grooves that run 

top left to bottom right on the figure. These grooves are broad and deep; they 

create a wavy texture on the surface. The ridges of the grooves seem smoothed 

and flattened. There are oblique ‘drag marks’ that run top right to bottom left on 

the figure as well. Most are narrow and shallow; a few are narrow and deep. 

These ‘drag marks’ are on top of the grooves. The edge has some edge rounding 

features. Closer to the edge, there are a few striations that run parallel to the 

edge.  
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4.5.3 Type III 

Reference Number for Analysis Museum Number 

AT3-01 R2719/55 

AT3-02 SBYWM 1996R.670 

AT3-03 87.1947/1 

Table 4-4: AT3 Series Museum Reference Numbers. 

 

4.5.3.1 AT3-01 

AT3-01 is a white coloured flint tool. Figure 4.104 shows a sketch of the tool and 

locations presented here for analysis. 

 
Figure 4.104: Plan Sketch of AT3-01 – Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.105: AT3-01, Location 1 (cast 1) 

 
Location 1 (Figure 4.105) displays a rough, pitted surface. There is no rounding 

of the edge or rounding on the surface pits. There are a few oblique grooves 

present running top left to bottom right. The overall surface does not show 

evidence of use-wear.  
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Figure 4.106: Figure: AT3-01, Location 2 (cast 2) 

 
Location 2 (Figure 4.106) displays a rough, dull surface. There are oblique 

grooves running top right to bottom left. There is no rounding present on the edge 

or on the ridges of the grooves. The overall surface does not show evidence of 

use-wear.  
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4.5.3.2 AT3-02 

AT3-01 is a dark brown coloured flint tool. Figure 4.107 shows a sketch of the 

tool and locations presented here for analysis. 

 
Figure 4.107: Plan Sketch of AT3-02 – Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.108: AT3-02, Location 1. 

 
At location 1 (Figure 4.108) shows an overall roughly smoothed surface. The 

surface texture looks greasy and slightly pitted. The edge looks evenly rounded. 

There are oblique grooves that run top right to bottom left. Those ridges look 

evenly smoothed. There are smaller “striations” present over the grooves 

(running the same direction), but they seem to be 3rd body striations.  
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Figure 4.109: AT3-02, Location 2.  

 
At location 2 (Figure 4.109) show a wavy, dull surface texture from oblique 

grooves that run top right to bottom left. The ridges of those grooves look roughly 

smoothed. The edge displays rounding, but also some possible edge chipping 

from use. There are some possible 3rd body striations that run from the edge 

obliquely over the grooves. These drag marks go over the edge angle change.  
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4.5.3.3 AT3-03 

AT3-01 is a light brown coloured flint tool. Figure 4.110 shows a sketch of the tool 

and locations presented here for analysis. 

 
Figure 4.110: Plan Sketch of AT3-03 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.111: AT3-03, Location 4,  

 
At location 4 (Figure 4.111) shows a wavy, rough overall surface. The broad 

grooves that make up the wavy surface run slightly obliquely perpendicular to the 

edge. The groves run into a bright, smoothed band that runs along the edge. This 

smoothed band has changed the topography; the band appears to be on top of 

the grooves. This band also has some small striations present; there are narrow, 

deep parallel striations present on the other parts of the surface. The surface pits 

above the edge do not display any edge rounding. The pits in the smoothed band 

display edge rounding. The ridges of the grooves have been flattened and 

smoothed.  
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Figure 4.112: AT3-03, Location 2.  

 
At location 2 (Figure 4.112), the overall surface looks rough. There are no 

grooves present, but the bright band across the edge is present. The overall 

surface appears dull. There seems to be no edge rounding on the surface pits. 

This surface look chemically altered either by post-depositional factors (such as 

an acidic soil environment) or a result of the casting process.  
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4.5.4 Type IV 

These artefacts were not given “AT” numbers as the author’s decision to re-

classify them separately from the Type I, II, and III removed them from the 

classification of polished-edge discoidal knives 

4.5.4.1 TA159715 

TA159715 is a dark brown coloured flint tool. Figure 4.113 shows a sketch of the 

tool and locations presented here for analysis. 

 
Figure 4.113: Plan Sketch of TA159715 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.114: TA159715, Location 1, (cast 1).  

 
Location 1 (Figure 4.114) displays a wavy surface. The overall surface look dull. 

There is a casting defect (air bubble) in the centre of the image. The grooves that 

make the wavy surface appear to have minimal ridge rounding. The edge of the 

tool has extensive edge chipping; the edge is also dull.  
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Figure 4.115: TA159715, Location 4 (cast 4).  

 
Location 2 (Figure 4.115)displays a wavy surface. This wavy surface is from the 

grooves that run perpendicular to the edge. There is some edge chipping. The 

overall surface is dull and rough. 
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4.5.4.2 TA156713 

TA156713 is a dark brown coloured flint tool. Figure 4.116 shows a sketch of the 

tool and locations presented here for analysis.  

 
Figure 4.116: Plan Sketch of TA 156713 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.117: TA156713, Location 1.  

 
Location 1 (Figure 4.117) exhibits a rough, wavy surface. The surface is relatively 

dull, especially near the edge. There are oblique grooves that run top right to 

bottom left. There appears to be no evidence of use-wear present on this surface. 
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Figure 4.118: TA156713, Location 3.  

 
Location 3 (Figure 4.118) shows a rough surface. There are a few oblique 

grooves that run top right to bottom left. The ridges of the grooves do now show 

ridge rounding. There are narrow, shallow parallel striations below the edge angle 

change. There is little to no evidence of use-wear present on the surface.  
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4.5.4.3 SBYWM:1996 R.736 

SBYWM:1996R.736 is a grey coloured flint tool. Figure 4.119shows a sketch of 

the tool and locations presented here for analysis. 

 
Figure 4.119: Plan Sketch of SBYWM:1996.R736 - Shows locations for analysis. 

 
The images for this tool are a plan view of the edge, with the edge at the bottom 

of the image regardless if it is shown in the image.  
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Figure 4.120: SBYWM:1996R.736, Location 1.  

 
Location 1 (Figure 4.120) shows a relatively smoothing surface. There are 

perpendicular running ridges that have been smoothed. The edge displays edge 

rounding; there is a bright band that runs along the edge. The higher topography 

has been flattened. There are narrow, shallow parallel running striations. 
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Figure 4.121: SBWYM:1996R.736, Location 2. 

 
Location 2 (Figure 4.121) shows a wavy, rough surface. There are grooves 

running across the surface. The surface is relatively dull. The edge has an 

extensive amount of edge chipping. The surface pits do not show edge rounding 

and neither does the edge.  
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4.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented the comparative results of microwear analysis for this 

project. The data presented here will form an integral part of developing a more 

complete narrative of polished-edge discoidal knives, including their geographical 

distribution and possible tool function(s). The database groups together most of 

the information regarding polished-edge discoidal knives, allowing for ease of 

study; allowing the typology to be re-classified and the geographical deposition 

to be studied. The geographical distribution maps were an unexpected result of 

the creation of the database and have aided the comparison of polished-edge 

discoidal knife distribution to the distribution of associated artefacts from the 

British Late Neolithic. The narrative of this artefact category will benefit from the 

greater understanding of their distribution across the British Isles due to the 

compiled distribution maps that this project has produced.  

The experimental work and microwear analysis were the main focus of this 

research, allowing an exploration of the possible functions of polished-edge 

discoidal knives.  The microwear analysis led to two other factors to be examined 

alongside function use-wear: the progress in which use-wear is accumulated 

(wear progression) and the comparison of a tool’s surface to its cast counterpart. 

The rate of use-wear sampling allowed for a pattern of accumulation to be 

documented; this use wear progression documentation will aid further use-wear 

study of stone tools. The comparison of a cast to original tool highlights the 

benefits of casting techniques being used to analyse other artefacts that are too 

large for traditional analysis. The comparison of the original tool’s edge/surface 

and the cast of that edge/surface helped to highlight the positive and negative 

aspects of tool reproduction through moulding and casting. 
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These results will help to further the overall understanding of polished-edge 

discoidal knives and how they functioned in British Late Neolithic society. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion 

This project began as an exploration into the function(s) of polished-edge 

discoidal knives; it developed into a multifaceted expansion of the current 

knowledge base of polished-edge discoidal knives as an artefact category. 

To understand the implications of the use-wear analysis, a compilation of the 

contemporary knowledge about and around polished-edge discoidal knives was 

required. This effort brought multiple aspects (e.g. find location, type/shape) 

together to be easily searchable in one document. The database that was created 

also allowed for modern distribution maps to be created and analysed. This 

analysis of polished-edge discoidal knives distribution forwarded the discussion 

about deposition and distribution of noncontemporary artefacts. As the use-wear 

analysis was the main focus of this research, it was only natural to discuss and 

compare the use-wear traces that are present (or lack thereof) on the 

archaeological samples. This discussion plays a part in discussing the overall 

artefact category and pushing for a change from Clark’s typology. This research 

noted a few interesting observations about the overall artefact category. Those 

observations include points about polished-edge discoidal knives function, 

original classification, their archaeological context, manufacturing processes, 

distribution, and their archaeological date from the background literature. An 

antiquarian topic that is interwoven into the knowledge about polished-edge 

discoidal knives is that at one time these artefacts were considered women’s 

implements. This factitious concept of polished-edge discoidal knives being 

labelled as women’s implements and comparisons to other women’s implements 

in other cultures was explored as a result of the investigation into the topics from 

the literature (Chapter 2). A further outcome of this research is the polished-edge 
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discoidal knife object itinerary which investigates in detail these pieces as objects, 

and their history.   

5.1 Utility of Database 

The compilation of the known polished-edge discoidal knives in one document 

allowed the author to identify any correlations between types and find locations, 

types and size, find location and size, similarities or differences between types 

and other combinations of these. The database also shows that most of the Type 

I recorded and measured are complete or almost complete.  

 

Chart 5-1: Numbers from the database broken down by type; the unknown category refers to knives that 
have more than half of the piece missing. 

 

There is no distinct pattern to the distribution across the Type 1, as they are found 

in a wide variety of different find locations, due to there being a large amount of 

Type 1 that are surface finds. The database shows that around half of the Type 

II are complete; out of the thirty-six documented Type II, nineteen are complete 

or almost complete. The up-to-date distribution map shows that most Type II 

knives were found in the southeast part of England; there is one from Lincolnshire 
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and five from Derbyshire with one from Yorkshire. This could suggest that Type 

II polished-edge discoidal knives were created and used by the people living in 

the areas near the southern production centres (Gardiner 1984; Gardiner 2008) 

along the chalklands with a possibly production centre being located in 

Derbyshire. This could be validated by exploring the raw material on a chemical 

and petrographic level to understand where the flint was originally extricated from 

(Thiry et al. 2014).  

The database shows most of the Type III to be complete artefacts; eight out of 

thirteen artefacts are complete. Their find locations show that only two Type III 

were found north of the Norwich in Yorkshire and Dumfriesshire. The other eleven 

were found in Cambridgeshire, West Sussex, and Suffolk. This could suggest 

that this type was mostly used around the areas where the raw material was 

found, and these tools were created.  

The database for all types is ongoing, as the older records of polished-edge 

discoidal knives were incomplete, often lacking details, as they were a product of 

the time in archaeology in which they were recorded. This database likely does 

not include all the polished-edge discoidal knives found in the British Isles, 

however, as more are found they can be added. 
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5.2 Geographical Distribution  

A current distribution map of polished-edge discoidal knives could help isolate 

areas of importance in the Late Neolithic landscape (Figure 4.1 and Figure 5.3). 

With discovering an abundance with polished-edge discoidal knives in one area 

could help point out a significant place in the landscape. Looking at other 

artefacts’ distribution discovered with polished-edge discoidal knives could help 

reinforce this theory.  

5.2.1 Grooved Ware Pottery 

With the original date of these knives being Late Neolithic as discussed section 

2.1.1, it was originally appropriate to compare their distribution with Beaker 

Pottery. However, with the dating evidence presented section 2.1.1 which is that 

polished-edge discoidal knives more likely dates to 2700-2250 cal. BCE (Lewis 

2005), which falls in the British Late Neolithic date range (Lewis 2005; Pollard 

2008). This section will therefore discuss polished-edge discoidal knife 

distribution with Grooved Ware Pottery as these two artefacts were associated 

together at Abbey Quarry. 

The Grooved Ware distribution map (Figure 5.1) shows the sites being located 

around waterway systems (Longworth and Cleal 1999). When examining the 

distribution of the Grooved Ware sites, there are small clusters of sites that relate 

to small clusters of find locations on the distribution map of polished-edge 

discoidal knives (Figure 5.2). The first cluster is located in East Yorkshire along 

the coast, the blue circle on the map. The second is in Derbyshire, the orange 

circle on the map; however, the Grooved Ware is more tightly clustered than the 

polished-edge discoidal knives. The third is around Grime’s Graves in Norfolk, 

the red circle on the map. The fourth is around the Thames and London, the lime 
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green circle. The fifth is slightly northwest of London, the purple circle, there are 

more Grooved Ware than polished-edge discoidal knives in these cluster. 

Exploring clusters of pottery and stone tools could help archaeologists 

understand where settlements were located and if they were producing artefacts 

within that settlement or had a location outside the settlement specifically for the 

creation of artefacts. A criticism of the distribution theory could be a sampling bias 

as areas with higher artefact discovery and recovery could be from the high 

degree of development in those areas; more developments usually means the 

greater number of sites, artefacts, and material found. Some areas have received 

more attention for archaeological excavations due to grants, funding, public and 

private work which means more detailed work; for example, Grime’s Graves has 

been excavated multiple times and is now a Scheduled Ancient Monument. Areas 

with less significant history have received less archaeological attention.  

There are noticeable empty areas where Grooved Ware Pottery has been barely 

found. There is a notable absence of Grooved Ware in southern Wales, Hereford, 

Worcestershire, Northumberland, Cumberland, Scottish Borders, parts of 

Dumfries and Galloway, Grampian, and parts of the Highlands, and Argyll and 

Bute; there is a similar absence of polished-edge discoidal knives in these areas 

as well. There are two interesting locations to point out. The first is on the 

southeast point around Dover has a cluster of Grooved Ware sites, but distantly 

lacks polished-edge discoidal knives finds. This area is located on chalklands; 

therefore, flint should be readily available for extraction. Conversely, near 

Eastbourne there are multiple polished-edge discoidal knives found, but no 

corresponding Grooved Ware sites. Thinking about the geology of the landscape 

in these areas brings out other points as well. There are minimal of Grooved Ware 

sites and polished-edge discoidal knives found in the chalklands in the transitional 
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province in Figure 5.1. Looking at the cluster around Derbyshire/Peak District 

(yellow circle) and the flint mines map shows that this is the only cluster in the 

uplands.  

The absence could be because there have not been artefacts found in these 

regions, at that these regions have not had significant archaeological fieldwalking 

or excavations, artefacts have been found but not recorded, or that there are none 

present. See Chapter 7 for information about a further research question about 

the impact the landscape could play polished-edge discoidal knives’ function and 

deposition.  
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Figure 5.1:  Distribution of Grooved Ware site - Modified from Longworth and Cleal 1999. 
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Figure 5.2: Polished-edge Discoidal Knife Distribution. 

Key 

    = Type I 

    = Type II 

    = Type III 

    = Unknown 
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Figure 5.3: Flint mines across England- From The Neolithic Flint Mines of England and produced with 
permission from English Heritage©. (Barber et al. 1999). 
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5.2.2 Conclusion  

Using the combined contextual information of polished-edge discoidal knives 

alongside Grooved Ware archaeological sites gaps in knowledge to be temporary 

filled with hypotheses about context. These hypotheses that can be researched 

and tested until a conclusion can be made and a theory put forward. Research 

into how landscapes affected Late Neolithic societies can also provide contextual 

information about how tools were used. As people invested more time and labour 

into constructions it meant that they invested more time and labour into the 

physical resources as well, such as the polishing of tools, permanent structures 

in the landscape (Ray and Thomas 2018).   

Polished-edge discoidal knives’ distribution can provide information to help 

understand the meaning behind the clusters presented on the map and why there 

is an absence of objects found. Archaeology as a disciple must reconstruct the 

human past by its material culture and the absence of evidence shows that 

particular parts of the landscape may hold a higher importance than others to the 

prehistoric societies of the Late Neolithic. Inferring the importance of certain 

landscapes to the distribution of polished-edge discoidal knives, high importance 

areas could possess a higher number of polished-edge discoidal knives 

displaying them potentially as culturally significant tools. 

Based on the distribution map (Figure 4.1), it is interesting that in the heart of 

England, no polished-edge discoidal knives have been discovered. This absence 

could show that those areas of the landscape held importance in a different 

manner for the people of the Late Neolithic than for the current residents. Davis 

and Ikeno (2002) state it best ‘Nothing is not a state of absence of objects, but 

rather affirms the existence of the unseen behind the empty space’.  
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5.3 Comparison of Microwear  

To compare the microwear of the archaeological tools, the results will be 

separated by type and discussed. This allows for any similar microwear aspects 

to be compared inside the types. 

Figure 5.4 shows the archaeological tools and a simple description of what their 

microwear patterns best correspond to.  

Each type will be compared to one another in a separate section; as the Figure 

5.4 shows some tool types show similarities to each other.  

 
Figure 5.4: Archaeological samples use-wear related to experiment tool use-wear. 
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5.3.1 Type I 

Six Type I were studied for this project; represented in yellow. 

Tool Number Results of Analysis 

AT1-01 Hide; Unknown Wear Traces 

AT1-02 Unknown Wear Traces 

AT1-03 Hide 

AT1-04 Unknown Wear Traces, Unknown 
Wear Traces-Abrasive, 
Manufacturing traces 

AT1-05 Unknown Wear Traces, 
Manufacturing traces 

AT1-06 Unknown Wear Traces-Hard Contact 
Material 

Table 5-1: Results of Analysis for Archaeological Tool Type I. 

 
Figure 5.5: Comparison of AT1-01, AT1-03, EH1-01, EH1-03. 

 
AT1-01 and AT1-03 show microwear patterns similar to the hide working tools. 

The hide working patterns on the experimental tools looks underdeveloped but 

shows hide working characteristics; a bright, greasy, rough/pitted surface. AT1-

01’s wear traces also provide evidence for unknown wear traces. The multi-
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directional striations could also be from post-deposition, which could alter the 

microwear traces. 

 

 
Figure 5.6: Comparison of AT1-05, AT1-04. 

 
AT1-02, AT1-04, and AT1-05 display wear traces, however these traces do not 

match the experimental tools. AT1-04 and AT1-05 also display a manufacturing 

traces, which manifests as grooves on the surface that are not represented in the 

experimental tools (Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.7: AT1-04 (Location 3). 

 
AT1-04’s cross hatching wear traces could also be from interaction with an 

abrasive contact material during use (Figure 5.7); this cross hatching is not shown 

in the experimental tools. 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of AT1-06, AT1-01. 

 
AT1-06 shows evidence of being in contact with unknown wear traces that could 

be a hard material (that is not present on the experimental tools) and a soft 

material such as hide. Some of the wear patterns are similar to AT1-01 which is 

similar to the hide use wear traces. It is possible to have two contact material use 

wear traces present with the tool’s surface being in contact with the harder 

material first, then a softer material. This is evident by the rounding the tool’s 

surface and use wear traces being present on different parts of the surface 

topography. Unfortunately, the interactions between multiple use-wear traces 

present on the tool’s surface has not been explored as part of this research.  
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5.3.2 Type II 

Three Type II were studied for this project; represented by the red. 

Tool Number Results of Analysis 

AT2-01 Hide 

AT2-02 Wood working, Unpolished Oak tool, 
Unknown Wear Traces, 
Manufacturing traces 

AT2-03 Unknown Wear Traces, 
Manufacturing traces 

Table 5-2: Results of Analysis for Archaeological Tool Type II.   

 
Figure 5.9: Comparison of AT2-01, EH1-03. 

 
AT2-01’s microwear traces resemble the hide working traces in Figure 5.9. AT2-

01 looks like it has been extensively used due to the rounding on the edge. Both 

surfaces look pitted with smoothed areas across the more exposed surface 

topography, which is similar to fresh hide traces described by Keeley (1980:49). 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of AT2-02, Tool 57, EW1-02. 

 
AT2-02’s wear traces show similarities to polished oak wood working and 

unpolished oak working tools. Unpolished oak working tools show a bright polish 

that is smooth with domed high points on the topography; the polished tool does 

not show this but does show shallow striations as Keeley describes (1980: 35). 

AT2-02 shows the doming and striations of oak working seen in Figure 5.10. The 

unpolished oak working tool is part of a colleague’s experimental collection, which 

was used with permission here. Also seen in Figure 5.10, there is evidence of a 

manufacturing traces, which shows as grooves on the surface.   
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Figure 5.11: AT2-03 (Location 1). 

 
AT2-03 shows evidence of wear traces, however those traces do not match the 

experimental tools presented in this research. There is also evidence of a 

manufacturing traces on the surface of this tool as presented in Figure 5.11. 
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5.3.3 Type III 

Three tools of the Type II were studied for this research; represented by the 

green. 

Tool Number Results of Analysis 

AT3-01 Manufacturing traces, Unused 

AT3-02 Hide 

AT3-03 Unknown Wear Traces, Unused 

Table 5-3: Results of Analysis for Archaeological Tool Type III. 

 
Figure 5.12: Comparison of AT3-01, CO1-02, CO1-01. 

 
AT3-01 shows evidence of a manufacturing traces (shown in Figure 5.12) but 

does not show any microwear traces. This tool was polished, but not used.  
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of AT3-02, EH1-02, EH1-03. 

 
AT3-02’s microwear traces show similarities to the hide working traces. The edge 

is evenly round with a dull, matt texture as seen in Figure 5.13.  
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of AT3-03, CO1-02, CO1-01. 

 
AT3-03 shows no evidence of use-wear (seen in Figure 5.14) but could have 

post-depositional alternations due to acidic conditions at the find location or post 

discovery.  
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5.3.4 Type IV 

Three tools were studied for this research; they are represented by purple.  

Tool Number Results of Analysis 

TA 159 715 Wood working, Manufacturing traces 

TA 156 713 Manufacturing traces 

SBYWM 1996R.736 Wood working, Unknown wear traces, 
Unknown Wear Traces-Hard Contact 
Material 

Table 5-4: Results of Analysis for Archaeological Tool Type IV. 

 
Figure 5.15: TA159715 (Location 1). 

TA159715 shows evidence of manufacturing traces (grooves on the tool’s 

surface) that are similar to several other tools. These traces extend from the edge 

towards the tool’s working surface. The working edge has edge damage 

consistent across the edge. This edge damage could have been generated by a 

few causes: a hard contact material, post-depositional effects, or another 

taphonomic process. It is difficult to state which affected the edge in this way.  
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Figure 5.16: TA156713 (Location 1). 

 
There is evidence of a manufacturing traces present on TA156713’s surface, 

seen in Figure 5.16, which is similar to other tools. However, there is no evidence 

of use-wear presented on this tool’s surface.  
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of SBYWM:1996R.736, AT1-05, AT1-06. 

 
SBYWM:1996R.736 shows evidence of edge damage along the edges of the tool. 

This edge damage could be from usage against a hard contact material in a 

chopping like motion.  The polish present does not match any of the experimental 

tools presented in this project, however it is similar to AT1-05 and AT1-05, seen 

in Figure 5.17.  
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5.4 Interpretation of Analysis 

When looking at Figure 5.4 created to show the result of the microwear analysis, 

some similarities can be seen. AT1-06’s wear traces are comparable to AT1-01. 

The way AT1-01’s surface looks, shows that it could be underdeveloped wear, 

but the smoothness of the polish from use looks similar in both. AT1-01 was found 

in Northern Ireland and AT1-06 was located in Wales, this could show a continuity 

in between type and use regardless of find location. It indicates that there may 

have been a common understanding of how tools should be made and used, but 

it does not necessarily mean there was direct contact between two or more 

disparate groups. They are the only Type I that show similarities, so more 

research is needed to see if there are any other corresponding wear traces 

between type and use. 

Tools AT1-05 and AT2-03 show similarities in their microwear traces. Again, the 

wear traces found show no resemblance to the experimental tools and show that 

both were involved in a manufacturing traces. Thinking about the Neolithic 

landscape in which these tools were used and discarded could help explore those 

similarities of use. With these two tools being differing types that brings into 

question, if the different types functioned similarly across the British Isles.  

SBYWM:1996R.736, AT1-05, and AT1-01 display similar wear traces, however 

they are not similar to the experimental tools. With possibly similar uses showing 

that distance across the Neolithic landscape does not affect tool use, at least in 

this case.  
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Most of the tools display characteristics of unknown wear traces meaning they do 

not match any of the experiments performed for this project (seen in Figure 5.4); 

ten tools display these characteristics which are broken down into unknown wear 

traces, unknown wear traces against a hard contact material, unknown wear 

traces from an abrasive contact material. Eight tools in total show characteristics 

of unknown wear traces and two display characteristics of unknown wear traces 

against a hard contact material. These eight are broken up by type are: four Type 

I, two Type II, one Type III, and one Type IV. The tools showing unknown wear 

traces against a hard contact material are a Type I and Type IV. Four 

archaeological samples show similarities to oak working wear traces; of these 

four, one shows similarities to an unpolished oak working flake (seen in section 

4.4.3.5.0) and three display characteristics to the polished oak working 

experimental tools. These four are represented by two Type II and two Type IV. 

Four other tools display wear traces similar to hide working and are two Type I, 

one Type II, and one Type III. The manufacturing traces is represented by seven 

tools; two Type I, two Type II, one Type III, and two Type IV.     

The distribution of archaeological tools that have unknown wear traces is spread 

across the British Isles. This shows these tools were used in a different manner 

than explored for this research. The unknown wear traces are not limited to 

specific type; the unknown traces are spread across each type.  These tools are 

not limited to a specific region or landscape.  

The distribution of the archaeological tools that have similar wear patterns to hide 

working is a small sample; as only four tools were found with wear that resembles 

hide-working. Three were found in Southern England (Sussex and Wiltshire) and 

one in Northern Ireland. Even though the representative sample is small, it could 
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be extrapolated that these tools might have been used in hide-processing in these 

areas over other flint tools.   

Three archaeological tools display comparable wear characteristics to oak wood 

working. One was found in North Yorkshire and two from southern England. If an 

extrapolation is done, it could be said that polished-edge discoidal knives could 

have been used for wood working in those areas. The three archaeological tools 

are found in relation to multiple Grooved Ware sites when the find locations are 

compared to the Grooved Ware site map presented in Figure 5.1. The tool types 

of these archaeological tools are one Type II and two Type IV.  

The manufacturing traces, that left grooves in the surface, is shown in seven 

archaeological tools. Interestingly, there is at least one of each type represented; 

two Type I, two Type II, one Type III, and two Type IV. This could mean this 

manufacturing activity is not type specific and was completed on most of the tools. 

When comparing the find locations to the Grooved Ware sites (Figure 5.1) it 

shows that all the locations are in England with most in east central and southern 

England with two in the north. This could be a signature activity completed by the 

makers in a specific region or even specific makers; however, until more tools are 

studied no inferences can be made.   

Looking at polished-edge discoidal knives as a whole, shows there is not a 

singular use for these tools. It could be implied that these tools were created and 

used however the user deemed appropriate. The number of different possible 

uses is demonstrated by the lack of consistency in the results. It should also be 

stated that there was some unknown wear, which includes harder contact 

material and more abrasive material (not matching the experimental tools) 

present on several archaeological tools. This unknown wear traces reinforce the 

argument for a wide variety of different uses for these tools but does not rule out 
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the possibility that these tools could have been used to perform multiple different 

functions. However, it can be stated that these tools functioned as a type of 

utilitarian tools.   

5.5 Challenging Clark’s Typology 

Over the course of this project, it became apparent that a disparity exists between 

Clark’s typology and the artefacts that fit into it. That something was as 

technologically and aesthetically different as the Type IV was when compared to 

the other types points to issues with the current typology. The Type IV are 

rectangular in shape and have a completely polished surface, with only three 

exceptions which just have polished edges. Aesthetically and technologically the 

Type IV are completely polished over the entire surface, which is different to the 

other types, which mainly have polished edges. Due to the manufacture and 

aesthetic differences, the Type IV were removed from the original category to be 

placed in their own category for this project. This research suggests the new 

typology be called Polished-edge Discoidal Knives, which includes Type I, Type 

II, and Type III from Clark’s original classification (seen in Figure 5.18). 

There are other researchers who have influenced this new classification of 

polished-edge discoidal knives. It has been suggested by Atkinson (1962), Scott 

(1966), and Manby (1974) to create a sub-category of polished flint knives for 

artefacts that fit into the polished-edge discoidal classification. The type of 

artefacts to fit into this classification should have the following characteristics: 

ground or polished edges; bifacial flaking; and the shape (circular, triangular, or 

lozenge or broad leaf). This sub-category should be known as ‘Discoidal Series’ 

and would be further divided into three categories which are polished-edge 

discoidal knives, discoidal knives, and rectangular knives. The artefacts that 
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would fit the discoidal knife category would be the un-polished versions of 

polished-edge discoidal knives; they would fit two of the three characteristics 

(bifacially flaked and the shape). These discoidal knives could be rough-outs, 

unfinished polished-edge discoidal knives, blanks, etc. 

 

 
Figure 5.18: This figure shows the new typology visually. The bold boxes represent the artefacts studied in 
this project. 

 
This type of classification, which is suggested by Loveday (2009; 2011) has 

previous research to support the division of classification. The research put forth 

by Loveday seems to suggest that the rectangular polished knives are flint 

replications of the copper axe heads from the continent (Clark 1929; Loveday 

2009; Loveday 2011). It has been hypothesised that the rectangular knives are 

not polished-edge discoidal knives and have a different use, but their usage was 

not suggested (Clark 1929; Loveday 2009; Loveday 2011). When examining all 

four of the shapes side by side, the rectangular ones have less flake scarring 

shown and more detailed polishing present. The rectangular knives do not seem 

to fit with the others, based on these details.  
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Loveday (2009; 2011) intently discusses the concept that the rectangular knives 

could be replications of copper axe heads; this is not the first recognition of this 

theory. Clark (1929) considers it necessary to have metalworking knowledge to 

create these rectangular knives in the British Isles, which is an interesting concept 

as metal tools were not extensively used in the Late Neolithic in the British Isles. 

A comparison image for the copper axe heads and Type IV is shown below in 

Figure 5.19. 

 
Figure 5.19: Drawings of Continental Europe rectangular flat axe heads (yellow) and British polished Type 
IV (grey), (Modified from Loveday 2009; Loveday 2011: 241). 

This creation of a new classification would benefit the archaeological community 

because the Type IV would have their own classification.  

Having polished-edge discoidal knives as a subcategory under Polished Knives 

gives this artefact category significant separation from artefacts that do not fit in. 
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The variety of tools used in the Late Neolithic shows a level of sophistication in 

tool creation and usage.  

5.6 Polished-edge Discoidal Knives as Objects 

The earlier literature explored for this research has multiple important themes 

such as function, context, manufacture, distribution, classification, and 

archaeological date; and it is difficult to separate them as they are interwoven 

together. These themes are prominent through the literature and from the earlier 

literature conclusions have been drawn despite there being no scientific evidence 

to validate these conclusions. These observations were based solely on their 

morphology. The way in which these artefacts were classified was not consistent 

through the literature, which made locating these artefacts difficult.  

This section will revisit some of the themes from Chapter 2. Throughout this 

project, observations were made by the author about function, classification, 

context, manufacture, distribution, date, and the gendering of these tools.  

5.6.1 Observations about Function and Classification 

As stated in 2.2.2, there are differing opinions regarding the function of these 

knives.  

Most of the information regarding function and classification of polished-edge 

discoidal knives has been based on aspects of visual appearance and a 

speculative background information. From the literature the definition of these 

artefacts is that they have knapped flint edge ground and polished into a smooth 

edge that has the appearance of a sharp, cutting edge (Clark 1929), hence the 

term ‘knife’ in the classification. The main theory about function relates to hide 

processing and hide working, which is due to the appearance of a sharp edge 

(Evans 1897; Mortimer 1905; Smith and Read 1911; Grimes 1938; Curwen 1939; 
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Bruce et al. 1947; Smith and Wymer 1964); this would imply the term ‘knife’ was 

used correctly. However without being established scientifically, assumptions 

regarding their function have filtered through the literature (Fell 1970; Cotton 

1984; Varndell 2004) causing confusion about the true function of these artefacts, 

because ‘knowing the shape of something is not enough to determine its function’ 

(Adams 2013: 10).  

On the other hand, their polished surface has allowed these artefacts to be 

considered ‘prestige’ items in the past (Pitts and Jacobi 1976; Graf and Pirie 

1986; Bradley and Edmonds 1993). The amount of time and craftsmanship that 

went into creating these artefacts conveys that these ‘knives’ may not have been 

simple tools made for everyday use. These artefacts could have had a socially 

important role in Neolithic society (Graf and Pirie 1986), especially as prestige 

items or trade items (Clark 1929; Mahr 1937). Polished-edge discoidal knives 

could have been a part of an exchange system (Woodman et al. 2006), which 

could explain the time and effort taken to manufacture such artefacts, the low 

number of them discovered in the British Isles, and how the knowledge of 

production spread between different groups of people. There were two cases of 

flint hoards that originated from County Antrim, Ireland which were found near 

Portpatrick in Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland and other Irish flint blocks found 

in Cambeltown, Scotland (Clark 1929). However, the exchange of flint and tools 

is currently a suggestion; once again with limited archaeological and scientific 

evidence.   

5.6.2 Observations about Context, Manufacture, Distribution, and Date 

These four themes are integrated together because they revolve around each 

other. For flint and stone tools context, manufacture, and distribution help support 
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an archaeological date due to radiocarbon dating not being possible, so 

researchers must depend on other methods.  

Clark’s distribution map (Figure 2.6) shows one hundred and thirty-three 

examples of these artefacts; they are clustered around rivers and waterways on 

this map (Figure 2.6). The new distribution map (Figure 4.1) shows more 

polished-edge discoidal knives located waterways, but as well as the chalklands 

and the uplands (Derbyshire). This relates to manufacture, context, and possible 

function; understanding the manufacturing evidence can help identify the place 

the flint comes from as a raw material and where possible production sites could 

be, context is where the tool ended up, and function could be based on 

Woodman’s idea of a trade item (Woodman et al. 2006). The find locations on 

Clark’s map could lend evidence to these artefacts being trade items, as well as 

being used as tools. A possible theory could be that there were only a small 

number of flintknappers with the skills to make these tools, so they were made 

then traded for other goods, then used by another trader not the creator. It is an 

interesting concept as only a few flint mines might have been used to get the 

necessary flint: Grime’s Graves (Varndell 2012), Aberdeenshire (Wickham-Jones 

1987), and Antrim (Woodman et al. 2006). There are some assumptions that non-

mined raw materials are being used to create polished-edge discoidal knives 

(Durden 1995), which could indicate that flintknappers were utilising what raw 

materials they could procure.       
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Figure 5.20: Flint mines across England- From The Neolithic Flint Mines of England and produced with 
permission from English Heritage©. (Barber et al. 1999). 

 

The archaeological date originally suggested by previous authors in section 2.1.1 

has been disproved, with current archaeological evidence most likely suggesting 

a Late Neolithic creation for these artefacts.  
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5.7 Gender Stereotyping and Polished-edge Discoidal Knives 

Archaeologists should not force modern gender stereotypes on prehistoric 

cultures as sometimes they do not share the same division of labour as modern 

cultures and gender biases. There is not enough contextual evidence to discuss 

gender and polished-edge discoidal knives, but it is valuable to critique traditional 

assumptions about gendered use of polished-edge discoidal knives and 

traditional assumptions of gender roles.  

There is a misleading theory surrounding polished-edge discoidal knives and the 

straightforward assumption about gender and traditional labour roles. These 

artefacts have been assumed to be associated with women’s work due to the 

similarities with the Ulu (i.e. tool shape, edge shape, and the smoothness of the 

surface) (Evans 1897; Clark 1929). This theory fits a broader narrative that these 

tools used by women were made by men were still sustained by modern 

archaeologists (Keeley 2010). This interpretation of polished-edge discoidal 

knives being a women’s implement has been perpetuated due to a lack of 

evidence surrounding their archaeological context and their non-association with 

burials (Varndell 2004). 

The published literature researched for this thesis states that the function of 

polished-edge discoidal knives is for hide working (see section 2.2.2). The 

possibility of hide working being a women’s task is supported by evidence of the 

herding people of Eastern Siberia as the women were hide workers (Keeley 

2010), as well as some tribes from Gran Chaco (Keeley 2010), and women of the 

Tahltan people making and using hide working pebbles (Ruth 2013). These 

studies show how women in societies dressed and prepared the hides for other 

uses.  
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For the Wola, when a woman required a stone tool or a flake, she could have 

knapped it herself or gained it from a male member of the family (Sillitoe and 

Hardy 2003). If the women knapped a stone tool or a flake, it challenges the Man 

the Tool Maker stereotype (Lee and DeVore 1968). However, at times, some 

tools were exclusively made and used by one sex and other times they were 

made by one and used by the other or made and used by both sexes; the function 

of their stone tools depends on whether the Wola consider the task to be ‘strong’ 

or ‘soft’ (Sillitoe and Hardy 2003). According to the Wola, their division of labour 

was separated by ‘strong’ and ‘soft’ tasks: the men perform strong tasks are 

described as making and using stone tools, bows and arrows, and musical 

instruments; the women performed soft tasks include making all string for clothes 

etc., items of personal decoration, and consumption utensils (Sillitoe and Hardy 

2003). Women of the Wola used wooden tools for agricultural means, but still 

may require stone tools (Sillitoe and Hardy 2003). In the Langda village, adze 

production was a challenging ordeal. In order to become a Langda craftsmen, a 

minimum five year apprenticeship or longer was needed (Stout 2002). This 

apprenticeship is a social institution for “sons”/ male close relatives, even though 

girls often accompany the adze makers on quarry trips.  

In Western Alaska, ground slate Ulu knives are seen to have female ancestors, 

which is the reason they are associated with women users (Frink et al. 2003). 

The women in Western Alaska used a slate ground Ulu to process fish before 

they were replaced by metal ones (Frink et al. 2003). These women own and are 

responsible for the fish processing, storage, and distribution throughout the year, 

which is an important task for the community (Chang 1988; Ellanna and Sherrod 

1995; Frink et al. 2003). This point is two-fold; the Ulu was used by women and 

is probably mostly used by women, but the responsibility of the food is that of the 
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women, which shows women played a key role in the society even though they 

did not physically undertake the fishing activity. This is important because it 

shows women holding a higher communal status position than previous 

anthropologists would have thought. These women controlled the lifeline of the 

community and played a critical role in the community’s survival over the winter 

months.      

Hide working practiced in the Neolithic would have used deer hide; these people 

hunted deer and other game animals for meat and hide (Malone 2001). However, 

Ruth  raises the point that ‘sometimes these tools [women’s tools; hide dressing 

pebbles] are passed down from generation to generation’ (2013: 26). That point 

could prove why there are only around 288 knives found in the British Isles and 

why there is no consistent archaeological context. If these tools were passed 

down, they might have been associated with a particular person or matrilineal line 

and kept as a memento and that could have been seen as the end of life for the 

tool, which could explain why they are not heavily used tools. This could also 

explain the varied contexts; the place of deposition could have been symbolic to 

the tools’ owner or original owner, which can also symbolise an end of life for that 

tool. This is similar to the idea that some artefacts such as axes were broken to 

symbolise the end of their life.  

While in these groups mentioned above, the men might have been the tool 

makers, it does not fit the early narrative stereotypes of the societal roles that 

researchers impose on that prehistoric culture. The issues surrounding ‘Man the 

Tool Marker’ (Oakley 1949) and ‘Man the Hunter’ (Lee and DeVore 1968) show 

that previous anthropologists and researchers did not document their 

observations accurately based on the society they were observing. Their 

observations and assumptions were based on their own personal life, 
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experiences, or biases, which influenced their observations of other societies and 

impacted their ethnographical reports (i.e. women’s roles were at the time not 

recognised by the researcher) (Peterson 2002).  

Using modern social implications and biases to describe and presume gender 

roles in ethnographic and archaeological reports does not accurately portray the 

societies being observed. Reports about the Mayans show this bias; it was 

viewed that Mayan women were considered to reside in the domestic sphere of 

Mayan society as childcare and child-rearing was seen as domestic (Joyce 2008: 

72). Since women resided in this domestic sphere they could not change their 

social status or standing according to previous Mayan researchers until an 

archaeological excavation revealed evidence that women could have gained 

prestige through effects such as textile production, which was an important 

commodity for the Mayans (Joyce 2008).  

It is understood that these are case studies from across the globe. The purpose 

of these is not to be used as a direct analogy for the Neolithic, but rather to inform 

the understanding about how cultures and societies perceive gender and the 

influences it has on their social aspects. However, ethnographic reports can 

provide valuable information about groups of people and their cultural history, 

especially if their society has changed (i.e. the introduction of metal has impacted 

societies who used stone tools). Some reports should be critiqued and not taken 

at face value (i.e. the presence of sweat lodges on plans of Cahokia and the 

absence of menstrual huts (Pate 2004)). This absence in reports can lead to how 

ethnographies can be missing what Western society would consider a taboo (i.e. 

menstruation (Pate 2004), infanticide (Brightman 1996), lactation (Brightman 

1996), etc.). The traditional model of a complex social structure for prehistoric 

societies shows a sexual division of labour based on Western societal norms, 
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which favours male-centred activities and political structure (Pate 2004), even 

though there is evidence to support a female led political systems across the 

world during the Paleolithic (Ember 1978; Ellanna and Sherrod 1995).  

A western social construct that has been forced upon on prehistoric and 

preindustrial societies is the idea that the women raise the children; whereas 

Hewlett (1991) shows evidence that children can have multiple care givers and 

role models other than their biological parents. Hewlett (1991) discusses how it 

can take a village to raise a child; nursing may be done by any mother in the 

village, grandparents will look after the children, and the older children may watch 

over the younger ones; a division of labour that is viewed across multiple 

preindustrial societies. Ethnographic examples provide different ways of viewing 

archaeological material, often challenging what is thought of as ‘normal’. 

Ultimately the way forward is to examine context rather than relying on 

anthropological accounts or analogies.   
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5.8 Object Itineraries  

An object biography tends to concentrate on a sole artefact (Fogelin and Schiffer 

2015) and the social story attached to that artefact (Joy 2009). The notion of an 

object biography embodies the physical aspects of an artefact; such as its 

production, distribution, consumption/ use, and deposition (Ray and Thomas 

2018). 

Object itineraries examine multiple artefacts and follow their entire life from 

source material to function in society to deposition to archaeological research and 

museum collections (Joyce and Gillespie 2015).  

It was clear that no object itinerary for these artefacts had been written before. 

Through this project, one was created to combine the known information 

regarding these artefacts into one place, so they could be studied further. It is a 

starting point to begin to understand this underexamined artefact category. 

The understanding of polished-edge discoidal knives’ itinerary is important 

because humans and things evolve side by side (Harris and Cipolla 2017). There 

is a stronger connection if researchers study both the people and the associated 

artefacts to help gain an understanding of the evolution of the relationship 

between the people and their associated artefacts. This evolution can illustrate 

the relationships gathered from things and show how those relationships formed 

the world these polished-edge discoidal knives came from (Harris and Cipolla 

2017). Reconstructing those relationships through experimental work and 

ethnographic studies gives researchers a glimpse of a past context where 

humans and objects were used to create a world; humans cannot be separated 

from the world because they play a part in those relationships i.e. ‘antler mace 

heads, jet belt sliders, and polished knives gathered different relationships to 
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them, relationships with the people that made them and used them, the places 

they had come from and the meaning they revealed’ (Harris and Cipolla 2017: 

99). Understanding how assemblages of objects and attributes are brought 

together, configured, and reconfigured can therefore provide insights into the 

creation of these artefacts and their transformation of the society their belong to 

and in turn changing that system of value (Brück 2019).  

To comprehend all aspects of their itinerary, other elements were investigated to 

fill in the missing pieces. The experimental tools’ itinerary helped examine the 

manufacturing process for polished-edge discoidal knives. Once the steps of the 

manufacturing process were recognised, it eliminated the idea that the polishing 

was from usage; see section 3.2.2 for more on the polishing process.  

5.8.1 Polished-edge Discoidal Knives Itinerary 

The polished-edge discoidal knives’ itinerary has been broken down into five 

sections: raw material, creation, use and reuse, deposition, and current location. 

Understanding these aspects of the itinerary allows the artefacts’ information to 

be studied more thoroughly. However, the experimental tools should have their 

own itinerary as they play their own part in understanding the artefacts they 

represent.  

5.8.1.1 Raw Material 

To establish the itinerary of polished-edge discoidal knives, it begins with the 

artefacts as raw material. The material chosen to create these artefacts was flint. 

The flint used to create these knives were mined or came from other sources of 

flint. Burton interprets the activities at mines and production centres as one of 

three tasks- ‘the core-and-flake production, the manufacture of discoidal knives 
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and other tools, and axe production’ (1980: 139). It is important to understand 

how prehistoric people mined flint.    

Across the British Isles, many flint mines exist in the landscape. There are several 

mining techniques that shape these mines: extraction from eroding veins, 

quarrying, pits, shafts, and surface deposits (Barber et al. 1999). Grime’s Graves 

in particular was considered for this research, because rough-outs of polished-

edge discoidal knives were discovered during excavation (Varndell 2012).  

Grime’s Graves was a mine located in Norfolk that involved multiple techniques 

of mining ranging from small pits to open quarries (Barber et al. 1999) number 11 

in Figure 5.20; the idea was to reach the floorstone (semi-tabular large, smooth 

nodules with flat surfaces and convex undersides, covered with a thick creamy 

cortex (Healy et al. 2018)), which is the prime target for flint tool making 

(Longworth and Varndell 1996). At Grime’s Graves, a single mine shaft could 

reach twelve metres deep (Holgate 1991; Longworth and Varndell 1996; Barber 

et al. 1999). The deep shafts of this mine consisted of three layers of flint veins 

and large galleries that followed the flint veins underground (Longworth and 

Varndell 1996); these shafts and galleries were created by using antler picks, 

which were found in situ during a re-excavation in the 1970s (Longworth and 

Varndell 1996; Barber et al. 1999).  

There are a few theories of how the flint was extracted from the bottom of the 

shaft and ended up at the surface. The first is shovelling stages, which is stepped 

platforms at intervals going down to the ‘floorstone’ and the removal of the flint 

would be done by the platforms created. The second is a ladder system, which 

could have been a wooden ladder or a rope ladder, while no stake holes exist for 

a wooden ladder, evidence of a rope ladder could be seen in Pits 1 and 2. The 

third is haulage, which has three methods, 1) human haulage (i.e. a back pack of 
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some sorts), 2) haulage over a transverse beam, and 3) haulage by a ramp, there 

might be evidence for haulage over a transverse beam from Pit 1 (Longworth and 

Varndell 1996). Once the flint was removed from the mine, the nodules were 

worked to remove the cortex, and tools were produced, either on flakes removed 

from cores, or as core tools (Russell 2000; Butler 2005). The tools were removed 

from site as rough-outs and finished elsewhere (Russell 2000).  

Durden (1995) demonstrates that people in the Late Neolithic were also procuring 

flint from non-mined sources; an example was the Yorkshire Wolds. Here there 

are two locations to find flint: the chalklands and along the east coast among the 

glacial till near the cliffs around Flamborough Head. People collected the flint 

nodules from these locations and possibly completed some early stages of 

production in the surrounding areas (Durden 1995). This way of raw material 

procurement allowed the knapper or collector the freedom to examine and 

discard any flint pieces unsuitable for working, and to continue the search without 

mining. It also adds a different path to the polished-edge discoidal knife itinerary. 

This path shows these peoples need for flint procurement and the lengths they 

would go to acquire it.     

For polished-edge discoidal knives, more than one flint source for the raw 

material was chosen. This is evident in the differing colours of flint that polished-

edge discoidal knives are made from. This project did not investigate the origin 

of the flint polished-edge discoidal knives were made from as it is a monumental 

task larger than this research. However, the polished-edge discoidal knives 

studied of this research (samples and Cambridge artefacts) did show that a 

higher quality of flint (breaks during knapping activities as expected) was chosen 

by the knappers due to the minimal number of flaws in the pieces studied. 

However, there are some polished-edge discoidal knives that are made from 
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lower quality (having concretionary masses; breaks during knapping activities 

unexpectedly) flint; but the quality of the raw material is an interesting topic for 

polished-edge discoidal knives. The porous flint choice could indicate that higher 

quality flint was not accessible in certain parts of the British Isles; The lower 

quality flint could have been used to teach novices how to create these tools.  

5.8.1.2 Mode of Production 

The creation of polished-edge discoidal knives begins with a nodule and those 

flakes removed from it (Butler 2005). Those flakes were removed from the nodule 

using a method called hard percussion, which is when another stone or hard 

object is used in flintknapping (Whittaker 1994). To achieve the basic shape of a 

flint tool, the knapper chose an adequate flake to work and then begins shaping 

through soft percussion, which involves the same motion as hard percussion but 

using an antler or a wooden hammer (Whittaker 1994). Polished-edge discoidal 

knives are bifacially worked tools, which means they were flaked on both faces. 

During knapping, the bulb of percussion, platform, and any remaining cortex are 

removed (however some flint tools are the exception and still have cortex on their 

faces) through soft percussion. Once the ideal shape is reached, the knapper 

refines the tool through pressure flaking, which involves the gradual pressure on 

a specific point (which removes a small flake) applied by the tip of an antler or a 

sharp bone (Whittaker 1994; Butler 2005). In the case of polished tools (e.g. axes 

and knives), the grinding and polishing is the last step of creation before a tool is 

finished. This process involves grinding the edges and sometimes faces on 

sandstone to achieve a lustre on the flint. The edges of polished-edge discoidal 

knives were then ground along with a few ridges of the flake scars on the faces. 

This action of polishing a flint knife (not an axe) can be seen as an archaeological 

innovation by prehistoric people; this archaeological innovation is the 
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‘modification of an existing object, practice, or knowledge set that creates 

something distinct from its immediate predecessor’ (Hollenback and Schiffer 

2010). The variation in the shapes and sizes of polished-edge discoidal knives 

could suggest that multiple flintknappers were creating these tools, which 

suggests multiple modes of production across the British Isles. 

The polished-edge discoidal knives have evidence to support an abrasive 

manufacturing activity at the end of the tool completion. This is evidence by the 

macrostriations left on the surface, as well as the grooves seen at the microscopic 

level. From the analysis, these tools underwent a serious abrasive activity. This 

abrasive activity was probably completed with the use of sandstone, which 

includes wet sarsen stone, quartz-rich sandstone, and carborundum (Madsen 

1984; Harding 1987). According to Harding, during grinding against wet sarsen 

stone, the flint developed a visually smooth glassy surface with directional 

[macro] striations (Harding 1987). Speaking of those macrostriations, according 

to Madsen (1984: 49) the grinding process is the one that leaves the 

macrostriations visible on the flint’s surface.  

5.8.1.3 Use 

As previously stated in section 5.3, polished-edge discoidal knives mostly have 

unknown use-wear traces but shows that these tools have had multiple uses 

possibly region dependent. These objects served as utilitarian tools, not everyday 

tools, which is supported by some tools having wear traces and some having no 

traces. Based on the data presented in 4.5 and 5.3, six of the polished-edge 

discoidal knives do not have extensive microwear traces present on the surface. 

This could mean that these tools were not used for a considerable amount of 

time, which shows that these tools had a specific purpose or task that was not 

routinely completed.  
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The manufacturing grinding process proved to be functional instead of aesthetic 

only; this process strengthens the brittle flint edge. While there is no conclusive 

function of polished-edge discoidal knives, it can be stated that these implements 

sometimes functioned as utilitarian tools but may have served as part of a 

culturally important task. Some activities could have been performed with easily 

produced tools instead of the intensely modified polished-edge discoidal knife.  

The three shapes of polished-edge discoidal knives and the Type IV having 

varying uses portrays these tools as a tool that could have multiple uses, which 

shows the complex dynamics of the people living across the British Isles during 

the British Late Neolithic. While use is similar across the types, it is different 

enough to state that there is no clear use/ contact material that was utilised more. 

Polished-edge discoidal knives have a complex use cycle as a tool that needs to 

be investigated further.  

5.8.1.4 Deposition 

Archaeological deposition is the way artefacts are deposed of in the landscape 

(i.e. loss, disposal, burial, etc.). Deposition is related to archaeological context in 

that deposition reflects the part these artefacts played. The context for polished-

edge discoidal knives was discussed in 2.4 (archaeological monuments, burials, 

and domestic settings); polished-edge discoidal knives deposition explains more 

about the people who created and used these artefacts for example how did a 

Late Neolithic polished-edge discoidal knife end up deposited in an Early Bronze 

Age ring ditch (Shennan et al. 1985). This type of deposition leads into how the 

users of polished-edge discoidal knives conceptualised these tools in their life. It 

shows that these tools served a prestigious purpose in the Late Neolithic and 

once that purpose was fulfilled, the tool might have been deposited. This project 

has shown there is no defined location where these artefacts can be found. Using 
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the distribution map and the absence of evidence to caution about the gaps in 

distribution, polished-edge discoidal knives could have been discarded in an 

important place of meaning due to the prestigious nature of the tool. Until more 

polished-edge discoidal knives are found in a sealed archaeological layer or 

secure archaeological context, deposition cannot be suggested. Whittle 

communicated in 1988 on page 130; ‘interpretation of the use of material culture 

has to take account the circumstances of its deposition’. 

5.8.1.5 Current Location 

Even though most polished-edge discoidal knives were surface finds, their 

itinerary continues to where they are located now. According to the database in 

Appendix I and II, most are in museums; the others are unknown or in private 

collections, seen in Chart 5.2. However, these artefacts do not stop collecting 

data in museums and private collections as previous authors have suggested; 

Houlbrook (2019) suggests that when objects are moved to a museum, they lose 

their environmental connection, and this ends their ‘life’ as an artefact. When 

these artefacts enter the museum, a record of their arrival is recorded. Each 

artefact has their own file containing information about this artefact (e.g. where 

the museum acquired this piece, if it was broken during transport, if there was 

damage from displaying or mounting, if any research was conducted on this 

piece). With private collections, some collectors are vigilant with their artefacts’ 

information and keep detailed notes about each piece; on the other hand, some 

finders do not keep any records about the artefact.  
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Chart 5-2: Deposition by current location. 

 

5.8.2 Experimental Tools Itinerary 

The manner in which a tool was used and the materials worked are reconstructed 

by comparing ‘microscopic alternations of the tool surface, such as polishes, 

striations and edge damage, as well as breakage, tool morphology and residues, 

with those experimental tools’ (Owen 2000: 185). Object itineraries include any 

experimental tools that are associated with the archaeological tools, without 

experimental tools it would be difficult to scientifically determine how a tool was 

used for specific tasks in the past.  

5.8.2.1 Raw Material and Creation 

The experimental tools for this project were created by an expert flintknapper, 

Mike Trevarthen. The raw material used to create these knives came from 

southern England; the places varied as supply varied. He knapped the flint into 

the basic shape, then pressure flaked to achieve the edge. Once that was 

complete, he ground the edge down to achieve the lustrous surface. However, 

once the author received the tool, she reground the working edge. The reason 
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for this was to create parallel polishing striations on the edge so the use-wear 

striations would be perpendicular to edge.  

5.8.2.2 Use, Deposition/ Current Location 

These experimental tools were used for four different experiments, which is 

discussed in 3.2. Each experiment was recorded, and observations were made. 

Everything about the experimental process from use, the moulding process, 

observations about the experiment and the tools themselves was recorded.  

The current location of the experimental tools is wrapped in a protective wrap and 

stored in a cardboard box. The protective wrap ensures that they do not chipped 

or broken in any transportation. This act is significant because it shows a 

reverence for these objects.   

5.8.3 Conclusion about Object Itinerary  

The value of these objects could reside in their repeated function as a utilitarian 

tool for a culturally significant activity. This adds to their itinerary by adding 

another level of choice behind using a specific tool to complete a task; was this 

tool significant to the task or to the user and was that why it was chosen for that 

particular activity. More investigation is needed to fully answer this idea. 

The motivation behind studying object itineraries is to understand all aspects of 

the life cycle of a tool. The ‘building perspective’ as described by Tim Ingold 

shows that humans labour, taking raw materials and creating/ building/ 

transforming them into something completely different (Thomas 2004); a way to 

document this perspective is by creating an object itinerary for objects and 

artefacts. These itineraries are a way to draw out the different aspects of the 

artefacts (production, distribution, and consumption/ usage) and understand 
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those aspects based in their original context such as usage in the British Late 

Neolithic (Ray and Thomas 2018). 

The relationship between these tools and the people of the Late Neolithic is part 

of the social identity of community for this time period (Bond 2016). These people 

gathered to live and create a community while also bringing together their 

knowledge and social identities to form multiple narratives about British Late 

Neolithic. The object itinerary of polished-edge discoidal knives allows this 

assemblage and its attributes to be studied as a collective and possibly to provide 

insight into conceptual structures and value systems for the Late Neolithic in the 

British Isles (Brück 2019). While this type of tool was used for a specific task or 

tasks, once it completed that part of the cycle it was discarded or deposited to 

end that entire life cycle; or possibly traded when the people gathered in larger 

groups which would add another chapter to the itinerary (Brück 2019).  

The formation of polished-edge discoidal knives’ itinerary is important because 

tools develop around the needs of the people.  Understanding the tool’s life cycle 

can provide insight into a tool’s place in a prehistoric period. For polished-edge 

discoidal knives, their itinerary begins as a raw material in a Neolithic mine or 

surface collected from an area away from a settlement. That raw material 

commences the transformation into a tool through the mode of production. During 

the second stage of polished-edge discoidal knives’ itinerary (mode of 

production) is where the flintknapper’s choice for tool shape takes place. The 

process of polishing is the last step in the mode of production. Once complete, 

the tool was used for a task; and possibly re-sharpened and re-used. 

Subsequently, deposition can be accidental or intentional and the deposition of 

an artefact can explain more about the people than the artefact, such as a loved 

one being buried, as mementos from their life show a value to those loved ones 
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who placed those items; i.e. the author’s grandma being buried with little fake 

cardinal birds because she called her grandchildren her little cardinals.  

The current location should be considered when looking at artefacts; as any study 

adds to the overall artefact’s information. The experimental tool collection should 

be included in the artefact itineraries as these tools help comprehend the 

functions of the tools in prehistoric society. Overall object itineraries help create 

fluid interpretation from start to finish about artefacts.  

Knowing the manufacturing process adds to the object itinerary of these 

experimental tools. The different polishing steps show up in the microwear. This 

provided details about the life of the artefacts; understanding the microwear 

patterns from the experimental tools helped provide information about the 

polished-edge discoidal knives. Examining the experimental tools this way 

allowed the life of the archaeological tools to be investigated, aiding in the 

interpretation of the exact manufacturing process, re-sharpening (if any), and 

function.    

5.9 Conclusion 

This project started exploring the function of polished-edge discoidal knives and 

developed to encompass more aspects about these artefacts. 

The discussion begins by highlighting the role that the database played in this 

project; it provides location where information has been compiled; and a place 

where these artefacts can be compared based on their measurements, type, 

associated artefacts, find locations, etc. The microwear analysis is the most 

important aspect of this project and the possible impacts of that analysis on the 

interpretations of the Late Neolithic. A considerable impact of this research is the 

separation of the Type IV into its own artefact category, which was discovered to 
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be not a new idea when studying the background literature surrounding these 

pieces. Examining these artefacts as objects gives more insight into details about 

their function, context, manufacture, distribution, classification, and date as the 

previous authors can be grouped and assessed. When investigating these 

details, the historic notion that these tools were women’s implements surfaced, 

was scrutinised, and was considered.  

A new and unexpected outcome of this research was the object itinerary of 

polished-edge discoidal knives, which provided a new angle in which this 

research could focus and combine the information about these pieces. With these 

characteristics of polished-edge discoidal knives being explored, there are more 

follow-up questions than answers provided here. To fully comprehend this 

artefact category, all these characteristics must be considered, especially when 

evaluating their role in the British Late Neolithic society. These objects seem to 

be a functional culturally significant item (Bradley and Edmonds 1993; Edmonds 

1995). The author does not believe they were an everyday utilitarian tool, but one 

that was cherished and served a higher purpose beyond the everyday tasks, 

because some tools were showed use while others showed no use. It was 

significant decision to choose a polished-edge discoidal knife to perform a 

specific task; this could reflect the importance of the task being completed in 

addition the importance of the individual completely the task (style over 

substance).  

The limited number of polished-edge discoidal knives shows that these tools were 

most likely not everyday tools as they are not prominently found like expedient 

hide scrapers for example. Their manufacturing time is another indication that 

these tools were not everyday tools.  
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

This project started out to discover the function or functions of polished-edge 

discoidal knives and ended up re-classifying the typology and opening new 

research opportunities. This thesis compiles the work accumulated by the author 

to achieve the aim of exploring the function of polished-edge discoidal knives.  

The aim was completed by investigating the literature surrounding polished-edge 

discoidal knives. The literature informed the database created for this project; this 

database compiled the known information about polished-edge discoidal knives 

into one document. The production of a database of known knives helped led to 

a comparison of types and find locations and the cataloguing of 169 additional 

polished-edge discoidal knives from across the British Isles.  

From the database, a modern distribution map was created using the find location 

information. This database and distribution map helped the author to select the 

archaeological samples to be studied for this project. The distribution maps 

showed a correlation between the three types and their find locations. These 

maps can be compared to other non-contemporary Neolithic artefacts to find any 

relationships behind context and date, which have helped support a Late Neolithic 

date. 

Through experimental archaeology, experimental tools were created and used 

on four contact materials selected due to previous archaeological interpretations 

and informed by ethnographic use. A collection of experimentally used polished-

edge discoidal knives were constructed and kept by the author for future 

comparisons. To understand polished-edge discoidal knives archaeologically, 

fifteen tools were studied (six Type I, three Type II, three Type III, and three Type 

IV). The use-wear analysis showed the function of the polished-edge discoidal 
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knives to be varied across the archaeological samples studied. Most of the use-

wear traces belonged to an unknown contact material. The experiments 

performed only covered a minimal number of contact materials (birch bark, clay, 

hide, and oak wood), therefore the use-wear traces on the archaeological 

samples did not always match the experimental tools wear traces. The analysis 

did show a manufacturing traces which was prominent in half of the 

archaeological samples; which shows another step in the manufacturing such as 

a grinding step discussed in Chapter 2. This project has contributed to a new 

understanding of how use-wear develops on a manufactured ground surface. An 

interpretation and  discussion of the exploratory results for this project builds a 

bigger picture of how these flint tools were used in the Late Neolithic across the 

British Isles., A revised typology was designed to better understand polished-

edge discoidal knives as a typology and classification is suggested by this project.   

An object itinerary was created as a result of this research. Object itineraries tell 

about the journey of objects through time and allow researchers to understand 

their meaning and function without including the biases of modern stereotypes to 

influence interpretations. The object itinerary for polished-edge discoidal knives 

was created to examine these artefacts and their entire life from the raw material 

to the deposition to the modern archaeological research. This understudied 

artefact category has been brought into the spotlight and the analysis helped 

change how these artefacts are perceived; with the creation of an object itinerary 

for this artefact classification, a better understanding of how these objects were 

created, handled, and valued in the Late Neolithic could assist finding more 

artefacts in sealed archaeological contexts.  
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6.1 Polished-edge Discoidal Knives 

Polished-edge discoidal knives are flint tools that were made by bifacially flaking 

the desired piece then finished by grinding the edges to produce a polished finish.      

Polished-edge discoidal knives currently number around 288 and date to circa 

2700-2200 cal. BCE which corresponds with the Late British Neolithic (Lewis 

2005; Pollard 2008). These tools were either made with flint flakes or core tools; 

there is evidence for either theory. The polished edges are the key features of 

these tools; the edges have a shiny, lustrous look to them. 

6.2 Revised Polished-edge Discoidal Knife Typology 

Originally, the typology for polished [edge] discoidal knives consisted of four types 

(circular, triangular, lozenge to broad leaf, and rectangular) (Clark 1929); they 

varied in size, but fit these four shapes. The revised typology has three types 

(circular, triangular, and lozenge to broad leaf), with Type IV being a separate 

category under the Discoidal Series. This revision emphasises that the Type I, II, 

and III of polished-edge discoidal knives are aesthetically different from the Type 

IV which are completely polished and could have functioned differently as tools.  

6.3 Final Summary 

There were some issues raised in the beginning about the tools’ function, 

archaeological date, archaeological context, and classification. The problems 

materialised as differing opinions in publications on function and date, which can 

be found in Chapter 2. The original opinions of these knives’ function were tools 

were used for hide working or they were a ‘prestige’ tool. The research has shown 

these objects were utilitarian tools and might have been used for one or more 

tasks of cultural significance involving hide, wood, or another material. The 
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archaeological date of these tools previously ranged from the Late Neolithic to 

Early Bronze Age with no knives found in a credible archaeological context. This 

research along with Lewis (2005) and Loveday (2011) has provided evidence for 

a Late Neolithic date which ranges from 2700-2200 BCE and has presented 

multiple archaeological contexts from monuments to burials to domestic settings. 

These knives were originally classified as discoidal polished flint knives by Clark 

(1929). Since 1929, the overall term has been modified by many authors, which 

has caused issues trying to research these artefacts. The revised classification 

is comprised of two parts: the first part of the new classification describes these 

artefacts more physically ‘polished-edge’ but still included as part of the original 

classification as the second part ‘discoidal knives’. Polished-edge discoidal 

knives as an artefact category deserves to considered a prestigious classification 

and warrants further study. 
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Chapter 7 Further Research Directions 

A further research question into polished-edge discoidal knives is what role did 

the landscape play into the function and deposition of these knives. Since 

polished-edge discoidal knives date to the Late Neolithic, examining other 

Grooved Ware archaeological sites, due to the earlier discussion about Grooved 

Ware and polished-edge discoidal knives, and where they are in the landscape 

could help answer that research question. By answering this question, better 

insight into polished-edge discoidal knives itinerary can be furthered. The 

relationship between  Grooved Ware sites and polished-edge discoidal knives in 

the landscape can forward the knowledge how these knives were deposited; 

which could help support these knives being utilitarian tools used to perform a 

culturally significant task.  

As previously discussed, the experimental work would benefit from further 

investigation. The experiments need to have longer use time. A longer time limit 

will be beneficial as it will allow more us-wear patterns to develop on the edge. 

An experimental exploration into multi-use tools would also be beneficial due to 

the varied uses of these tools. 

Beyond this, an examination into the Type IV and a comparison to copper axe 

heads (Loveday 2009; Loveday 2011) would be beneficial as it could lead to a 

better understanding of the Type IV object itinerary and function. Part of this 

comparison could be to understand the difference between Type IV and flake 

type I tools (Clark 1929; Manby 1974; Loveday 2011). This examination could 

help show how the idea and design for the Type IV developed; if it could also 

show if any influence is present in regard to Type IV from the continent.  
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Appendix I: Database – Type I, II, III 

Site Name/ Find 

Location 
County 

NGR/ OS Grid 

Reference 
Type Condition 

Measurements 

(* means 

measured from 

article) 

Context Associations 
Inferred Date 

Range 

Museum or 

Collection 
Reference 

Abbey Quarry Doulting, East 

Mendip 

ST645435 Type I Complete   Found in a pit Grooved Ware 

pottery from 2 

different vessels 

Late Neolithic   Lewis 2005 

Aldbourne Wiltshire SU2638675682 Fragment Unknown         Devizes Museum Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Alfriston Sussex Downs TQ5216203446 Type II Unknown         Museum of London: 

Garraway Rice 

Collection 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Altarnun (Wind 

Whistle) 

Cornwall SX2233281216 Type I Almost 

Complete 

99.1mm by 

59.1mm by 

9.2mm 

Surface find     Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1930.1561 

Burkitt 1931, Museum of Archaeology and Anthrpology, Cambridge catalogue 

Arbor Low Derbyshire SK1593063588 Rough-

out 

          Formerly at Arbor 

Low Farm 

Manby 1974 

Arbor Low Derbyshire SK1593063588 Type I Almost 

Complete 

76.2mm across       British Museum; 

Lucas Collection 

Gray 1903, Manby 1974, Evans 1897, Smith and Read 1911, Watson 1950 

Arbor Low Derbyshire SK1593063588 Type I Almost 

Complete 

        British Museum: 

Lucas Collection 

Gray 1903, Manby 1974, Evans 1897, Smith and Read 1911 

Arbor Low Derbyshire SK1593063588 Type I Unknown         Buxton Museum Manby 1974 

Arbor Low Derbyshire SK1593063588 Type I Unknown         Buxton Museum Manby 1974 

Ardross Ross-shire NH6067573516 Unknown Unknown         National Museum of 

Scotland 

Clark 1929 

Ashford Kent TR0054742549 Type I Unknown         Sheffield Museum: 

J.93-158 

Manby 1974 

Avebury Wiltshire SU1001069952 Unknown Unknown         Wiltshire Museum: 

DZSWS:1965.14.117  

Wiltshire Museum 

Avebury down Wiltshire SU1001069952 Type I Unknown         Ashmolean Museum: 

Passmore Collection 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Bagmoor Lincolnshire SE904163 Fragment Broken     flint scrapers, cores, 

petit-tranchet point, 

barbed and tang 

arrowheads, nine 

plano-convex knives, 

flakes-some 

retouched and a 

    Loughlin and Miller 1979: 194 
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stone axe blade 

Fragment 

Bagmoor Lincolnshire SE904163 Fragment Broken     flint scrapers, cores, 

petit-tranchet point, 

barbed and tang 

arrowheads, nine 

plano-convex knives, 

flakes-some 

retouched and a 

stone axe blade 

Fragment 

    Manby 1974, Loughlin and Miller 1979: 194 

Balcombe 

Forest 

West Sussex TQ2931 Type II Complete 72mm by  

73mm by 

9.5mm 

      Brighton Museum: R 

3384/3 

Brighton Museum and Art Gallery 

Ballymena County Antrim, 

Ireland 

D1003 Type I Unknown         Ashmolean Museum Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Ballymena County Antrim, 

Ireland 

D1003 Unknown Unknown         Ashmolean Museum Clark 1929 

Ballymena County Antrim, 

Ireland 

D1003 Unknown Unknown         Alex Keiller Museum Clark 1929 

Banham Norfolk TM0809 8613 Type II Complete 76.8mm by 

110.6mm by 

9.8mm* 

Late Neolithic 

Disturbed 

Hoard 

2 polished flint axes, 

weathered 

greenstone axe, and 

a igenous rock 

macehead 

  Castle Museum Gurney 1989, http://www.heritage.norfolk.gov.uk/record-details?MNF25649  

Banstead Surrey TQ2559 Type I Complete 74mm by 69mm Possibly part of 

the Wright 

Collection; 

purchased by 

Kingston 

Museum from 

GF Lawrence in 

1936 

    Kingston Museum 

store: 1259 

Cotton 1983 

Barton Hill, 

Mildenhall 

Suffolk   Type II or 

III 

Fragment 71mm by 

51.2mm by 

11.5mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 1894.8.2 

Clark 1929 (#51), Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Barton Hill, 

Mildenhall 

Suffolk   Unknown Complete 67.9mm by 

39.9mm by 

8.3mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: Z 

32282.6 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Basingstoke Hampshire SU6364852401 Unknown Unknown         Willis Collection Clark 1929 

Baysdale North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

  Fragment Broken         Private Collection: R. 

Close, Baysdale 

Manby 1974 

Beachamwell Norfolk TF7540805612 Unknown Unknown         Norwich Museum Clark 1929 
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Beggar's Bush 

Hill, Benson 

Oxfordshire   Unknown Unknown         Ashmolean Museum: 

W.R. Davies 

Collection 

Clark 1929 

Benson Lock, 

Thames 

Oxfordshire SU6109591252 Type I Unknown         Ashmolean Museum Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Biggin Derbyshire SK1538759372 Type II Unknown 101.6mm by 

34.9mm 

      Sheffield Public 

Museum: J.93-155 

[K. 848} 

Howarth, 1899 

Birkenside, 

Lauder 

Berwickshire   Unknown Unknown         National Museum of 

Scotland 

Clark 1929 

Blackland Suffolk   Unknown Unknown         British Museum: 

Trigg Collection 

Clark 1929 

Boltby Moor North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

  Fragment Broken         Private Collection: T. 

Lord, Settle 

Manby 1974 

Boltby Moor North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

  Fragment Broken         Private Collection: T. 

Lord, Settle 

Manby 1974 

Boltby Moor North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

  Type I Unknown         Private Collection: T. 

Lord, Settle 

Manby 1974 

Bonby Lincolnshire TA0015615409 Type I Complete 85mm in 

diameter 

Found in 1950     Scunthorpe Museum Manby 1974, Loughlin and Miller 1979: 187 

Bottisham Cambridgeshire   Type III Complete 59.9mm by 

82.1mm by 

15.5mm 

Excavated in 

1890 

  Neolithic/ 

Bronze Age 

Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: Z 31461 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Bottisham 

(Lower Field) 

Cambridgeshire TL5442860541 Type I Almost 

Broken 

65.5mm by 

56.1mm by 

12.5mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 1930.76 

Clark 1929 (#61 or 65), Clay 1928, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Brantham Suffolk   Type II Complete 100mm by 

70mm by  

4mm 

Surface find     returned to finder Tyacke, A (2008) CORN-729D30: A NEOLITHIC DISCOIDAL KNIFE Web page available 

at:https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/240222 [Accessed: Aug 1, 2016 2:46:28 PM] 

Bridlington East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

TA1824366640 Unknown Unknown           Manby 1974 

Bulford Wiltshire SU1685043450 Type I Almost 

Complete 

  Found during 

excavation of 

Neolithic pits 

in the ten pits, a 

greenstone axe, 

polished flint axes 

and miniture, animal 

bones and chalk 

objects were Found 

with Grooved Ware, 

Woodlands style 

    http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/projects/bulford/neolithic-pits 

Burley Moor Yorkshire S 137458 Type I Complete         Private Collection: E. 

Cowling, Otley 

Davies 1961, Manby 1974 

Burnt Fen Cambridgeshire   Type I Unknown   Collected in 

1896 

  Neolithic Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/240222
https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/240222
http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/projects/bulford/neolithic-pits
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Cambridge: 

1896.265 

Burnt Fen Cambridgeshire   Type I Complete 47.9mm by 

60.9mm by 

16.9mmm 

Found by 

Kenny Hill 

  Neolithic  Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 1899.18 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Burnt Fen Little Port, 

Cambridgeshire 

  Type I Complete 54.7mm by 

73mm by 

8.4mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1931.900 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Burnt Fen Little Port, 

Cambridgeshire 

TL6032287332 Type III Complete 65.5mm by 

106.8mm by 

11.5mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 1908.31 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Burwell Cambridgeshire TL5874266688 Type II Almost 

complete 

61.1mm by 

50.2mm by 

11.7mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: Z 31547 

Clark 1929 (#60 or 62), Clay 1928, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Burwell Cambridgeshire TL5874266688 Type III Unknown           Evans 1897 

Burwell Cambridgeshire TL5874266688 Unknown Unknown         Ashmolean Museum Clark 1929 

Burwell Fen Cambridgeshire   Type I Broken 76.7mm by 

78.5mm by 

10.3mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: Z 32159 

Clark 1929 (#60 or 62), Clay 1928, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue; 

Evans 1897: 343 

Calgow, 

Minnigaff 

Dumfries, 

Scotland 

NX 4265 Type I Broken in 

half 

87mm by  

69mm by  

12mm 

Surface find 

(NX 4265) 

    Stranraer Museum Pickin 1997 

Callis Wold East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE82125676 Type I Unknown         Hull Museum, then 

Yorkshire Museum 

Wainwright and Longworth 1971, Manby 1974 

Cambridge 

Fens 

Cambridgeshire   Unknown Unknown         Ashmolean Museum Clark 1929 

Cambridge 

Fens 

Cambridgeshire   Unknown Unknown         Ashmolean Museum Clark 1929 

Cambridgeshire Cambridgeshire   Unknown Unknown         Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge 

Clark 1929 

Capel Gwynfe Carmarthenshire SN7219722015 Type I Almost 

Complete 

49mm by 

63.6mm by 

10.8mm 

      National Museum of 

Wales: Acc. No. 

59.216 

Savory 1960, 1975, 1961; National Museum of Wales catalogue 

Carnaby Moor East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

  Type I           Sheffield Museum Manby 1974 
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Carnaby Top 

Site 12, Boynton 

East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

TA12256672 Type I           G.C. Drif. (Southburn 

Archaeological 

Museum) 

Manby 1974 

Carnanbane County 

Londonderry 

  Fragment Broken   Cairn leaf-shaped 

arrowhead, pear-

shaped scraper, 

plano-convex knife 

and Fragments of 

worked straight-

edged knives Found 

on the back floor and 

shouldered round-

bottom vessels a 

form from the 

sandhills of 

Dundrum, Co. Down 

with five or six plain 

bowls 

Late Neolithic   Corcoran 1960, Evans 1939/40 

Carnanbane County 

Londonderry 

  Fragment Broken   Cairn leaf-shaped 

arrowhead, pear-

shaped scraper, 

plano-convex knife 

and Fragments of 

worked straight-

edged knives Found 

on the back floor and 

shouldered round-

bottom vessels a 

form from the 

sandhills of 

Dundrum, Co. Down 

with five or six plain 

bowls 

Late Neolithic   Corcoran 1960, Evans 1939/40 

Catton Yorkshire   Unknown             Clark 1929 

Chelsfield Kent TQ4813264324 Unknown           Museum of London: 

Garraway Rice 

Collection 

Clark 1929 

Clapham Surrey TQ282749 Type I Complete 67mm by 

 59mm  

Found on 

Clapham 

Common in 

1919 or 1920 

;at the bottom 

of a shallow 

hole cuased by 

uprooting of an 

elm tree 

    British Museum 

store: 1936 10-21.1 

Cotton 1983 

Clough County Antrim, 

Ireland 

SB5044594955 Unknown           British Museum Clark 1929 

Clough County Antrim, 

Ireland 

SB5044594955 Unknown           British Museum Clark 1929 

Clough Ireland   Unknown Broken         Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1923.1081 H 

Clark 1929 (#18), Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 
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Cockroost Hill Portslade, 

Sussex 

  Type I Broken in 

half 

51mm by  

58mm by 

 11mm 

      Brighton Museum: 

R2606/14 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Coldstream Berwick, Scotland NT8400539799 Unknown           National Museum of 

Scotland 

Clark 1929 

Cophill Farm, 

Howick 

South Wales   Unknown Fragment 60.1mm by 

56.6mm by 

13.1mm  

      National Museum of 

Wales: 

2009.41H/5.27 

National Museum of Wales catalogue 

Craig-y-Llyn 

Rhondda 

South central 

Wales 

  Unknown Fragment 19mm by 

25.1mm by 

4.1mm  

      National Museum of 

Wales: 68.462/59a 

National Museum of Wales catalogue 

Cranwich Norfolk TL7803194812 Unknown           Norwich Museum Clark 1929 

Crosby Warren Lincolnshire SE9012 Type II Complete   Found on a 

small beaker 

site by Mr 

George Taylor 

    Scunthorpe Museum Manby 1974, Dudley 1949 

Culbin Sands Morayshire NH9694961511 Unknown           National Museum of 

Scotland 

Clark 1929 

Derbyshire Derbyshire   Type I           British Museum: 

Struge Collection 

Manby 1974, Clark 1929 

Derbyshire Derbyshire   Type I           British Museum: 

Struge Collection 

Manby 1974, Clark 1929 

Derbyshire Derbyshire   Type II 

(several) 

          Museum of Oxford Evans 1897 

Derbyshire Derbyshire   Type II 

(several) 

          Sheffield Museum: 

Bateman Collection 

Evans 1897 

Devil's Dyke West Sussex TQ2624911097 Type III Broken in 

half 

        Brighton Museum: R 

2628/24  

Brighton Museum and Art Gallery 

Devil's Dyke West Sussex TQ2624911097 Type III Broken in 

half 

        Brighton Museum: R 

3616/17  

Brighton Museum and Art Gallery 

Devil's Dyke, 

Saddlescombe 

West Sussex TQ2624911097 Type III almost 

Complete, 

1 missing 

tip 

92mm by 

 57mm 

      Brighton Museum: R 

2719/55 

Brighton Museum and Art Gallery 

Dunwester Unknown   Type I           British Museum Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Durrington Wiltshire   Type I           Devizes Museum Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Earlston Berwick, Scotland NT5801137916 Unknown           National Museum of 

Scotland 

Clark 1929 

East end of 

Stonehenge 

Cursus 

Wiltshire Lat. 51.11.21, 

Long. 1.48.10 

Type I Complete 76.2mm by 

57.1mm by 

12.7mm 

Surface find     Wiltshire Museum: 

DZSWS:1961.12.1  

Clay 1928, Field 2012, Wiltshire Museum 
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Eastbourne Sussex   Type I Broken         Pitt-Rivers Museum Gardiner 2008, Clark 1929 

Ebbor Gorge Somerset ST5239048590 Type I Almost 

Complete 

  Collected field 

walking 

24 plano-convex 

knives, scrapers, 

petit-tranchet 

derivative 

arrowhead, barbed 

and tanged 

arrowhead 

Late Neolithic Wells Museum Hack 1984; Lewis 1998 

Ellisfield Hampshire SU6353446383 Type I           Willis Collection Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Elstead Surrey SU9043 Type I Complete 73mm by 

 69mm  

Part of Frank 

Lasham 

Collection 9863 

    Guildford Museum: 

AG 95 

Cotton 1983 

Eriswell field Suffolk TL7243577389 Unknown Broken    Found during 

field collection 

    Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1905.176 

Clark 1929 (#53) 

Ewell Surrey TQ2192462724 Type I Almost 

Complete 

77mm by 

 73mm 

Surface find     Bourne Hall Museum Cotton 1984 

Fimber East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE8939160671 Type II           York Museum Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Fordoun, 

Kincardinshire 

Aberdeenshire NO7490475783 Type I           National Museum of 

Scotland: Cat. AA8 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Fylingdales North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

NZ9516403364 Type I           Private Collection: E. 

Cowling, Otley 

Manby 1974 

Gamlingay South 

Cambridgeshire 

TL236526 Type II Complete 73.8mm, 

93.8mm, 

11.7mm 

Found on land 

belonging to R. 

Roberts, 

around 200 

yards NE of 

Park Farm, 

Everton 

  Neolithic/ 

Bronze Age 

Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 1971.50 

B 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge 

Ganton North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

  Unknown Broken 55mm by  

45mm by 

 13mm 

          

Glenbush County Antrim, 

Ireland 

  Unknown           National Museum of 

Ireland, Alex Keiller 

Museum 

Clark 1929 

Glenleslie County Antrim, 

Ireland 

  Unknown           National Museum of 

Ireland, Alex Keiller 

Museum 

Clark 1929 

Gop Cave Prestatyn, Clwyd, 

Wales 

SJ0858480181 Unknown     Cist Peterborough 

pottery, white quartz 

peebles, two jet belt 

sliders 

Late Neolithic   Barnatt and Edmonds 2002 
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Grayshott Surrey SU87323443 Type I/IV Complete 70mm by 

45mm 

Found on the 

grounds of 

'Chasemoor' 

    Haslemere Museum Cotton 1983 

Great Baddow, 

Chelmsford 

Essex TL7315305278 Type II Complete 80mm by  

95mm by  

11mm 

Part of a hoard five flint axes and 

one igneous rock 

axe 

Late Neolithic British Museum: 

GBH 1950 775 

Varndell 2004 

Greenseats, 

Middleton 

Derbyshire   Type I           Sheffield Museum: 

J.93-139 

Manby 1974 

Grindale East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 Type I           Scarborough 

Museum 

Manby 1974 

Gussage Down Dorset ST9882811230 Type I Broken  80mm in 

diameter* 

      Private Collection: 

Martin Green, 

ST99841319 

Martin Green 

Gussage Down Dorset ST9882811230 Type II Complete 75.1mm by 

81.6mm  by 

9.7mm 

      Salisbury Museum: 

SBYWM:1928.2 

Clay 1928 

Gussage Down Dorset ST9882811230 Unknown           British Museum Clark 1929 

Hackpen Hill, 

near Avebury 

Wiltshire SU12897438 Type I           Swindon Museum Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Hampton Park Portswood, 

Southampton 

SU4345015050 Type I Complete 63mm by  

58mm by  

10mm 

      Sea City Museum, 

Southampton: 

A1969.223 

Gardiner 2008 

Hamptworth Wiltshire SU2445019650 Type III* Complete 80.7mm by 

65.6mm by 

11.6mm 

      Salisbury Museum: 

SBYWM: 1996R.670 

Salisbury Museum, orginially in Blackmore Museum 

Harome Yorkshire SE6520180584 Unknown           Sheffield Museum: 

Greenwell Collection 

Clark 1929 

Haslemere Surrey SU89963524 Unknown     Found wintin a 

large path of 

black earth at 

the NGR 

a barbed and tanged 

arrowhead and 

scrapers 

  Haslemere Museum Cotton 1983 

Henfield 

Common 

Sussex Downs   Unknown             Clark 1929 

High Moor, 

Wykeham 

North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE9631783423 Type I           Scarborough 

Museum: 759.65 

Manby 1974 

High Salvington Sussex Downs TQ1217006763 Type I           Private Collection in 

New Zealand 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Hindlow, Buxton Derbyshire SK0593673589 Fragment Broken         Buxton Museum Manby 1974 

Hirwaun 

Common 

Glamorgan, 

Wales 

SN9651605550 Type I Almost 

Complete 

88.8mm by 

76.4mm by 

12.3mm  

Surface find in 

Rhondda 

Forest 

    National Museum of 

Wales: 73.36H/32 

Savory 1975; National Museum of Wales catalogue 
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Hunmanby East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

TA0978877549 Type I           Sheffield Museum Manby 1974 

Hunter's Mere, 

Ashford 

Kent TR0054742549 Type II   101.6mm by 

63.5mm 

      Sheffield Museum: 

J.93-156 

Manby 1974 

Huntly Aberdeenshire NJ5299540212 Type I Almost 

Complete 

97mm by 78mm 

by 17mm 

Surface find     Royal Museum of 

Scotland 

Wickham-Jones 1987 

Hunton, 

Bridlington 

Yorkshire SE1850092490 Unknown           British Museum: 

Struge Collection 

Clark 1929 

Hunton, 

Bridlington 

Yorkshire SE1850092490 Unknown             Clark 1929 

Huntow East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

  Type I   69.8mm in 

diameter 

      Sheffield Museum: 

Greenwell Collection 

Manby 1974, Evans 1897 

Huntow 

Reservoir 

East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

  Type I           Private Collection: I. 

Smith 

Manby 1974 

Hurst Fen Suffolk TL7654171189 Unknown             Clark 1960 

Icklingham Suffolk TL7654171189 Type I Almost 

Complete 

54.1mm by 

60.2mm by 

8.1mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1906.182 

Clark 1929 (#58 or 59), Clay 1928, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Icklingham Suffolk TL7654171189 Type II   69.8mm         Evans 1897, 341 

Iford East Sussex TQ4055007249 Type I Almost 

Complete 

69mm by 62mm 

by 18mm 

Surface find 

during 

fieldwalking 

    returned to finder Leahy, K (2015) FAKL-5DF647: A NEOLITHIC POLISHED KNIFE Web page available 

at:https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/723216 [Accessed: Aug 1, 2016 2:32:22 PM] 

Ipswich  Suffolk TM1629644864 Unknown           Ipswich Museum: 

Reid Moir Collection 

Clark 1929 

Ireland Ireland   Type I           Ulster Museum Ulster Museum 

Ixworth Suffolk TL9314570698 Type III Complete 68.6mm by 

92.1mm by 

9.7mm 

Collected by 

Fenton, Sale 

Rm: Lot 42 

  Bronze Age Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1927.2147 

Clark 1929 (#55), Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Jeffrey's Point, 

near Devil Dyke 

Sussex Downs TQ2624911097 Unknown           Brighton Museum Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Kempston, 

Bedford 

Bedfordshire TL0290647297 Type II Complete 60mm by 

84.2mm by 

10mm 

      Salisbury Museum: 

1996R.730 

Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Kenslow Derbyshire   Fragment Broken         British Museum Manby 1974 

Kepwick Yorkshire SE4688090963 Type I Complete 53mm by 43mm 

by 12mm 

Surface find small blade and 

possibly another 

discoidal knife (see 

    Mackey 1979 

https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/723216
https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/723216
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Mackey 1979, 

footnote 1) 

Kincardineshire Aberdeenshire NO6956180688 Type I             Evans 1897 

Kintore Aberdeenshire NJ7910316178 Type I   71.3mm by 

64.1mm by 

13mm* 

      National Museum of 

Edinburgh 

Evans 1897, Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Lakenheath Suffolk TL7154682546 Type I ?   58mm by 

56.8mm 

    Neolithic Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 1900.82 

Clark 1929 (#52), Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Lakenheath Suffolk TL7154682546 Type II   82.55mm by 

76.2mm 

      Private Collection: 

Rev. W. Weller 

Poley, Brandon 

Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Lakenheath Suffolk TL7154682546 Type II Almost 

complete 

67.9mm by 

50.6mm by 

12.1mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1925.94/Record 1 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Lakenheath Suffolk TL7154682546 Unknown           Pitt-Rivers Museum Clark 1929 

Lanark  Lanarkshire, 

Scotland 

NS8826043808 Type I           National Museum of 

Scotland 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Lanarkshire Aberdeenshire NS8445033713 Type I   85.7mm by 

66.6mm 

      National Museum of 

Edinburgh 

Evans 1897 

Laverstock Wiltshire   Type II           Salisbury Museum Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Lawford Essex TM0927631261 Type II Broken 46.2mm by 

55.5mm by 

10.7mm 

Unstraified find 

during 1971 

excavation 

Grooved Ware     Wainwright and Longworth 1971, Shennan et al. 1985 

Leslie Aberdeenshire NO2484801701 Unknown           Private Collection: 

Graham Calander 

Clark 1929 

Liff's Low Derbyshire SK 153 586 Unknown     Cist 1 adult skeleton with 

Mortlake cup, 2 

edge-polished flint 

axes, 2 lozenge 

arrowheads, 1 

serrated blade, 1 

antler macehead, 2 

boar tusk blades, 2 

spearheads, and 3 

ochre Fragments 

    Kinnes 1979, Bateman 1848 

Limpsfield Surrey TQ419528 Type I     Found on 

Redlands Farm  

Found with a flint 

knife, two scrapers, a 

partly polished flint 

axe and a worn 

unpolished flint axe 

    Cotton 1983 

Limpsfield Surrey TQ42135192 Unknown Fragment 41mm by 52mm Found near 

'Lombarden' 

    Pitts Rivers Museum Cotton 1983 
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house; AM Bell 

collection 1920 

Lissue Ireland   Unknown     Rath cores, flakes, 

scrapers, saws, and 

Broken stone axe 

    Harper 1973/74, Bersu 1947 

Litlington Sussex Downs TQ5154200524 Unknown           Pitt-Rivers Museum Clark 1929 

Little Downham Cambridgeshire   Unknown     Collected by 

C.S. Leaf in 

1935 

  Bronze Age Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: Z 11490 

C 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Llanmellin 

Caerwent 

Southwest Wales   Unknown Fragment 21.8mm by 

32.5mm by 

5.4mm  

      National Museum of 

Wales: 32.385/21.1 

National Museum of Wales catalogue 

Llanwrtyd Wells Powys, Wales SN8775046549 Type I Complete 109mm by 

86mm by 17mm 

Surface find     returned to finder Basford, F (2006) IOW-450565: A NEOLITHIC LITHIC IMPLEMENT Web page available 

at:https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/141075 [Accessed: Aug 1, 2016 2:52:15 PM] 

Lluest Wen 

Reservior 

Rhondda 

Ferndale, Wales 51.705°N 

3.525°W 

Unknown   64.8mm by 

64.7mm by 

12.4mm  

      National Museum of 

Wales: 73.36H/31 

National Museum of Wales catalogue 

Long 

Wittenham, 

Berkshire 

Thames Basin 

Group 

SU5459693479 Type I Complete         Pitt-Rivers Museum; 

2007.74.1 

Clark 1929; 

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/research/readwatchlisten/imagegallery/2014galleries/imageobjecttext/prehistoric-

discoidal-flint-knife/ 

Low Catton East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE7040853791 Unknown             Manby 1974 

Lyminge Kent TR1602041005 Unknown Broken 87mm by 60mm 

by 6mm 

Pit in an Anglo-

saxon monastry 

    University of 

Reading 

David Mudd, researcher Universiry of Reading 

Lyndford Norfolk TL820911 Type I ? Fragment 49.1mm by 

64.8mm by 

11.7mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 1914.74 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Lyndford Norfolk TL820911 Type II Complete   Found in a 

trench dividing 

2 fields recently 

(1932) planted 

with trees by 

the School of 

Forestry 

  Neolithic Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1932.688 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Lyonnesse Cornwall SW9349748541 Type II             Harvey et al. 1967 

Lytchett Minster 

and Upton 

Dorset SY9605093150 Unknown           returned to finder Howard-Jones, E (2004) SOMDOR-0B5273: A NEOLITHIC LITHIC IMPLEMENT Web page available 

at: https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/71866 [Accessed: Aug 1, 2016 2:59:52 PM] 

Mam Tor Derbyshire SK127838 Type I           Castleton Museum Manby 1974, Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Manor Farm, 

Flixton 

East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

  Fragment Broken         Doncaster Museum Manby 1974 

https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/141075
https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/141075
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Lluest-wen_Reservoir&params=51.705_N_-3.525_E_type:waterbody_region:GB
https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Lluest-wen_Reservoir&params=51.705_N_-3.525_E_type:waterbody_region:GB
https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/71866
https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/71866
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Marlow Buckinghamshire SU861873 Type I Broken 58mm by 

48.8mm by 

8.8mm* 

Found in a 

brick-making 

firm 

    Hambleden Museum Smith and Wymer 1964 

Marnoch Banffshire, 

Scotland 

  Unknown           National Museum of 

Scotland 

Clark 1929 

Messingham Lincolnshire SE8925104271 Fragment Broken   Found in 

sandhills 

around Belle 

Vue Farm 

microliths, mesolithic 

flint cores, scrapers, 

plano-convex knives, 

arrowheads: large 

leaf-shaped 

Fragments, 3 

tranchet, and 1 

barbed and tange, 

flakes, prehistoric 

sherds, and more 

(See Loughlin and 

Miller 1979) 

    Manby 1974, Loughlin and Miller 1979: 205 

Middleton Derbyshire   Type I           Sheffield Museum: 

J.93-141 

Manby 1974 

Mildenhall Suffolk TL7088174842 Type I ? Broken  65.8mm by 

77.8mm by 

14.5mm 

    Bronze Age Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1927.2146 

Clark 1929 (#56), Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Mildenhall Suffolk TL7088174842 Type II           Ashmolean Museum Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Mildenhall Suffolk TL7088174842 Unknown           British Museum: 

Struge Collection 

Clark 1929 

Mildenhall Suffolk TL7088174842 Unknown           British Museum: 

Struge Collection 

Clark 1929 

Mildenhall Suffolk TL7088174842 Unknown           Ashmolean Museum Clark 1929 

Minninglow Derbyshire SK2083057329 Type I           Ashmolean Museum. 

1927.3465 

Manby 1974, Evans 1897, Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Misterton Nottinghamshire SK7649394850 Fragment Broken         Doncaster Museum Manby 1974 

Monknewtown County Meath   Unknown       plano-convex knife     Stout and Holloway 1991 

Morville Quarry 

Extension 

Shropshire SO681934 Type I Broken, 

Fragment 

  Unstraified- 

Found in OS 

Field no. 5500 

and 5236 

during 

fieldwalking 

possible Mesolithic 

flint, and one 

Fragment of a 

polished Neolithic 

tool 

  Shropshire County 

Museum 

Archaeological Service, Worcestershire County Council, Report 718, Projects 1577, 1714: 

Archaeological Evalution at Morville Quarry Extension, Shropshire 

Mount Sandel, 

Lower Site 

County 

Londonderry 

  Unknown     Unstraified        Collins 1983 

near Alfriston Sussex Downs TQ5216203446 Unknown           J.G.D Clark 

Collection 

Clark 1929 
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near Alfriston Sussex Downs TQ5216203446 Unknown           J.G.D Clark 

Collection 

Clark 1929 

near Bridlington Yorkshire TA1824366640 Unknown           Ashmolean 

Collection 

Clark 1929 

near Bridlington Yorkshire TA1824366640 Unknown           Ashmolean 

Collection 

Clark 1929 

near Bridlington Yorkshire TA1824366640 Unknown             Clark 1929 

near Dyke 

Station 

Sussex Downs TQ2624911097 Type I           Brighton Museum Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

near 

Eastbourne 

Sussex Downs   Unknown           British Museum Clark 1929 

near Ely Cambridgeshire TL5373880443 Type I Complete 75.2mm by 

70.4mm by 

9.3mm 

  a sherd of beaker 

pottery decorated by 

toothed stamp 

impression, a sherd 

decorated by 

irregular geomertic 

patterns crudely 

made by a blunt 

instrument' 

Neolithic/ 

Bronze Age 

Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1922.587 C 

Clark 1929 (#63), Clay 1928, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue, Clark, 

J. G. (1938) Early Man. In Salzman, L. (editor) The Victoria History of the County of Cambridgeshire 

and the Isle of Ely. Vol. 1. London: Oxford University Press. 247-304. 

near Glarryford County Antrim, 

Ireland 

NW2125770770 Unknown           National Museum of 

Ireland, Alex Keiller 

Museum 

Clark 1929 

near Sandown Isle of Wright SZ5978984341 Unknown           Mr. W.H. News’s 

Collection 

Clark 1929 

near Sandown Isle of Wright SZ5978984341 Unknown             Clark 1929 

near Thetford Suffolk TL8634382684 Type II stained 

yellow 

        Thetford Museum Clark 1929 

New Forest Hampshire   Type I Almost 

Complete 

77.85mm by 

64.69mm by 

11.29mm 

Surface find 

during 

fieldwalking 

    Returned to finder Hinds, K (2009) WILT-B18965: A NEOLITHIC DISCOIDAL KNIFE Web page available 

at:https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/262910 [Accessed: Aug 1, 2016 2:43:35 PM] 

Newark-on-

Trent 

Nottinghamshire SK7971053947 Type I           Newark Museum 

2.43 

Manby 1974 

Newhaven Derbyshire SK1652160266 Type I           Sheffield Museum: 

J.93-137 

Manby 1974 

Nocton Lincolnshire TF0569364299 Fragment Broken         Lincoln Museum: 37-

60 

Manby 1974 

North Stow Suffolk TL8554764549 Fragment Broken         Pitt-Rivers Museum Clark 1929 

Northdale, 

Grindale 

East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 Rough-

out 

          Private Collection: 

E.W. Jackson, 

Grindale 

Manby 1974 

https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/262910
https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/262910
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Northdale, 

Grindale 

East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 Type I           Yorkshire Museum 

FW.105 

Manby 1974 

Oaks Farm, 

Woodmansterne 

Surrey TQ2709259968 Type I Complete 75mm by 67mm Surface find     Private Collection Cotton 1984, Cotton 1980 

Old Portswood Hampshire   Type I           Willis Collection Clark 1929 

One Ash Shelter Peak District SK17266559 Unknown       leaf arrowhead     Barnatt and Edmonds 2002, Green 1980, Harris unpublished 

Oxted Surrey TQ3851 Unknown   60mm by 78mm Labelled 

'Oxted, Surrey 

1885 AM Bell 

collection, 

purchased 

1920' 

    Pitt Rivers Museum Cotton 1983 

Oxted II Surrey TQ 3851 Unknown   57mm by 67mm  Labelled 

'Oxted, Surrey 

AM Bell 

collection, 

purchased 

1920' 

    Pitt Rivers Museum Cotton 1983 

Peaslake Burrows Cross, 

Surrey 

TQ085447 Type II Complete 76mm by 72mm Found in a 

arable field; 

part of the 

collection of Mr 

CH Grindling 

and Mr AEP 

Collins 

re-chipped polished 

axe 

  Guildford Museum: 

G 3679 

Cotton 1984; Varndell 2004 

Peel Isle of Man SC2457983947 Unknown           Manx Museum: 

Cowley Collection, 

no. 1139; 1971-

0227/0008 

Clark 1935, Isle of Man Manx Museum 

Peel Isle of Man SC2457983947 Unknown           Manx Museum: 

Cowley Collection, 

no. 1139; 1971-

0227/0009 

Clark 1935, Isle of Man Manx Museum 

Peel Isle of Man SC2457983947 Unknown   8.2mm        Manx Museum: 

Cowley Collection, 

no. 1139; 1971-

0227/0012 (0014) 

Clark 1935, Isle of Man Manx Museum 

Pig Dean Sussex Downs   Unknown           Pitt-Rivers Museum Clark 1929 

Pikehall Derbyshire SK191591 Type I           Sheffield Museum: 

J.93-138 

Manby 1974 

Pitdoulzie, 

Turriff 

Aberdeenshire   Type I           National Museum of 

Scotland 

Evans 1897, Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Pitlochry Perth and Kinross NN9390958359 Type I             Evans 1897 

Poor Man's 

Wall, Devil's 

Dyke 

West Sussex TQ2624911097 Type III Broken in 

half 

        Bright Museum: R 

3616/16 

Brighton Museum and Art Gallery 
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Powder Mill 

Lane 

West Kent   Type I Broken   Large levelled 

mutli-period 

ditch and bank 

  Neolithic to 

Post-Medival 

  Tunbridge 2017 

Priddy Somerset ST523499 Type I Complete 58.6mm by 

54mm 

Surface find     local museum Hack 1984 

Quy East Anglia   Unknown           Ashmolean Museum Clark 1929 

Ramsbury Wiltshire SU2738071573 Type I           Ashmolean Museum: 

Passmore Collection 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Reach Cambridgeshire   Unknown       1 axe with ground 

cutting edges 

marked '1868', 1 axe 

with ground cutting 

edge, 1 leaf point 

and 1 fragment 

Bronze Age Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: Z 24444 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Reighton East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

TA1301275268 Type I           Sheffield Museum Manby 1974 

Richmond Lock 

II 

Thames Basin 

Group 

TQ170751 Type II Complete 83mm by 97mm Found during 

work on the 

'New Lock', 

Richmond in 

1893; part of 

Canon Williams 

Greenwell 

Collection 

    British Museum 

store: WG 604 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928, Cotton 1983 

Richmond, Lock 

I 

Thames Basin 

Group 

TQ 170751 Type II/III Complete 64mm by 78mm Found against 

the Midlesex 

bank at the 

weir; part of 

Llyod Collection 

    Museum of London: 

49.107/4 

Cotton 1983 

Richmond, 

Lockeweir 

Thames 

Thames Basin 

Group 

TQ1758874554 Type I Complete 78mm by 64mm        Museum of London: 

49.107/14 

Museum of London, Cotton 1983 

Ronaldsway Isle of Man SC2756570420 Unknown Broken   Neolithic house 

site 

animal remains, 

axeheads, adzes, 

chisels, arrowheads, 

serrated flint blades, 

scrapers, cores, 

flakes, schist 

plaques, grindstones 

and polishers, 

Glencrutchery ware 

  Isle of Man Manx 

Museum 

Bruce et al. 1947 

Rotherhithe Surrey Docks TQ360791 Type I Complete 60mm by 79mm Found on the 

site of the 'new 

extension' to 

Surrey Dooks in 

December 1895 

    British Musuem store Cotton 1983 

Rushford Norfolk TL9237881471 Unknown           Norwich Museum Clark 1929 

Santon Norfolk TL8232486987 Unknown           Norwich Museum Clark 1929 
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Sawdon North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE9424084863 Type I           Private Collection: J. 

Cundall, Sherburn 

Manby 1974 

Scotter Lincolnshire SE8845801107 Fragment Broken           Manby 1974 

Sewerby East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

TA1987768850 Type I           Sheffield Museum Manby 1974 

Sherburn Carr Yorkshire   Type I   50.8mm in 

diameter 

      Sheffield Museum: 

Greenwell Collection 

Evans 1897, Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Slatepit Moor Lancashire SE000009 Type I Complete 66mm by 

60.9mm by 

10.6mm 

Surface find       Davies 1961 

Sledmere East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE9314964901 Unknown           British Museum: 

Struge Collection 

Manby 1974, Clark 1929 

Sneck Yat North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE509877 Type I           Private Collection: T. 

Lord, Settle 

Manby 1974 

Solider's Hole Cheddar Gorge, 

Somerset 

ST4687354015 Type I       partially polished flint 

axe, Grooved Ware 

pottery, a large knife, 

a curved knife, a 

large scraper, and a 

saw 

    Lewis 2005 

Solider's Hole Cheddar Gorge, 

Somerset 

ST4687354015 Type I       partially polished flint 

axe, Grooved Ware 

pottery, a large knife, 

a curved knife, a 

large scraper, and a 

saw 

    Lewis 2005 

Somerset     Type I ? Fragment 25.8mm by 

48mm by 

13.6mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: Z 

32611.6 (1) 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Somerset     Type I ? Fragment 28.9mm by 

8.8mm 

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthrpology, 

Cambridge: Z 

32611.6 (2) 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Southampton Hampshire SU4218711402 Unknown Fragment? 39mm by 38mm 

by 8mm 

Stray finds     Sea City Museum, 

Southampton: 

A1981.782 

Gardiner 2007, Sea City Musuem 

Southampton Hampshire SU4218711402 Unknown Fragment? 37mm by 34mm 

by 15mm 

Stray finds     Sea City Museum, 

Southampton: 

A1981.895 

Gardiner 2007, Sea City Musuem 

Sprague Devon   Type I Almost 

Complete 

        Royal Albert 

Memorial Museum 

and Art Gallery; 

434/1910 

http://rammcollections.org.uk/object/discoidal-knife/  

http://rammcollections.org.uk/object/discoidal-knife/
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Sprotbrough West Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE5436505046 rough-out           Doncaster Museum Manby 1974 

St 

Edmundsbury 

Suffork TL8406364938 Type III Broken 34.26mm by 

14.04mm by 

5.52mm 

Surface find     Returned to finder Brown, A (2008) SF-4268E0: A NEOLITHIC LITHIC IMPLEMENT Web page available 

at:https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/229773 [Accessed: Aug 1, 2016 3:05:43 PM] 

Storrington Sussex Downs TQ0861914342 Type I           Museum of London: 

Garraway Rice 

Collection 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Strand-on-the 

Green 

Thames Basin 

Group 

TQ195777 Type I Complete 98mm by 99mm Found in a 

small cut into 

the eatern end 

of the 

backwater 

which 

separates 

Strand-on-the 

Green from a 

small eyot in 

the the river 

a Type IV   Museum of London 

store: A 23481 

Clark 1929, Cotton 1983 

Stretham Cambridgeshire TL513747 Type II Complete   Found on 

Chittering Farm 

  Bronze Age Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 

1953.573 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Suffolk East Anglia   Unknown           Pitt-Rivers Museum Clark 1929 

Swaffham Fen, 

Cambridge 

Cambridgeshire TF8154909549 Type III   101.6mm        Ashmolean Museum Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Swan Brake, 

North Stow, 

Bury St. 

Edmunds 

Suffolk TL8554764549 Type I           Ashmolean Museum Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Sway Hampshire SZ2798 Unknown           Winchester Museum Clark 1929 

Swineshaw Lancashire   Type I             Manby 1974 

Tackley, 

Oxfordshire 

Thames Basin 

Group 

SP4617720977 Unknown           Pitt-Rivers Museum Clark 1929 

Tarras, 

Langholm 

Dumfriesshire, 

Scotland 

NY380812 Type III Complete 99mm by 71mm 

by 12mm. 

Surface find     Carlisle Museum 

(Tullie House, 

87.1947-1) 

Fell 1970 

Thames at 

Windsor 

Berkshire SU9655176542 Type II   85.7mm long         Evans 1897 

Thames in Barn 

Elms 

Thames Basin 

Group 

TQ234765 Type I/II Complete 95mm by 91mm 

by 15mm  

Found at the 

point where a 

small outflow 

from the ditch at 

Barn Elms was 

situated, now 

covered in by 

    Museum of London: 

A23813 

Clark 1929, Cotton 1983 

https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/229773
https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/229773
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the 

embankment 

Thames near 

Chelsea Reach 

Thames Basin 

Group 

TQ280778 Type I Complete 79mm by 

105mm 

Found in filling 

Ham Gravel pit 

neat the river at 

Chealsea 

Reach; part of J 

Orrell Knowles 

collection 

    Museum of London 

store: 60.176/351 

Cotton 1983 

Thames, 

Mortlake 

Thames Basin 

Group 

TQ210761 Unknown   62mm by 63mm Found 

somwhere 

between Red 

house and the 

Ship Hotel 

    Museum of London 

store: A 10667 

Cotton 1983 

Thetford Suffolk TL8634382684 Unknown           Norwich Museum Clark 1929 

Thetford, 

Warren 

Suffolk TL8634382684 Unknown           Pitt-Rivers Museum Clark 1929 

Thwing East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

TA0485970119 Type I           Yorkshire Museum Manby 1974, Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Tooth Cave Ilston, Gower, 

Wales 

SS533907 Type I Almost 

Complete 

73mm by 

56.9mm by 

13.8mm 

Charcoal area 

near a 10 foot 

drop around 16 

feet from the 

excavated 

entrance of 

Chamber 1  

animal bone needle, 

bone bead, human 

skull, animal spatula 

Second 

Neolithic/ Early 

Bronze Age 

National Museum of 

Wales: 68.86/1 

Harvey et al. 1967; Green 1989; National Museum of Wales catalogue 

Trefeglwys Montgemeryshire, 

Wales 

SN9705690243 Type I Complete 69.1mm by 

70.3mm  

Surface find     Powys land/ 

Welshpool Museum; 

A133 

Anon 1873, Evans 1897, Clark 1929, Clay 1928, Savory 1961 

Trelystan, 

Powys 

Montgemeryshire, 

Wales 

SJ2626103970 Unknown             Britnell 1982 

Tuddenham Suffolk   Type I ? Fragment 66.8mm by 

50.1mm  

      Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: Z 32432 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue  

Twickenham II Thames Basin 

Group 

TQ1672 Type I     Found in the 

river near 

Twickenham 

    Retainer by Finder; 

Private collection 

Cotton 1983 

Undley Suffolk   Unknown Fragment 55.3mm by 

72.7mm by 

12.3mm 

    Neolithic Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: Z 32543 

Clark 1929 (#57), Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Undley Suffolk   Unknown         Neolithic Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 1914.73 

Clark 1929, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Unknown Thames Basin 

Group 

  Type I Complete 108mm by 

104mm  

Part of the 

Thomas Layton 

Collection from 

    Museum of London 

store: 0.673 

Cotton 1983 
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the west 

London 

stretches priot 

to 1911 

Unknown Thames Basin 

Group 

  Type I Complete 80mm by 80mm Part of the 

Thomas Layton 

Collection from 

the west 

London 

stretches priot 

to 1911 

    Museum of London 

store: 0.769 

Cotton 1983 

Unknown Unknown, 

England 

  Type I           British Museum: 

Londesborough 

Collection 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Unknown Unknown, Ireland   Type I Complete, 

but burnt 

on one 

face 

60mm by 50mm       National Museum of 

Ireland: Keiller- 

Knowles Colleciton: 

KK06188 

Woodman 2006: 178 

Unknown Thames Basin 

Group 

  Type II Complete 56mm by 74mm Part of the 

Thomas Layton 

Collection from 

the west 

London 

stretches priot 

to 1911 

    Museum of London 

store 

Cotton 1983  

Wallingford Oxfordshire SU6059889321 Type II   96.5mm by 

88.9mm 

      Ashmolean Museum Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Walton on the 

Naze 

Essex   Type II Complete       Neolithic Museum of 

Archaeology and 

Anthropology, 

Cambridge: 1951. 

868 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge catalogue 

Weaverthorpe East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE9644270875 Type I           Yorkshire Museum Manby 1974 

Welburn North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE7197768025 Type III           Leicester Museum Manby 1974 

West Dean Sussex Downs   Type II           Museum of London: 

Garraway Rice 

Collection 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

West Kennet Wiltshire   Unknown           Kendall Collection Clark 1929 

West Kennet Wiltshire   Unknown               

West Lindsey Lincolnshire   Unknown Fragment 55.3mm by 

30.2mm by 

7.9mm 

Surface find 

while 

fieldwalking 

    Retainer by Finder Foreman, M (2010) NLM-B3A608: A NEOLITHIC KNIFE Web page available 

at:https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/407496 [Accessed: Aug 1, 2016 2:40:38 PM] 

Weybridge Surrey TQ0764 Unknown Fragment? 55mm by 39mm Local to 

Weybridge 

    Weybridge Museum 

store: 155.1966/2 

Cotton 1983 

https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/407496
https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/407496
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Wheldrake East Riding, 

Yorkshire 

SE6825444947 Type I           Recorded at 

Yorkshire Museum 

Manby 1974 

Whitby North Riding, 

Yorkshire 

NZ8935110941 Unknown             Manby 1974, Clark 1929 

Whitwell Derbyshire SK53547765 Type II Complete 73.6mm by 

81.2mm by 

7.6mm 

Surface find in 

field 5356 

small flint scraper 

and flint waste flakes 

Neolithic/Bronze 

Age 

Sheffield City 

Museum 

Dolby 1964 

Willington Mill, 

Eastbourne 

East Sussex TV6075299254 Type I Complete 74.1mm by 

68mm by 

12.7mm* 

      Private Collection: 

Mr. R. Hilton of East 

Dean, then 

Ashmolean Museum 

Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Wilsford Down Wiltshire SU107408 Unknown     Finds during 

fieldwalking 

other flint; later 

excvation: 

Peterborough Ware, 

Beaker pottery, 

fabric impressed 

gorg tempered, and 

a collared urn 

    Richards 1990; Exon et al. 2000 

Windmill Hill, 

Avebury 

Wiltshire SU0860271454 Unknown Broken         Wiltshire Museum: 

DZSWS:2001.155.20  

Wiltshire Museum 

Windsor, 

Thames 

Thames Basin 

Group 

SU9655176542 Unknown             Evans 1897, Clark 1929 

Winterbourne 

Monckton 

Wiltshire SU0993672065 Unknown           Kendall Collection Clark 1929 

Winton Hampshire   Type I           Salisbury Museum Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Woolwich, 

Thames 

Thames Basin 

Group 

TQ4321578632 Unknown           Pitt-Rivers Museum Clark 1929 

Yiewsley, 

Middlesex (near 

Staines) 

Thames Basin 

Group 

TQ0597880458 Type II           Museum of London: 

Garraway Rice 

Collection 

Clark 1929, Clay 1928 

Yorkshire Yorkshire   Type I   50.8mm in 

diameter 

      Sheffield Museum: 

Greenwell Collection 

Evans 1897 
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Appendix II: Database – Type IV 

Site Name/ 
Find Location 

County 
NGR/ OS Grid 
Reference 

Type Condition 

Measurements 
(* means 
measured from 
article) 

Context Associations 
Inferred Date 
Range 

Museum or 
Collection 

Reference 

Aldro Group, 
Barrow C75, 
Burial 2 

East Yorkshire SE800625 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
104.7mm by 
30.16mm by 
2.11mm 

Found at the base of the 
barrow behind the left 
shoulder of Skeleton 2.  

In this barrow, 2 adults skeletons were Found in a crouched position 
(No 1 was facing NW with its back to the SE, and No 2 is facing W 
with its back to the E) No 1 had 46 flakes placed at the back of the 
skull and 2 flint flake knives (a serrated blade and polished knife) 
behind the shoulders. No 2 has the Type IV discoidal knife. There is 
also a small pile of burnt bones. 

    
Mortimer 1905, 
Clay 1928 

Aldro Group, 
Barrow 94 

East Yorkshire SE800625 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
35mm by 
22.22mm  

Found behind the 
shoulders of the eastern 
body 

The remains of 2 bodies (only the leg bones and some dark matter 
still existed) and where the shoulders would be this knife was Found 
behind them (Similar to C75). Also Found was a Towthorpe bowl.  

    
Mortimer 1905, 
Kinnes 1979 

Arbor Low Derbyshire SK1593063588 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Formerly at Arbor 
Low Farm 

Manby 1974 

Arbor Low Derbyshire SK1593063588 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  Buxton Museum Manby 1974 

Bottisham 
Fen 

Cambridgeshir
e 

TL5442860541 
Type 
IV 

Almost 
Complete 

76.5mm  by 
61.6mm 

Excavated in 1899; sub-
rectangular 

  

Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 

Museum of 
Archaeology and 
Anthropology, 
Cambridge: Z 
31463.2 

Museum of 
Archaeology and 
Anthropology, 
Cambridge 
catalogue; Clark 
1929 (#61 or 65) 

Bridlington 
East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1824366640 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Ashmolean 
Museum. 
1927.3936 

Manby 1974 

Bridlington 
East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1824366640 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Ashmolean 
Museum. 
1927.3938 

Manby 1974 

Bridlington 
East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1824366640 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  Sheffield Museum Manby 1974 

Burwell Fen 
Cambridgeshir
e 

TL5874266688 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
107.4mm by 
66.9mm by 
9.5mm  

Found in 1869 

  

  

Museum of 
Archaeology and 
Anthropology, 
Cambridge: Z 
31548 

Clark 1929, Evans 
1897, Museum of 
Archaeology and 
Anthropology, 
Cambridge 
cataogue 

Burwell 
Cambridgeshir
e 

TL5874266688 
Type 
IV 

Almost 
Complete 

65.4mm by 
58.1mm by 
11mm 

  

  

  

Museum of 
Archaeology and 
Anthropology, 
Cambridge: 
1883.96 

Museum of 
Archaeology and 
Anthropology, 
Cambridge 
catalogue 

Calling Low, 
Middleton 

Derbyshire SK184654 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Sheffield 
Museum: J.93-88 

Manby 1974 

Cottam 
Warren 

East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

  
Type 
IV 

Unknown     

  

  

G.C. Drif. 
(Southburn 
Archaeological 
Museum) 

Manby 1974 

Duggleby 
Howe 

Fimber, East 
Riding, 
Yorkshire 

SE8792966910 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
66.6mm by 
30.1 mm by 
1.5mm 

Burial Mound 
Knife Found with Burial D. Other artefacts in the mound were a 
Duggleby-type flint axe, lozenge arrowhead and antler macehead 

  
Scunthorpe 
Museum 

Manby 1974, 
Kinnes 1979 
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East 
Yorkshire 

East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

  
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Scunthorpe 
Museum. 42 

Manby 1974 

East 
Yorkshire 

East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

  
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Yorkshire 
Museum 

Manby 1974 

Farnham, 
The Ranges 

Hampshire SU847503 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
94mm by 
58mm  

Part of th Canon O'Farrell 
Collection 

  
  Unknown 

Cotton 1984 
Appendix 

Fordoun, 
Kincardinshir
e 

Aberdeenshire 
NO749047578
3 

Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
National Museum 
of Scotland 

Clark 1929, Clay 
1928 

Frisby on the 
Wreake 

Leicestershire SK711154 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
114mm by 
67mm by 
12mm 

Surface find 
  

  
Leicestershire 
Museum Service: 
A173 1985 

Graf and Pirie 
1986 

Glenluce 
Wigtown, 
Scotland 

  
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
National Museum 
of Scotland 

Clark 1929, Clay 
1928 

Grindale 
East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Scarborough 
Museum 

Manby 1974 

Grindale 
East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Private Collection: 
E.W. Jackson, 
Grindale 

Manby 1974 

Honington Suffolk TL9097974643 
Type 
IV 

Fragment   
Grooved Ware 
occupation 

debitage, two borers, Fragment of polished axe, two hammer stones, 
a leaf arrowhead 

Late Neolithic   Fell 1951 

Kentford Suffolk   
Type 
IV 

Complete 
66.9mm by 
41.3mm by 
8.6mm 

  

  

  

Museum of 
Archaeology and 
Anthropology, 
Cambridge: Z 
24211.6 

Museum of 
Archaeology and 
Anthropology, 
Cambridge 
catalogue 

Lean Low, 
Newhaven 

Derbyshire SK1652160266 
Type 
IV 

Unknown 
88.9mm by 
57.15mm 

  

  

  

Sheffield 
Museum: 
Bateman 
Collection 

Manby 1974, 
Evans 1897, Clark 
1929, Clay 1928 

Leatherhead Surrey TQ1649356478 
Type 
IV 

Almost 
Complete 

66mm by 
56mm 

Found while searching a 
freshly harrowed strip of 
the fields adajacent to the 
river Mole 

  

  
Retrained by 
Finder 

Carpenter 1957 

Leswalt 
Wigtownshire, 
Scotland 

NX0186763927 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
110mm by 
54mm by 
12mm  

  

  

  

Glasgow Art 
Gallery and 
Museum: 
A.1955.96.cbf  

Scott 1966; 
Glasgow 
Museums 

Luce Sands 
Dumfries, 
Scotland 

NX12575262 
Type 
IV 

Broken 
78mm by 
100mm by 
11mm 

Surface find 
  

  
Stranraer 
Museum 

Pickin 1997 

Navan Rath  
County 
Armagh, 
Ireland 

  
Type 
IV 

Complete 
81.8mm by 
70.4mm by 
14.4mm* 

  
  

  
Ulster Museum: 
78: 1958 

Flanagan et al. 
1959 

Northdale, 
Grindale 

East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Rotherham 
Museum 

Manby 1974 

Northdale, 
Grindale 

East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Private Collection: 
I. Smith, 
Bridlington 

Manby 1974 

Northdale, 
Grindale 

East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Private Collection: 
E.W. Jackson, 
Grindale 

Manby 1974 

Northdale 
East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
80.4mm by 
52.9mm by 
8.6mm* 

Surface find during 
fieldwalking 

  
  

Private Collection: 
Martin Green, 
TA156713 

Martin Green 

Northdale 
East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
113.3mm by 
73.3mm by 
3.8mm* 

Surface find during 
fieldwalking 

  
  

Private Collection: 
Martin Green, 
TA159715 

Martin Green 
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Northdale  
East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 
Type 
IV 

Fragment     
  

  
Private Collection: 
Martin Green 

Martin Green 

Northdale 
East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA1310371319 
Type 
IV 

Fragment     
  

  
Private Collection: 
Martin Green: 
TA160714 

Martin Green 

Pebble 
Coombe 

Surrey TQ206531 
Type 
IV 

Fragment 
34.5mm by 
30.5mm 

Surface find 
  

  Private Collection Cotton 1984 

Pentrefoelas, 
Denbighshire 

Conwy County 
Borough, 
Wales 

SH8739751546 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

    
Evans 1897, Clark 
1929, Clay 1928, 
Savory 1961 

Pick Ridge 
Farm, 
Overton 

Wiltshire SU1307368069 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
89.1mm by 
54.3mm by 
9.3mm 

  large barbed arrow or javelin head   
Salisbury 
Museum: 
1996R.736 

Evans 1897, Clark 
1929, Clay 1928 

Quy Fen 
Cambridgeshir
e 

  
Type 
IV 

Complete 
82.55mm by 
53.97mm to 
47.62mm 

  
  

    Evans 1897 

Ronaldsway Isle of Man SC2756570420 
Type 
IV 

Complete 
60mm by 
40mm by 5mm 

Neolithic house site 
animal remains, axeheads, adzes, chisels, arrowheads, serrated flint 
blades, scrapers, cores, flakes, schist plaques, grindstones and 
polishers, Glencrutchery ware 

  
Isle of Man Manx 
Museum: 1983-
0296/17 

Bruce et al. 1947 

Seamer Moor 
North Riding, 
Yorkshire 

  
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Yorkshire 
Museum 

Manby 1974 

Thwing 
East Riding, 
Yorkshire 

TA0485970119 
Type 
IV 

Unknown     
  

  
Scunthorpe 
Museum 

Manby 1974 

Unknown 
Unknown, 
England 

  
Type 
IV 

Broken in 
half 

        
Martin Green 
Private Collection: 
TA 07/14 

Martin Green 
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Appendix III: Datasheets – Experimental Tools 
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Appendix IV: Datasheets – Archaeological Samples 
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Appendix V: Experimental Pilot Study and Results 

The purpose of this pilot study was to see how use-wear accumulated on top of 

the polished surface. It was also to judge the amount of force that was needed to 

accumulate wear on the surface. Debarking wood was chosen as wood was the 

hardest material in the experimental design and debarking wood and wood 

working consisted of half of the experiments. This pilot experiment shows that 

use-wear can be accumulated on top of a pre-polished surface and use-wear is 

identifiable. The use-wear data was captured with the Olympus LEXT and 

analysed by using Mountains Map Surface Texture Analysis Premium software.  

A polished edge was used for 30-minute intervals for debarking a small branch 

of wood. At the end of each 30-minute interval, the tool was cleaned, and the 

edge was examined with a metallurgy microscope. This was to determine if 

discernible use-wear patterns could be identified. The manufacture polish was 

completed to be seen parallel striations to the edge, so the use-wear could be 

seen being perpendicular use-wear against the edge.  

The results from this pilot study show that the manufacturing polish evidence (e.g. 

striations, ridges, grooves, valleys, etc.) slowly disappear over time from use; 

however, the use-wear seems to build on the highest points and ridges before 

‘filling in’ the lower areas. At the third and fourth intervals, the tool began to lose 

its efficiency, the author believes the edge was beginning to dull from use. The 

edge of the tool shows a smoothing eroding effect; this is from use. This use-

wear amasses on the highest ridges and points and at times those points are 

from the manufacturing polish.  

This study showed that use can alter the surface topography of a manufactured 

polished surface similarly to how use modifies a non-manufactured polished 
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surface. An observation made during the use of this pilot study was that use-wear 

seems to take longer to accumulate on the surface; which is a factor to be 

remembered when completing the experimental work.  

The Olympus OLS 4000 LEXT was used to examine the fourth interval (the two-

hour mark). The purpose was to discover if the use-wear accumulated was 

enough to be identifiable when using the LEXT. With the use of the Mountains 

Map software, a deeper analysis can be conducted on the images taken by the 

LEXT. The use of Mountains Map allows researchers to more tools to analysis 

2D and 3D images of surfaces. This software allows 3D surfaces to be examined 

layer by layer, show the 3D topography from any view, and can correct 

measurement defects and anomalies without having to rescan using the 

microscope.  
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The first figure shows the polished surface after 30 minutes of debarking wood. 

To represent the manufacture polish, the purple arrows in the image show signs 

of manufacturing polish. The blue arrows in the image show use-wear from 

debarking. The edge of this tool is pictured at the bottom or near the bottom of 

the image. 
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The figure shows debarking use-wear after one hour of use. The manufacturing 

polish (shown where by the purple arrows) is more difficult to see. The use-wear 

is starting to form a slight polish on the higher topography of the edge, shown by 

the blue arrows. The striations from use are becoming more polished and visible. 

Also, the higher topography of the manufacturing polish evidence shows more 

use-wear polish. The edge of the tool is pictured at the bottom of the image. 
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The third figure shows an hour and half of use of debarking. There are more bright 

spots of polish showing up. There are fewer striations from use but more polishing 

on the higher topography. The manufacturing polishing evidence is very difficult 

to see now; they are faint striations shown by the purple arrows. The blue arrows 

show the areas of bright polish from use on the higher spots. The edge of the tool 

is pictured at the bottom of the image. 
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This fourth figure shows the edge after 2 hours of use. After 2 hours of use, the 

use-wear polished areas have started to link together. The manufacturing polish 

evidence is fainter now, shown by the purple arrows. The blue arrows show the 

use-wear polish on the edge. The edge of the tool is pictured at the bottom of the 

image. 
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This fifth shows what the surface looks like under the LEXT. It is a 3D intensity 

photo that shows the use-wear striations and the manufacturing striations. This 

image was taken in six different images and stitched together using the LEXT. 

 

 

This mostly red in colour image shows the height data from the edge cropped 

from the above image. This image allows the use-wear striations to be more 

apparent. This allows for surface measurements to be taken using Mountains 

Map Surface Texture Analysis software. The higher the topography the lighter the 

colour.  
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This mostly yellow image shows the height data when the form is removed. 

Removing the form means that the surface waviness and texture have been 

removed to see the topography (Evans et al. 2014). It is to make that the striations 

are not modifying the surface. The lighter the colour, the higher the topography.  

 

The purpose of this was to see how use-wear accumulated on top of the polished 

surface. It was also to judge the amount of force that was needed to accumulate 

wear on the surface. Debarking wood was chosen as wood was the hardest 

material in the experimental design and debarking wood and wood working 

consisted of half of the experiments. This pilot experiment shows that use-wear 

can be accumulated on top of a pre-polished surface and use-wear is identifiable. 

The use-wear data was captured with the Olympus LEXT and analysed by using 

Mountains Map Surface Texture Analysis Premium software.  
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Appendix VI: Cambridge Research Visit 

This report is to discuss what I have accomplished while researching at the 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology at Cambridge from September 4th to 

8th and September 18th to 22nd 2017.  

During the first week of research, I examine forty-seven different artefacts. Out of 

those forty-seven, twenty-nine were determined to be polished-edge discoidal 

knives; the artefact list researched is attached. Each artefact was investigated for 

the following: at least one polished edge, the correct shape to fit revised typology 

(circular, triangular and lozenge), completeness, and shape. The eighteen 

artefacts that were determined to not fit in the revised typology were disqualified 

for specific reasons such as incorrect shape, no polished edges, different artefact, 

and did not fit into the revised typology.  

Week of September 4th to 8th  

On September 4th, fourteen artefacts were sketched, measured, and described 

for my research. The sketches are for personal documentation; the sketches 

include post-depositional damage such as edge damage, display damage (i.e. 

glue), level of polish on the edges and faces, labels, knapping features (i.e. 

fractures: hinge or step, bulb of percussion, striking platform, pressure flaking, 

cortex, and flake scars. Measurements were taken at the widest parts of the 

artefacts; a length, width and thickness measurement was taken for each artefact; 

the triangular shape artefact, each side was measured. The description includes 

flint colour, damage, find location, how it fits into the revised typology by shape, 

labels, visible striations in the polishing, and other details deemed valuable.  

On September 5th, fourteen artefacts were also sketched, measure, and 

described. Again, the sketches are for personal documentation. The 
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measurements were taken at the widest parts of the artefacts and the 

descriptions are taken.  

On September 6th, sketches of artefacts were finished, and levels of edge polish 

was recorded on eight from the day before. Photographs of the relevant artefacts 

began today. I began taking photographs for my PhD project; twenty artefacts 

were photographed. Each artefact has between 15 and 70 photos. I updated my 

database for my research with all the new entries and information regarding their 

accession number, find location, shape, and details. 

On September 7th, photographs continued. I finished taking photos for my 

research and began taking photos for the online database for the museum. I took 

two lots of photographs of these artefacts for the worst-case scenario.  

On September 8th, I photographed the disqualified artefacts for the museum. 

There is between 8 and 15 photos of each artefact. Each image was labelled in 

line with museum standards. I began going through the museum records for each 

artefact I was researching. The plan was the compare the original catalogue card 

to the annual report from the museum to the CAS and the online catalogue to see 

if the information was correctly reflected online. 

Week of September 18th to 22nd  

During the second week of research at the Museum of Archaeology and 

Anthropology, a few different things were accomplished. 

On September 18th, I finished examining the catalogue cards, the database, and 

the online catalogue comparison. I had to retake some artefact photos as they 

did not meet my standards. I went through my main source (Clark 1929) to make 

sure we located each artefact he decides in his article. We discovered there were 

two missing from his list that I had not seen. Two more artefacts were added to 
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the overall ones that fit in the revised typology. However, a problem arose: in 

Clark’s article, he does not give any defining features of the artefacts and for two 

find locations there were 2 possible artefacts. Other than that, I could pick out 

with artefacts corresponded with his list. In my notes, I have noted with number 

corresponds to which artefact I have looked at. Each new artefact was sketched, 

measured, and described.  

On September 19th, I went through references to locate any more information 

regarding these pieces. I also used the university’s library to locate specific 

references I could not find: Clark (1970) Aspects of Prehistory. Berkeley, 

University of California Press, Clark (1960) Archaeology and society: 

reconstructing the prehistoric past. Methuen, University of Cambridge Press, 

Clark and Piggott (1965) Prehistoric societies. London, Hutchinson and Co, and 

Clark (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint-their typology and distribution. Prehistoric 

Society Proceedings 6(1), 41-45. These were helpful in discovering that these 

artefacts were not discussed in relation to prehistoric societies in the British Isles. 

The Clark article was extremely helpful as I had been trying to discover a map 

that was not published in the version I had; and I discovered why it was not 

digitally published, because it is not actually in the article itself but before. This 

helps when it comes to asking about permission to use it for my research. I also 

checked Fox’s Cambridge region book, but it was not helpful. Salzman’s A History 

of the County of Cambridge and the Isle of Ely: Vol 1 turned out to be useful, as 

it references some tools, which all were accounted for but one which was from 

Lode. The Cambridge Antiquation Society catalogue/publications were the next 

to go through; however only one artefact was in these. It was 1914.74 located in 

proceeding 19,20,21 on page 100. It was very surprising that one was in the 

publications.   
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On the 20th of September, I went through the CAS index looking for more details 

about these artefacts and any reference I could find that would give more details. 

Some of the reports and proceeding were extremely vague and not particularly 

helpful. I began reading some original receipts from a collected named 

Gathercole. A PhD thesis was written about him in 1992 and the museum has a 

few pieces from him; he is an interesting collector due the scandals and court 

cases based around him and the selling of artefacts. There are three artefacts 

there were purchased from him and two that suspicious and could have come 

from him. However, there is no reference to these objects in Gathercole’s original 

receipts. There is an article referencing a piece (1908.31) sold the museum by 

Gathercole. However, the dates do not match up; this article was published in 

1906 and the museum accession number is 1908. Gathercole bought the piece 

from a guy named Fenton. A theory is that 1908.31 was found by Fenton in 1906 

and kept it until 1908 then sold it to Gathercole whom then sold it to the museum. 
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Then began looking through the original correspondence from the public to the 

museum about artefacts first looking for letters from Gathercole then through 

looking for find locations or seller names. 

In the 1894 correspondence letters, I discovered that 1894.8.2 from Arthur G 

Wright has corresponding letters that reference the purchase of this artefact. 

Also, in that year’s letters, I discovered that Ambrose purchased the Marshall 

Fisher collection then Ambrose’s collection was given to the museum upon his 

death.  
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On September 21st, I was still going through 1899 letters. The handwriting of the 

curator and the public could be quite difficult to read. I did find a letter of 

authorisation given to Gathercole to buy objects on behalf of the museum. 

However, there was nothing of note in 1899 to 1906. It is interesting that these 

pieces are not talked about in any correspondence letter.  

September 22, I began working through the last half of year 1906 letter. I was 

looking for any correspondence from Gathercole about any objects purchased 

from him. Sadly, there was nothing of note. I started and finished 1908 and there 

was nothing note. 1930 and 1931 sadly there was nothing important. The next 

years (1914 and 1925) turned up nothing in important. I was not able to start 1953 

letters. It is interesting that the correspondence letters did not exist for these 

artefacts. However, it just adds to my experience and the knowledge gained from 

researching on the museum. Not only have I gained valuable information about 
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these artefacts, but I have gained knowledge and first-hand experience to help 

guide a chapter on object itineraries.  

Financial Breakdown 

Grant for £700 

Airbnb- 3 Sept to 8 Sept for £228.89 

Train- 3 Sept arrive and depart 8 Sept- £45.85 

Airbnb- 17 Sept to 22 Sept for £246.37 

Train- 17 Sept arrive and depart 22 Sept- £41.80 

Food over the 2-week time period- £137.09 

      Total= £70
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List of Artefacts examined 

1922.587 C 

1899.18 

1927.2147; Z 32160 

1971.50 B 

1908.31 

1931.900 

1914.74 

1906.182 

Z32611.6.1 

Z32611.6.2 

Z24211.6 

1930.1561 

1883.96 

Z31463.2 

1953.573 

1951.868 

1900.82 

1932.688 

Z32432 

Z32159 

1905.176 

1923.1081 H  

Z31548 

Z32543 

1894.8.2 

1927.2146 

1925.94/Record 1 

Z31547 

1930.76 

Z31461 

Z32282.6 
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Images of this artefacts will be sent to the museum for the online database soon. 

Images of the discarded artefacts from this category have been sent to the 

museum already.  Images are below the object sheet.  

Accession No. 1883.96 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This object is a sub-rectangular flint tool that has been 
bifacially worked. The tool was made off a dark olive 
flint and has three polished edges.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This piece is squarer in shape. This tool has 
manufacturing features that can be located on the 
faces; there is step fracture (a flake that ends abruptly 
with a 90-degree break causing the entire flake to not 
be removed) and flake scars that run toward the middle 
of the face away from the edge. The polished edges 
only extend a few millimetres from the edge. Macro 
striations can be seen in the polished edges, which 
identifies the polishing process. This artefact was found 
in Burwell, Cambridgeshire. 

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

58.1mm, 11mm, 65.4mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 
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Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Neolithic 
 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. 
 
Loveday, R. (2011) Polished rectangular flint knives- 
elaboration or replication?. In Saville, A. (editor) Flint 
and Stone in the Neolithic Period, Neolithic Studies 
Group Seminar Papers 11.   Oxford: Oxbow Books. 
234-246. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This piece falls into the category of Polished-edge Type 
IV. This category is Clark’s Type IV. This shape 
warrants its own category as the shape is completely 
different than the others and they are manufactured 
different as well. The faces and edges of this tool are 
usually completely polishing with a few exceptions; this 
tool makes number four in those exceptions. This 
artefact was found in Burwell, Cambridgeshire. 
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Accession No. 1894.8.2 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

66 or 99 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This piece is a triangular shaped flint tool that has been 
bifacially worked. It was made from a grey, blueish flint 
with two polished edges.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has an isosceles triangular shape. This 
tool has manufacturing features located on its surface; 
such as a step fracture (a flake that ends abruptly with 
a 90-degree break causing the entire flake to not be 
removed), a hinge fracture (a flake that breaks and 
leaves a ‘rolling out’ effect). There is some edge 
damage to the tip of the artefact; this damage is most 
likely post-depositional.   

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

51.2mm, 11.5mm, 71mm, 
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Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

Bought from Gathercole by CAS 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Number 51 in the Index 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
 
 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits into the Type II or Type II category of 
Polished-edge Discoidal Knife. This category has three 
types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- triangular, 
and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge). These artefacts 
show polished edges and should fit into one (or two) of 
those types. This artefact classification might has 
functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found at Barton Hill, Mildenhall.  
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Accession No. 1899.18 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This piece is an oval shaped flint tool that has been 
bifacially worked. This tool is made from a light brown 
flint with half of the edge polished.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

There is a hinge fracture (a flake that breaks and 
leaves a ‘rolling out’ effect) on one face. Only half of the 
edge is polished, but the face on both sides of the 
artefact, where the edge is polished, are polished as 
well. There are 2 step fractures (a flake that ends 
abruptly with a 90-degree break causing the entire flake 
to not be removed) on the same side. There could be 
post-depositional damage on the one side.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

47.9mm, 16.9mm, 60.9mm 
 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

Bought by CAS from Gathercole 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. 
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits into the Type I category of the 
Polished-edge Discoidal Knife classification. This 
category has three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, 
Type II- triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) 
and show polished edge. This artefact classification 
might has functioned as wood or claying working tools. 
This artefact was found at Kenny Hill in Burnt Fen, 
Cambridgeshire.  
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Accession No. 1900.82 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is oval in shaped flint tool that has been 
bifacially worked. This tool is made from a grey flint 
with blueish bands. It also has a few inclusions. The 
edge is only partially polished.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact is an irregular oval shape and is bifacially 
worked. There appears to be some edge damage, 
which is probably post-depositional. This tool was 
made from a flake as the bulb of percussion is present. 
There is some pressure flaking on part of the edge that 
is visible.   
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Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

56.8mm, 10.5mm, 58mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Number 52 in the Index 
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits into the Type I of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found in Lakenheath, Suffolk.  
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Accession No. 1905.176 
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Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Annual Report 1905.60 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an oval shaped flint tool that has been 
bifacially worked. It was made from a grey flint that is 
mottled with a darker grey.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact is an irregular oval shape that is bifacially 
worked. There is limited edge polished from 
manufacturing. There is some edge damage, but it is 
difficult to tell whether it was from use or post-
depositional. There is evidence to support tool 
reduction, but manufacture did not go as planned as 
there are step fractures (a flake that ends abruptly with 
a 90-degree break causing the entire flake to not be 
removed) and multiple flake scars.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

 47.7mm, 9mm, 48.8mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

CAS gave money to purchase this artefact.  

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Number 53 in the Index 
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in with Type I of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found in Eriswell fields in Suffolk. 
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Accession No. 1906.182 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This piece is an oval shaped flint tool that has been 
bifacially worked. It was made from white flint. The 
edge is partially polished.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact is mostly circular but is missing part of the 
edge that could be post-depositional damage. The 
edge polishing is limited, but there is evidence of 
pressure flaking on the edge. All of the ground edge 
shows patination.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

54.1mm, 8.1mm, 60.2mm 
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Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Could be 58 or 59 from 
Index 
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This tool fits in the Type I of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found in Icklingham, Suffolk.  
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Accession No. 1908.31 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is a broad leaf shaped flint tool that has 
been bifacially worked. It is made from a yellow, 
greenish flint that has blue mottles scattered 
throughout. There is only one edge that has been 
polished.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact is complete. There is only one edge 
polished that only extends a few millimetres from the 
edge. There is evidence of polishing of the edge, then 
pressure flaking it. There are macro striations that can 
be seen in the polished edge.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

65.5mm, 11.5mm, 106.8mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in the Type III of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. It was 
found in Burnt Fen, Cambridgeshire.  
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Accession No. 1914.74 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact has an irregular oval shaped flint tool that 
has been bifacially worked. It was made from a grey, 
blueish flint. It has only one polished edge. 

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has an irregular shape that could be due 
to manufacturing or post-depositional causes. There is 
a bulb of percussion left, which indicates this piece was 
made from a flake. There is only one polished edge, 
which is opposite the bulb. 
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Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

49.1mm, 11.7mm, 64.8mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

Bought by CAS for the museum. CAS Proceedings 
(19,20,21) page 100.  

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in the Type I of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found in Lynford, Norfolk 
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Accession No. 1922.587 C 
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Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is in the shape of a D that has been 
bifacially worked. It was made from a dark grey flint 
with little grey mottles throughout. It has most of the 
edges polished. 

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has the curved part polished on the edge. 
The polish does not extend but a few millimetres from 
the edge. There is step fracture (a flake that ends 
abruptly with a 90-degree break causing the entire flake 
to not be removed) on one side. On that same side, 
there is glue residue from being on display at the 
museum. There are tiny fine striations in the polished 
surface which are from the manufacturing polishing 
process.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

70.4mm, 9.3mm, 75.2mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Number 63 in the Index  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in the Type I of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This piece was found in Ely in 
Cambridgeshire. This artefact classification might has 
functioned as wood or claying working tools. It found 
with two rim sherds and two joining base sherds of 
Beaker pottery.   
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Accession No. 1923.1081 H 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Annual Report 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an irregular oval shaped flint tool that 
has been bifacially worked. It was made from a greyish 
flint that has fossil inclusions throughout. Only one 
edge is polished with a bit of the faces polished. 

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact is mixed between an oval and a sub-
rectangle in shape. The flake scar ridges have been 
polished. The edge that is polished is opposite edge 
from the fossil inclusion. It has a paper label on one 
side that says Clough.    
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Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

53.5mm, 14mm, 65.5mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

In the Ransom Collection 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Could be number 18 in the 
Index 
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in the Type I in the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found in Clough, Ireland and was in the 
Ransom Collection.  
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Accession No. 1925.94/Record 1 
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Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is a sub-triangular shaped flint tool that 
has been bifacially worked. It was made from a grey 
blue flint with fossil inclusions and some cortex left on 
the surface with most of the edges polished. 

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has most of the edges polished but only a 
few millimetres from the edge; only part of the face is 
polished. There are multiple step fractures (a flake that 
ends abruptly with a 90-degree break causing the 
entire flake to not be removed) on one side. There is a 
bit of cortex left on the surface, which could mean this 
tool was made from a flake; the creator tried to remove 
the cortex but failed and resulted in a step fracture.   

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

50.6mm, 12.1mm, 67.9mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits into Type II of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
piece was found in Lakenheath, Suffolk.  
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Accession No. 1927.2146 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an irregular oval shaped flint tool that 
has been bifacially worked. It was made from a green 
brown flint with one polished edge.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact is in between an oval and a triangular 
shape. It has one polished edge and the polishing 
continues to the face. It has a few step fractures (a 
flake that ends abruptly with a 90-degree break causing 
the entire flake to not be removed). It could have had 
two edges polished but it was lost to damage or it was 
flintknapped off.   

 

Dimensions (mm) 77.8mm, 14.5mm, 65.8mm 
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Length, width, height  

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Number 56 in Index 
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in Type I or Type II of the Polished-
edge Discoidal Knife classification. The catalogue says 
it is a triangular shape. This classification has three 
types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- triangular, 
and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and show polished 
edges. This artefact classification might has functioned 
as wood or claying working tools. This artefact was 
found in Mildenhall, Suffolk.  
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Accession No. 1927.2147 
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Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z 32160 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is a broad leaf shaped flint tool that has 
been bifacially worked. It was made from a little grey 
flint with blue and white mottles throughout. It has one 
polished edge.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has been bifacially worked into its shape. 
It has one polished edge and has some polishing on 
the faces. The flake scar run towards the middle of the 
tool. There are striations in the polished edge that is 
from the manufacturing polishing process.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

68.6mm, 9.7mm, 92.1mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Number 55 in the Index 
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in Type III of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. It was 
found in Ixworth in Suffolk.  
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Accession No. 1930.76 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an oval shaped flint tool that is bifacially 
worked. It is made from a light and dark grey flint. It has 
one edge polished. 

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has half the edge polished since it is 
circular in shape. It also displays several step fractures 
(a flake that ends abruptly with a 90-degree break 
causing the entire flake to not be removed) on both 
sides. The polishing is mostly on the edge. The flint is 
two different colours.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

56.1mm, 12.5mm, 65.5mm 
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Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in the Type I of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found in the Lower Field of Bottisham, 
Cambridgeshire.  
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Accession No. 1930.1561 
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Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an oblong shaped flint tool that was 
bifacially worked. It was made from a flake of brown 
flint. There is one polished edge.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This oblong piece shows it was made on a flake as the 
platform and the bulb of percussion are still present. 
There is also cortex present. The polished edge is 
about half of the edge. There appears to be some post-
depositional damage to the edge. The flint is fine 
enough that in places it is translucent. 

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

59.1mm, 9.2mm, 99.1mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
Burkitt, M. C. (1931) Six interesting flint implements 
now in Cambridge. The Antiquaries Journal 11 (1), 55-
57. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in Type I of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found at Altarnun (known locally as Wind 
Whistle), Cornwall. 
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Accession No. 1931.900 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an oval shaped flint tool that has been 
bifacially worked. It was made from a dark brown flint 
with light brown mottles. It has one polished edge with 
a little bit of polish on the faces.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact is oval with a polished edge that extends 
several millimetres away from the edge. There is post-
depositional damage to the edge. A few of the higher 
ridges on the faces have polishing on them. All of the 
ground edges are patinated, which hides the striations 
usually seen in the polished edges. 
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Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

54.7mm, 8.4mm, 73mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in the Type I of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
piece was found in Burnt Fen, Cambridgeshire.   
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Accession No. 1932.688 

 

Other MAA Nos.   
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i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is in between an oval and a triangle 
shaped flint tool that has been bifacially worked. It was 
made from a white flint with partially polished edges 
and faces.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has one polished edge and some of the 
higher ridges on the faces are polished as well. 
However, the ground parts are patinated. There is 
some post-depositional damage on the edge. The 
shape made measuring quite difficult. 

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

58.6mm, 7.3mm, 82.1mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits more with Type II of Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found Weeting, Lyndford (between 
Weeting and Mundford).  
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Accession No. 1951.868 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Ingram Coll, PPS July 1936, 206 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is a triangular shaped flint tool that has 
been bifacially worked. It was made from a greyish blue 
flint with small yellow mottles. It has two polished 
edges. 

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has two heavily polished edges and some 
parts of the faces. There are striations in the polished 
edge. The polishing goes around the deeper flake 
scars on the faces. There is a faint pencil marking that 
side INGRAM COLL. There is possible post-
depositional damage to the edges. The non-polished 
edge has been pressure flaked.  
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Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

64.6mm, 12mm, 95.9mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in the Type II of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found in Walton-on-the-Naze, Essex.  
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Accession No. 1953.573 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 
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Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is a sub-triangular shaped flint tool that 
been bifacially worked. It was made from a yellow 
brown flint with 2 polished edges.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has two heavily polished edges with parts 
of the faces polished as well. There are flake scars that 
run towards the middle of the tool. There is a small step 
fracture (a flake that ends abruptly with a 90-degree 
break causing the entire flake to not be removed) on 
one side. There is some post-depositional damage on 
the edge. One side has more polishing than the other.   

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

 65.8mm, 11.6mm, 92.9mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits with Type II of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. It was 
found at Chittering Farm in Stretham, Cambridgeshire.  
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Accession No. 1971.50 B 

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

 
 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is a triangular shaped flint tool that has 
been bifacially worked. It was made from a little grey 
flint. It has two polished edges. 

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has two polished edges and little polishing 
on the face. The polish that is on the face is around the 
bigger flake scar ridges. There are macro striations that 
can be seen the polished edges.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

 73.8mm, 11.7mm, 93.8mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in Type II of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This classification has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edges. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
artefact was found at Park Far in Everton, Gamlingay.  
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Accession No.  

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z24211.6 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is rectangular shaped flint tool that has 
been bifacially worked. It was made of a little grey flint 
and has two polished edges.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This tool two polished edges and one side that has 
some post-depositional damage. There is a step 
fracture (a flake that ends abruptly with a 90-degree 
break causing the entire flake to not be removed) on 
one side but not sure if it is from manufacture or post-
depositional.  
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Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

 41.3mm, 8.6mm, 66.9mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Loveday, R. (2011) Polished rectangular flint knives- 
elaboration or replication?. In Saville, A. (editor) Flint 
and Stone in the Neolithic Period, Neolithic Studies 
Group Seminar Papers 11.   Oxford: Oxbow Books. 
234-246. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This piece falls into the category of Polished-edge Type 
IV. This category is Clark’s Type IV. This shape 
warrants its own category as the shape is completely 
different than the others and they are manufactured 
different as well. The faces and edges of this tool are 
usually completely polishing with a few exceptions; this 
tool makes number four in those exceptions. This 
artefact was found in Kentford, Suffolk. 
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Accession No.  

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z 31461 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is a broad leaf shaped flint tool that has 
been bifacially worked. It was made from a grey flint 
with one polished edge.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has one polished edge and that polishing 
extends onto the face as well. There is some post-
depositional damage on the edge. There are several 
step fractures (a flake that breaks and leaves a ‘rolling 
out’ effect) on the surface. The ground surfaces look 
patinated.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

59.9mm, 15.5mm, 82.1mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in the Type III of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This category has three 
types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- triangular, 
and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and show polished 
edge. This artefact classification might has functioned 
as wood or claying working tools. This artefact was 
found during an excavation in 1980 in Bottisham, 
Cambridgeshire.  
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Accession No.  

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z31463.2 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an oval/ sub-rectangle shaped flint tool 
that has been bifacially worked. It was made from a 
dark blueish flint with three polished edges. 

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has more of a rectangular shape to it. 
Some of the high flake scar ridges has polishing 
present. There is a fossil inclusion on the un-polished 
edge. It seems to be patinated.  
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Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

76.5mm, 14.5mm, 61.6mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Loveday, R. (2011) Polished rectangular flint knives- 
elaboration or replication?. In Saville, A. (editor) Flint 
and Stone in the Neolithic Period, Neolithic Studies 
Group Seminar Papers 11.   Oxford: Oxbow Books. 
234-246. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This piece falls into the category of Polished-edge Type 
IV. This category is Clark’s Type IV. This shape 
warrants its own category as the shape is completely 
different than the others and they are manufactured 
different as well. The faces and edges of this tool are 
usually completely polishing with a few exceptions; this 
tool fall into those exceptions. 
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Accession No.  

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z31547 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is a triangular shaped flint tool that has 
been bifacially worked. It was made from a dark olive 
and grey flint. It has two completed edges with 
evidence of the third having polish.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact shows some post-depositional damage to 
the tip of the tool. There are also several step fractures 
(a flake that ends abruptly with a 90-degree break 
causing the entire flake to not be removed) on the 
faces. There is some slight evidence of the bottom 
edge having some polish present.   

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

 61.1mm, 11.7mm, 50.2mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Either number 60 or 62 in 
Index 
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in the Type II of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This category has three 
types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- triangular, 
and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and show polished 
edge. This artefact classification might has functioned 
as wood or claying working tools. This artefact was 
found in Burwell, Cambridgeshire.  
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Accession No.  

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z31548 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This object is a sub-rectangular flint tool that has been 
bifacially worked. The tool was made off a dark olive 
flint with completed polished faces and edges. 

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has evidence of manufacture; some of the 
flake scars are still present. Due to the curved nature of 
the tool, it was clearly made from a flint flake, but the 
bulb of percussion is not visible.   
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Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

66.9mm, 9.5mm, 107.4mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Loveday, R. (2011) Polished rectangular flint knives- 
elaboration or replication?. In Saville, A. (editor) Flint 
and Stone in the Neolithic Period, Neolithic Studies 
Group Seminar Papers 11.   Oxford: Oxbow Books. 
234-246. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This piece falls into the category of Polished-edge Type 
IV. This category is Clark’s Type IV. This shape 
warrants its own category as the shape is completely 
different than the others and they are manufactured 
different as well. The faces and edges of this tool are 
usually completely polishing with a few exceptions. This 
artefact was found at Burwell Fen, Cambridgeshire.  
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Accession No.  

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z32159 
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Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an oval shaped flint tool that has been 
bifacially worked. It was made from a light brown and 
dark coloured flint. It has only part of the edge polished.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has cortex present on the face. There is 
also a possible bulb of percussion present, which 
suggests this tool was made from a flint flake. Not all 
the edges show polish but about half do.  
 
 

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

 76.77mm, 10.3mm, 78.5mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Either number 60 or 62 in 
Index 
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
 
Evans, J. (1897) The Ancient Stone Implements, 
Weapons, and Ornaments of Great Britain. 2nd edition. 
London: Longmans, Green and Co. page 343 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact fits in the Type I of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This category has three 
types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- triangular, 
and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and show polished 
edge. This artefact classification might has functioned 
as wood or claying working tools. This artefact was 
found in Burwell Fen, Cambridgeshire.  
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Accession No.  

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z32282.6  

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an irregular oval shaped flint tool that 
has been bifacially worked. It was made on a light 
brown flint that has dark spots. It has one polished 
edge.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has been clearly made on a flint flake; the 
bulb of percussion and striking platform are still 
present. On the un-polished edge, the pressure flaking 
is quite steep. The polishing on the edge extends a few 
millimetres away the edge.  
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Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

39.9mm, 8.3mm, 67.9mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact is too irregular to say but type it fits into, 
but it is still fits in the Polished-edge Discoidal Knife 
classification. This category has three types (Type I- 
circular or D-shaped, Type II- triangular, and Type III- 
broad leaf to lozenge) and show polished edge. This 
artefact classification might has functioned as wood or 
claying working tools. This artefact was found at Barton 
Hill, Mildenhall, Suffolk.   
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Accession No.  
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Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z32432 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an oval shaped flint tool that has been 
bifacially worked. It has been made from a grey flint 
with white mottles. It has one polished edge.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has only one polished edge, which could 
be intentionally done by the knapper or the others were 
removed by post-depositional damage. There could be 
evidence of patination. There are a number of small 
fossil inclusions present.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

50.1mm, 11.3mm, 66.8mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact might have been a Type I of the Polished-
edge Discoidal Knife classification. This category has 
three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- 
triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and 
show polished edge. This artefact classification might 
has functioned as wood or claying working tools. This 
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artefact was bought by Fox on 29-7-1918 and it was 
found at Tuddenham Hal Farm in Tuddenham, Suffolk.  
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Accession No.  

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z32543 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is an irregular shaped flint tool that has 
been bifacially worked. It was made from a dark olive 
flint and has only one polished edge.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact has some polish on the edges but only 
part of the face. There are some step fractures (a flake 
that ends abruptly with a 90-degree break causing the 
entire flake to not be removed) on both side and has a 
hinge fracture (a flake that breaks and leaves a ‘rolling 
out’ effect).  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

55.3mm, 12.3mm, 72.7mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54. Number 57 in the Index 
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
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Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact does not really fit into the type but should 
still be considered part of the Polished-edge Discoidal 
Knife classification. This category has three types 
(Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- triangular, and 
Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and show polished 
edge. This artefact classification might has functioned 
as wood or claying working tools. This artefact was 
found in Undley, Suffolk.  
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Accession No.  

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z32611.6.1 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 

 
 
 

Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is a fragment of a possible D-shaped flint 
tool that has been bifacially worked. It was made from a 
little grey flint and has one polished edge.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact is just a fragment of a larger flint tool. 
There is polishing on the face on one side.  
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Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

 25.8mm, 13.6mm, 48mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact could fit in the Type I of the Polished-edge 
Discoidal Knife classification. This category has three 
types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, Type II- triangular, 
and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) and show polished 
edge. This artefact classification might has functioned 
as wood or claying working tools. It was found on 
Hydon Farm in Somerset.  
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Accession No.  

 

Other MAA Nos.  
i.e. Z nos., Annual 
Report nos., etc. 

Z32611.6.2 

 

Other No(s) 
i.e. Collectors’ 
numbers 
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Short Description 
1-3 sentence 
description, using full 
sentences and  
incorporating key 
words  

This artefact is a fragment of a larger flint tool that has 
been bifacially worked. It was made from a grey flint 
and has one polished edge.  

 

Description 
Detailed description of 
the object, 
incorporating key 
words. 
 

This artefact shows the polishing from the edge 
extending onto the face. It is a fragment of a larger tool 
which the shape is unknown. The ground surfaces 
show patination.  

 

Dimensions (mm) 
Length, width, height  

 16.8mm, 8.8mm, 28.9mm 

 

Source  
The donor of the object 
and any previous 
owners, with their 
relationship to the 
object noted 

 
 

 

Period 
Broad time period (i.e. 
Neolithic; Bronze Age); 
more than one can be 
included. Date range if 
appropriate. 

Late Neolithic 

 

Bibliography 
 

Clark, J. (1929) Discoidal Polished Flint- their typology 
and distribution. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
of East Anglia 6 (1), 41-54.  
 
Lewis, J. (2005) Monuments, Ritual, and Regionality. 
BAR British Series 401. 
 

 

Context 
Any other information 
regarding the object. 
This is where details of 
a classification system 
would be appropriate. 

This artefact does not fit in a type but is still part of the 
Polished-edge Discoidal Knife classification. This 
category has three types (Type I- circular or D-shaped, 
Type II- triangular, and Type III- broad leaf to lozenge) 
and show polished edge. This artefact classification 
might has functioned as wood or claying working tools. 
This artefact was found in Somerset.  
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Appendix VII: L.S.S. John Wymer Bursary Paper 

 

JOHN WYMER Bursary 2018 

 

Functional Analysis of Polished-edge Discoidal Knives of the British Isles 

 

Melissa A Metzger1 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Polished flint discoidal knives are rare 

stone implements from the late British 

Neolithic. Our interpretations of these 

objects are limited by the speculative 

nature of functional attribution and a lack 

of scientific studies that have sought to 

understand the nature of these pieces. 

The research discussed in this report is 

part of the research I have conducted as 

part of my PhD.  It aims to improve our 

knowledge of these artefacts by 

evaluating the functional hypotheses put 

forth for them as derived from the 

literature. Through experimental 

archaeology, microscopy and 

ethnographic studies, we can begin to 

understand how these knives fit into 

Neolithic society. The below images 

show the original typology of these flint 

artefacts, known as polished flint 

discoidal knives, and includes Type I 

(circular to D-shaped), Type II 

(triangular to sub-triangular), Type III 

(lozenge to broad leaf shaped), and Type 

IV (rectangular) (after Clark 1929).      

 

 
Figure 1: From left to right: Type I (circular) from Powysland Museum; Type II (triangular) from The Salisbury 

Museum; Type III (broad leaf) from Brighton Museum and Art Gallery; and Type IV (rectangular) from The 

Salisbury Museum. Images by the author and used with kind permission of: Powysland Museum©, The Salisbury 

Museum©, and Royal Pavilion and Museums, Brighton and Hove©. 

 

The project evolved from preliminary 

work completed as part of my MA 

research. These artefacts are currently 

understudied but are seen in most 

museum collections. My PhD research 

involved discovering possible functions 

 
1 PhD Candidate, School of Archaeological Science, University of Bradford, BD7 1DP, 
mametzge@student.bradford.ac.uk, Mel.Metzger87@gmail.com  

for polished flint discoidal knives using 

experimental archaeology and 

microwear analysis. For the 

experimental aspect, four tests were 

conducted with replica flint knives. 

These replicas were knapped and 

mailto:mametzge@student.bradford.ac.uk
mailto:Mel.Metzger87@gmail.com
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polishing using sandstone. The 

experiments included two involving 

debarking (one included an attempt to 

carve wood, but it did not go as planned) 

a clay working experiment, and a hide 

working experiment. The microwear 

analysis followed Keeley (1980). The 

wear patterns from the experimental 

tools were compared to the 

archaeological artefacts at a microscopic 

level using an Olympus LEXT OLS 

4000 3D laser scanning microscope. To 

facilitate the analysis of the 

archaeological material, which could not 

leave museum premises, a PVS 

moulding and resin casting process was 

used; this same process was used on the 

experimental tools to allow for 

comparison to take place.  

 

The research project also created a 

database of accessioned knives, the 

reappraisal of object typologies and 

typological assignments. It has become 

clear that, over the years, different styles 

of identification have materialised (e.g. 

Clark 1929; Atkinson 1962; Scott 1966; 

Manby 1974; Loveday 2009; Loveday 

2011). As a result of the current project, 

a revised typology and a new 

classification for these artefacts is 

proposed: polished-edge discoidal 

knives. This project has also 

demonstrated that there should be a 

division in the original typology. The 

Type IV knives are aesthetically and 

technologically different than the other 

three types, as they are completely 

polished on the edges and faces, while 

Types I–III display only polished edges. 

 

The revised classification is Type I 

(circular to D-shape), Type II 

(triangular) and Type III (broad leaf to 

lozenge). Type IV (rectangular) does not 

fit this new typology; however, it still fits 

within the polished discoidal knives 

category and will help inform the new 

classification categories. 
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Figure 2: An outline of the new typology. The bold boxes show which category was studied and how these artefacts 

could be divided for study. This possible division may provide a better understanding of how such artefacts are 

associated with each other.   

 

 

With the Jacobi Bursary, I was able to 

attend the Association of Wear and 

Residue Analysts (AWRANA) 

conference in Nice, France, entitled 

‘Beyond use-wear traces: tools and 

people’. Here, I presented my research to 

colleagues and professionals. My 

presentation outlined the background to 

my research, including archaeological 

context and date, my experimental work, 

a comparison of wear patterns, and the 

preliminary results.  

 

The archaeological contexts from which 

these knives originate are broad, 

including archaeological monuments 

and burials through to domestic settings. 

The date of these knives correlates to the 

Late Neolithic, given that a polished-

edge discoidal knife was found 

associated with Grooved Ware pottery 

sherds during an archaeological 

excavation in Doulting, East Mendip 

(Lewis 2005; Pollard 2008; Loveday 

2009). 

 

I used this conference to engage with 

research avenues outside of my own 

background. ‘Beyond use-wear traces’ 

provided a stage to see leading research 

in the field of use-wear and understand 

how other researchers and professionals 

were using different techniques to study 

artefacts. The topics of the presentations 

covered a variety of interesting topics, 

such as stone tools and their use-wear, 

metal tools and their uses, stone 

jewellery, bone tools and their functions, 

etc.  

 

While I had the chance to attend a variety 

of sessions, the ability to network greatly 

influenced my experience as well. I was 

able to meet with known colleagues, 

which allowed me to discuss my research 

further than my presentation permitted. I 

was also able to meet new colleagues 

from all over the world.  

 

My attendance at this conference was 

crucial to my project, as it granted me the 

ability to present my research and data to 

a receptive audience who gave personal 

and professional insight that directly 

benefited both my research and myself in 

a professional capacity This was the 
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second time I was able to present my 

research to the archaeology community 

and the first time at an international 

level. Through attending AWRANA, I 

have also been provided the opportunity 

to publish my research to an international 

audience, which will be forthcoming in 

AWRANA 2018 congress proceedings. 

Now that this project has been 

completed, the next step in the doctoral 

process awaits. 
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